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DISCLAIMER:
This Master Plan (MP) is specifically created for the Hampton Roads region. We have made our best efforts
to apply the needs of the region into this master plan using our experience and knowledge of the business
and technical information contained herein. We believe the data we have presented now to be accurate and
to be representative of the current state of the Hampton Roads region.
This Master Plan has been prepared for discussion purposes only and does not purport to contain all the
information that may be required or relevant to the evaluation of the Regional Connectivity Ring (RCR). This
master plan shall not form the basis of any contract with any recipient or with any vendor. Vendors
referenced in this master plan were not asked to endorse this master plan nor are they responsible for any
errors or omissions contained in this document.
In addition, this MP contains certain estimates, projections, and forward-looking statements with respect to
the anticipated cost, benefits, and performance of the RCR. Such estimates, projections and forwardlooking statements reflect various assumptions and subjective judgments concerning the RCR and are
subject to business risks, uncertainties, and contingencies.
This business plan is presented here to benefit and promote the services of HRPDC. The information and
ideas herein are the confidential, proprietary, sole, and exclusive property of HRPDC. This plan should not
be distributed without the consent of HRPDC.
This plan was prepared by the team at Broadband-Telecom Services, LLC. For any questions, please contact
jeffb@broadband-telecom.com or call (757) 505-0126.
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This Master Plan was made possible by the generous support of the following public organizations.
 Hampton Roads Planning District
 City of Chesapeake
 City of Norfolk
 City of Portsmouth
 City of Suffolk
 City of Virginia Beach
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Executive Summary
Introduction
These days, fiber optic networks are becoming an increasingly important asset for communities to flourish
in this digital landscape. With technological platforms being pushed to address the growing demands of
citizenry, municipalities need a robust foundation for deploying these digital systems.
Municipalities around the nation have started to see the importance of these assets to their operations
and have begun to implement their own “next-generation networks” (NGNs) to expand their
infrastructure. The Hampton Roads region has many constituent cities that have their own network in
place, but this is not uniform throughout the region. Southside Hampton Roads -- consisting of
Chesapeake, Norfolk, Portsmouth, Suffolk, and Virginia Beach – only has full NGNs in Virginia Beach and
Norfolk, with Portsmouth’s in the works. Ultimately, the region sees the need for fiber optic infrastructure,
but is limited by barriers to entry for some cities. Seeing the imperative, HRPDC, along with the
Broadband Steering Committee, backed the design of a Master Plan that identifies the possible benefits
of a region-wide fiber optic backbone, also known as the Regional Connectivity Ring (RCR).
This Master Plan details the high-level strategy, design, and organizational structure this RCR will require
to support the cities’ operations and the leasing of dark fiber as a revenue generating asset for the region.
With this Plan, the region can start seeing firsthand the benefits of this critical infrastructure and how it
will support the evolution of these cities into smart communities. High costs for telecom spending in the
region are tied to annual contracts by incumbent providers that limit the potential of the network through
nerfed speeds and high prices. As fiber optic infrastructure is critical infrastructure, akin to water, sewer,
and roads, it is important that this is pursued, as this will lay the foundation of supporting operations and
community needs for the next few decades. And with growing communication needs requiring services to
be upgraded from year to year, this is an opportunity to take regional operational expenses and turn
them into a capital program, in the way other key utility infrastructure is treated. Also, this ring can be
deployed alongside other capital improvement projects to ensure that the Dig Once policy is upheld and
costs are kept low. Also described are the backbone routing and technology services on RCR, as well as
the possible connections to critical facilities and higher education centers to provide a singular, regionwide, connectivity platform. It will also cover the operational and management structure, as well as costs
associated on a 10-year forecast. Additionally, many regional benefits of the ring will be detailed
alongside the regional approach for smart city integration, which is dependent on this critical fiber
infrastructure. Ultimately, the purpose of this Master Plan is to communicate the imperative that
unlimited, scalable bandwidth is necessary for the future of the Hampton Roads region and detail stepby-step the process in getting there.
This Master Plan covers how the network can be deployed with prioritization of implementation phases,
details the technical aspects of the RCR, and provides a foundation of pilot projects that run the gamut of
smart city applications that can be replicated throughout the region. Finally, the Master Plan lays out
possible operations and maintenance structures for the network, funding for the implementation of the
network, commercial service and governance, and other construction considerations.
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Importance of a Municipal Fiber Network
Internet traffic demand between the United States and the European/African/Latin American region is
growing quickly, at rates exceeding over 36% annually. These rates of growth are forecasted to continue for
the foreseeable future. With the landing demands on the United States Eastern Seaboard continually
growing, there is an opportunity to land additional cables in the Mid-Atlantic Region on the coast of Virginia.
The State of Virginia and the Hampton Roads Region continue to enhance the value of the region by
addressing the critical needs of the vibrant Internet of Things (IOT) industry that has just begun to realize
the value of the Mid-Atlantic region for international connectivity and data center development. A new
location for the submarine cable industry to consider, Virginia Beach and the Hampton Roads Virginia
Regional Connectivity Ring offers the industry unparalleled cooperation between undersea cable operators,
the Hampton Roads Region, fishing, shipping and defense industry, and the state government.
Plans are underway for a new operational entity, the Mid-Atlantic NAP, in Virginia Beach, Virginia at the
entrance to the Chesapeake Bay. The Mid-Atlantic NAP consists of a new submarine cable landing facility
and a 20 Mega-watt (MW) Tier III Colocation Data Center linking the Mid-Atlantic region in Virginia Beach,
Virginia. The combination of the cable landing station and the Tier III Colocation Data Center is named
“Mid-Atlantic NAP” or Network Access Point.
The Hampton Roads Virginia Regional Connectivity Ring is a project that is being facilitated through the
Hampton Roads Planning District Commission (HRPDC) to build a fiber optic broadband network that will
connect five Virginia cities located in southern Virginia and provide a backbone for eight proposed projects
of regional and local significance, designed to be replicable and scalable for adaptation towards additional
community, regional, and national initiatives. To connect our region and expand access, the five cities have
invested in an initiative to implement an open access, dark fiber Regional Connectivity Ring (RCR). The RCR
will accelerate the growth of digitally-empowered communities. The investment will continue to include
other Hampton Roads municipalities in an ongoing initiative to connect to Richmond and Northern Virginia.
Combined, the Mid-Atlantic NAP and the RCR provide a foundation to further develop a broader telecom
ecosystem that will provide a long-term economic benefit for the Hampton Roads region.
Full participation in the 21st Century economy for Virginia and the Hampton Roads region includes access
to the services and opportunities of the World Wide Web. Transoceanic cables provide the global
connectivity for these economies and are the “interstate” for the World Wide Web. The Cable Landing
Stations (CLSs) where these transoceanic cables land on the shore are the equivalent of the digital “Port”
connecting the economies from continent to continent. The ability to attract and land transoceanic fiber
requires a complete “eco-system” available to the owner/developers of these systems. On the east coast of
the United States, Florida, New York, and New Jersey have successfully landed multiple transoceanic cables
and have benefited from the substantive economic improvement to their respective State Gross Domestic
Products as a result. Virginia has not enjoyed this same level of success.
A system of subsea (or transoceanic) fiber optic cables spanning the world’s oceans carry over 99% of the
world’s communications (voice/video/data/content). Since 1987, more than $50 billion dollars has been
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invested in these global networks, and over the last 5 years they have enjoyed a 36% annual growth rate.
Developing the right ecosystem to attract these transoceanic fiber optic cables to a new geographical
location is critical to achieving the State of Virginia and the Hampton Roads Regional vision.
The aforementioned “ecosystem” is composed of a broadband system of systems which provides
broadband capabilities (voice, video, data, content) to support a wide variety of applications including
education, health, public safety, research and innovation, entertainment, data sharing, web browsing, social
networking, and public services. The broadband system of systems includes these elements:
●

Transoceanic Submarine Fiber Optic Cable systems

●

Meet-me points

●

Terrestrial backhaul network

●

Network users and user premises

Challenges and Issues
Challenges and issues with the current system of systems can be organized into these categories:
●

Complexity

●

Business and Economic Environment

●

Capacity

●

Resiliency and Security

Complexity
The system elements are owned by different private and public sector entities. Each entity has its own
interests. Different and sometimes competing forces motivate the different entities involved. These factors
affect choices and decisions in planning, management, risk assessment, operations, and investment.
To address complexity, the RCR needs the support and participation of the broadband “megacommunity.”
The megacommunity includes individual citizens, private sector organizations, and public sector
governments at the federal, state, and local levels. The HRVRCR leadership must engage the
megacommunity early and often to identify public-private partnerships that will incentivize private sector
business community participation and support for the overall vision. Also, the HRVRCR will recover these
costs over time from revenues from the HRVRCR.
The RCR, as the operating entity’s primary asset, is uniquely able to serve as a catalyst in the broadband
development effort. The HRVRCR is ultimately intended to benefit all elements of the public and private
sectors within the HRVRCR. However, the cost and risk are not necessarily borne proportionally by those
receiving the benefits. The HRVRCR must be involved in key decisions such as allocating land and approving
permits for the fiber routes. These decisions must be made in the context of the overall initiative. It may be
necessary to provide incentives to some stakeholders to obtain consensus. This is especially true when a
cost or concession must be made by one party for the benefit of another or the general public. The HRVRCR
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should begin by carefully reviewing the drivers and barriers for each stakeholder group and identifying
action that can tip the balance for that stakeholder in favor of supporting and participating in the HRVRCR
telecommunications ecosystem.

Business and Economic Environment
One issue in this category is the outlay of capital for initial installation, the cost of energy and ongoing
operations versus cost recovery, and potential business income. The second issue involves the time, effort,
and risks associated with the full life cycle of making improvements to the broadband infrastructure. Do the
potential rewards balance the risks?
To address the outlay issue, the HRVRCR can exploit various opportunities for business development related
to the use of broadband capabilities. Some key opportunities include cloud computing, e-commerce, data
centers and content distribution networks, support for the Department of Defense, other national security
interests, and telemedicine.
The location of Virginia allows the management of different peak traffic hours compared to the
European/African/Latin American mainland, and high peak/average ratio make landing in Virginia very
attractive from an efficiency perspective. Increased capacity makes landing in Virginia even more attractive
to additional submarine cable operators.

Capacity
Even though the current fiber eco-systems provide adequate capacity today, with increased demand and
system aging, the transatlantic fiber networks will not have enough capacity in the future.
There are two primary ways to address capacity concerns: upgrade the technology used on existing cables
and install additional cables. Both cable-provider actions could improve capacity. Installation of new cables
requires a new landing location. Virginia Beach and the Hampton Roads region are now well suited to attract
these new hi-tech cables.

Resiliency and Security
The main security risks to the physical elements of the broadband system in Virginia are intrusion, mischief,
theft, and terror events. Those same risks apply as well to the cyber (computer) environment and to the
energy sources that support the system components. The extent of the risk somewhat depends on the
specific system and location.
A resilient system is designed so that the damage from a disruptive force (natural or man-made) is small. If
elements of the broadband system of systems are damaged despite protective measures, the goal is to
minimize the disruption and resume operations as soon as possible, striving to maintain continuity of critical
services. Also, if the force causes one or more system components to fail, there should be redundancy to
satisfy most of the users from the available spare capacity.
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Security and resiliency are intertwined. Security incidents may result in heavier damage from a given level
of disruptive force. Thus, it is important to improve physical security to improve the resiliency of the network.
However, systems may still fail despite added security. Inducing a failure in a more secure system may
require a higher magnitude of disruptive force.
A second aspect of resiliency is the ability to provide a high level of service to a large fraction of users
despite a failure. Diverse system element locations and spare capacities allow traffic to be routed around
failed components.
The combination of the Mid-Atlantic NAP and the HRVRCR address these concerns by providing state-ofthe-art secure facilities combined with diverse, protected, fiber routes throughout the Mid-Atlantic region.
A broad approach (particularly government and business working in reciprocity) is advised to fund, deploy,
and operate new fiber-optic builds to achieve the goals of the HRVRCR. A collaborative approach is likely
to decrease cumulative costs, project duration, political sensitivities, and cultural obstacles.
The recommended approach is to establish a megacommunity comprised of members from the HRVRCR,
state government agencies, private investors, companies, and groups within civil society. This
megacommunity would be a standing group of high-level representatives from across all areas of the
Hampton Roads Virginia society to drive toward the goal of affordable ultra-high-speed broadband for all
citizens at affordable prices. Establishing the broadband megacommunity should leverage existing
organizations.
It recommends that this megacommunity be driven by a neutral, third-party umbrella organization – the
HRVRCR. The megacommunity should focus on:
●

Building community support for and reducing objections to the HRVRCR projects;

●

Streamlining permitting;

●

Reviewing and, potentially, strengthening Virginia cable protection laws;

●

Reviewing and, potentially, strengthening Virginia Broadband Development laws

●

Improving education and awareness across the HRVRCR and the state.

Actions to Improve Security and Resiliency
A new CLS in Virginia will provide diversity to the CLSs in Florida, New York and New Jersey, and thus
prevent one or two events (or coordinated attacks) from isolating entire states and/or affecting a large
fraction of the transatlantic traffic.
The resiliency of submarine backhaul networks can be improved by burying cables and providing diverse
routes between CLSs and multiple meet-me points.
Wherever possible, the HRVRCR backbone and backhaul networks should have enough connectivity to
allow configuring interconnected rings. This implies that large spurs in the HRVRCR should be transformed
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into rings by adding fiber links. The Hampton Roads region needs additional fiber links to form self-healing
rings.
Diverse routes should be encouraged between CLSs and meet-me points. Ideally, the links should have
significant geographical separation. Remote monitoring technology (e.g. cameras or sensors) should be
considered for key chokepoints and vulnerable nodes, like that already employed at carrier central offices.
Terrestrial backbone links should be buried, where feasible.
We also recommend additional analysis of these factors affecting the overall resiliency:
●

Resilient interconnection of the HRVRCR CLS with the state and county networks;

●

Desired additional Hampton Roads regional connectivity to maximize resiliency benefits from

●

Resiliency of supporting infrastructures (e.g., power) and their interconnections with the

new landing sites and transatlantic cable(s);
transoceanic fiber cable network; and
●

Resiliency against cyber operations.

Near-term Next Steps
The following list details suggested near-term next steps:
●

Establish project(s) and related support structure (project management structure) for the
HRVRCR

●

Prepare permit application material

●

Conduct desktop study/survey effort for planned HRVRCR, including characterization of and
remediation options for route hazard areas

●

Characterize requirements for landing in a new regional fiber optic ring

●

Characterize requirements for the operator of a new regional fiber optic ring

●

Continue to meet with industry consortia

●

Conduct resiliency-related investigations

Outcomes: Envisioning A Connected Region
The Regional Connectivity Ring will accelerate the growth of digitally-empowered communities.

Our Vision
Hampton Roads is an international hub and coastal gateway, fueled by innovation which:
•

Connects us more efficiently

•

Creates industries

•

Inspires higher learning

•

Raises our resiliency

•

Improves quality of life for all communities
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Our Mission
“To promote economic vitality, enhance quality of life, and strengthen resiliency for the benefit
of all citizens and stakeholders by applying innovative technologies for more efficient networks
and services.”
Thanks to our digital port, it is imperative that Hampton Roads become a “Terabit Region”. It is a direct
investment in the future, setting the infrastructure for increased competition for jobs and businesses over
the next five to thirty years. Seeing how fast many industries digitized traditional products and services in
the past few decades justifies the increasing potential demand for a robust broadband infrastructure that
can keep up with this rapid shift. Also, with increased competition, especially among internet service
providers, the increase in potential broadband services will increase job creation, help retain existing
businesses, and improve the region’s ability to attract new businesses and entrepreneurs.
As the transatlantic fiber cables landing in Virginia Beach bring an influx of companies and data centers,
new regional opportunities will be created. Similarly, the RCR aims not only to support the transatlantic
communication and data pipelines, but also act as an attractor for businesses that will create new openings
for businesses and professionals, that will in turn, bring impacts region-wide.

Long Term Goals
Encourage Public/Private Partnerships – Collaboration between cities, higher education facilities, ISPs, major
businesses, and government and public safety agencies will all build business attraction and lower telecom
costs for all parties.
Create Opportunities for New Service Providers – By only providing the infrastructure and transport fibers,
the cities will keep the sale of broadband services in the realm of the private sector.
Support Economic Development – The RCR routing takes economic development/strategic growth areas
into consideration, providing the necessary infrastructure to support any existing or future initiatives.
Improve Costs and Capabilities of Government Services – Investments from each of the cities will turn into
cheaper overall Internet costs while also enjoying a boost in service capabilities.
Reduce Costs for Large and Small Businesses – Competition fostered by the dark fiber model will reduce
the costs of services for entrepreneurs, start-ups, and existing businesses.
Keep the Momentum – The region must capitalize on this opportunity to be able to support future
initiatives, either by the cities or businesses, such as the addition of incoming transatlantic fiber cables and
the development of new data centers.
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Short Term Goals
Select a Governance Model – Define the entity that will own and manage the ring.
Develop Public Awareness Strategy – A carefully crafted, consistent message about the benefits and
advantages of the RCR will be crucial in gaining public support.
Create Public/Private Partnerships – Engage with possible partners to see what solutions can be developed
to approach these strategies.
Evolve Our Fiber Deployment Strategy According to Changing Climates – Consider policies, such as Dig
Once, in the implementation of the RCR engineering.
Coordinate Infrastructure Efforts with Existing Initiatives – Broaden awareness of existing initiatives to buildout ring.

Expansion out of Southside
The investment will continue to include a strategy for connecting into the other 12 Hampton Roads
localities, as well as support an ongoing initiative to connect to Richmond and Northern Virginia. Expansion
to Ashburn, Virginia, which has the largest concentration of data centers in the world, is an eventual priority.
The stakeholders recognized that such an initiative has a lot to leverage. The RCR route already is well
aligned with existing economic development frameworks that take a regional approach and is a driving
force in encouraging regional governments to collaborate with each other and with private partners. In
addition, the regional governments have their own fiber optic government networks and assets to draw on
for building out a more robust regional infrastructure.

Figure 1: Map of Hampton Roads Region (Pink is Southside)
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Regional Benefits of Municipal Fiber Networks
The Hampton Roads Region has the privilege of containing 75+ federal facilities and defense installations.
All five military services’ operating forces and major command headquarters, including the Navy, Air Force,
Army, Coast Guard, and Marines Joint Forces and the only NATO command on U.S. soil call Hampton Roads
home.
We also have many distinguished higher education facilities, such as Tidewater Community College, Regent
University, Old Dominion University, Norfolk State University, Virginia Wesleyan University, and Eastern
Virginia Medical School. In total, 34% of state higher education enrollment is contained in the Hampton
Roads region.
While these institutions may have some fiber optic infrastructure in place, the connectivity amongst
themselves is severely lacking. Connecting to the ring will: 1) facilitate collaborative research on
cybersecurity among agencies, 2) provide computational tools/resources for research faculty, 3) reduce
costs for internet services and resources, 4) provide collaborative opportunities for grant funding for RCR
and Smart City projects, 5) provide data analytics for predictive analysis in resiliency, healthcare, and
simulations, and 6) create partnerships with businesses to provide training opportunities for employees
and students, thus increasing enrollments, retention, and graduation rates. The Regional Connectivity Ring
will be the foundation for enabling this collaboration, while providing top-of-the-line cybersecurity and
bandwidth capabilities to spur progress and help these facilities thrive.
Historically, Hampton Roads’ geography has always been a draw for impactful development which has
propelled us to be a premier location in the service of our country. We aim to continue this trend by utilizing
our unique opportunity of the transatlantic cable landings and harnessing their capabilities in the form of
the Regional Connectivity Ring. With the most secure cybersecurity implementation, and fair and intelligent
open data practices, the Ring will be the foundation of our Smart City initiatives throughout the region.
Along with the portfolio of projects specifically designed to serve as replicable benchmarks across the
region, our overall project package lays the foundation for accomplishing our goals of being a more
workable, livable, sustainable, and resilient place for our citizens and visitors alike. Hampton Roads is truly
on the verge of becoming one of the most innovative and critical Smart Regions in the world.
With the internet of things (IoT) as the basis for Smart integration in our projects, having a fair, transparent,
open data protocol, as well as top-of-the-line cybersecurity, is a core focus in making sure that this Regional
Connectivity Ring can deliver safe and equitable capabilities.
Further, the benefits of having an open access dark fiber ring permeate through all facets of regional
priorities: economic development, sustainability, transportation, urban planning, digital inclusion, civic
engagement, public safety, education, and health. Along with setting the foundation for smart initiatives
region-wide, a regional fiber network will be the first step in providing connectivity-based solutions that
can tackle all areas of need throughout Hampton Roads.
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RCR Master Plan Roadmap
RCR Overview

Figure 2: Regional Connectivity Ring Overview w/ Network Operation Centers
Priority Areas: Public Safety, Infrastructure, Open Data and Cybersecurity
Goal: Create a 103.11-mile regional dark fiber, open access ring, which will serve as the foundation for smart
region development and digitally-empowered communities.
Benefits:
•

Leverages the transatlantic fiber capabilities to bring unprecedented broadband speeds to the
region

•

Serves as a foundation for Smart City and IoT development in each connected city

•

Connects regional critical infrastructure, including higher education facilities, to a network that
provides top-of-the-line cybersecurity

•

Uses cutting edge analytics to constantly learn and iterate tangential projects, as well as holistically
improving technologies through cross-project last mile analytics
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Gives easier access to high-speed broadband for underserved/unserved areas, spurring economic
development at all levels

ROI Statement
•

Brings high-speed transatlantic cable to the five cities.

•

Supports and spurs economic growth.

•

Provides resources to regional governments with their own fiber optic networks and assets to draw
on for building out a more robust regional infrastructure.

•

Provides a catalyst for technological and cultural change with a goal of empowering citizens within
their own communities.

•

Lays the groundwork for deploying future technologies and security enhancements.

RCR Deployment Method
The RCR deployment method is broken into five steps in order to coordinate between different city and CIP
projects as well as prioritize quickest time to delivery of some of the proposed services enabled by the Ring
(For visualizations of each phase, please refer to the Project Phase overview on pg. 57).
References made to the 30% design drawings are labeled as Match Set, page number (MSXX).
1) Telxius connection to VB and Norfolk NOC (MS 3 to 147)
•

Utilize existing fibers to tie in Virginia Beach and Norfolk NOC to Telxius

•

Allow for shared resource collaboration on CAD to CAD, NG911 and ESInet

•

Can begin preparing these initiatives to be expanded to the regional level

2) Virginia Beach to Suffolk (MS 3 to 94)
•

Work with co-build partners on the path from VB to Suffolk to build a diverse route from
Transatlantic demarcation points to Richmond and Ashburn

•

This path will connect to Meridian Fiber Networks for long haul transport outside of the region

3) Suffolk Path to Portsmouth (MS 95 to 118)
•

Work with co-build partner to complete the Suffolk build

4) Coordinate with Portsmouth on NGN deployment Schedule (MS 119-142)
•

City is accommodating build to prioritize deployment of RCR

•

Could happen concurrently with previous phases
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5) Norfolk to Virginia Beach (MS 147 to 3)
•

Work with co-build partners to complete Norfolk to VB section of RCR

•

Norfolk – Portsmouth tie-in contingent on Portsmouth’s NGN progress

Management and Financing
An operating entity must be established as the organizational governing body representing the five
Southside cities of the Hampton Road region. It will oversee the development of the Regional Connectivity
Ring.
The operating entity identifies and implements all regional dark fiber initiatives such as:
•

Evaluates best practices

•

Tracks longitudinal progress

•

Leads the regional vision and strategy

•

Builds public support

•

Advances policies

•

Mobilizes funding

The operating entity will do this by the implementation of a regional collaborative framework, Smart City
Organizational for Regional Enhancement (SCORE), which will leverage the financial and operational
capacity of each participating municipality to ensure equitable allocation of monies and resources to all
dark fiber initiatives, foster consistent regional communication, promote a common vision and mission, and
align smart systems and data analytics.
SCORE will assign members to report to the incumbent organizational structure-- the Regional Broadband
Steering Committee-- to ensure a regionally driven, citizen centric approach to innovation and
collaboration. The steering committee maintains control and oversight and establishes guidelines based on
equitable financial oversight and existing allocations for the region. On a regional level, SCORE will produce
these outcomes:
•

Ensure equitable distribution of money and resources

•

Ensure regional goals are met

•

Establish a holistic regional approach

•

Manage regional projects

•

Evaluate each project

•

Replicable across the region / scalable and adaptable

•

Ensure that broadband steering committee has oversight and governance (HRPDC)

•

Ensure compliance w/ policies and procedures (checks and balances)

This dark fiber model combined with the regional governing structure provides a regional solution that is
catered to the Hampton Roads region, while providing immunity to political pressures that historically have
put out other broadband initiatives. The dark fiber will help to avoid monopolies by lowering barriers to
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entry to increase regional competition, while the operating entity will provide oversight to provisioning this
infrastructure and get the best return from investments for the region. The personnel behind the operating
entity will ensure compliance through awareness of common principles and building blocks across the
region, while identifying current opportunities for future legislative agendas. They will also be managing
the public-private partnerships necessary for build-out and creating vendor relationships that are fueled by
a collaborative spirit, rather than pushing products and prepackaged solutions. These relationships foster
innovation and progress, ensuring that the region will be able to reap the benefits of this new infrastructure.
The fiber optic backbone system and development of this governance structure will create sustainability
and transformation, which will allow the region to thrive going into the future.

Next Steps and Success Metrics
Next Steps
Implement the Project
At this phase, the specifics for the Master Plan outline key partnership structures that position the Hampton
Roads Region for success. Agreements must incentivize performance ad align expectations between the
public sector and private sectors and include a mechanism for engaging the public.
Align Expectations
The Regional Broadband Steering Committee must come together to ensure the desired outcomes are
achieved per the master plan and in most cases surpassed. The public and private sectors need to
understand their responsibilities within the agreement and recognize how they are aligned with the overall
project objectives. Public entities must ask, what elements of the project should the public sector continue
to own and or manage? How can the project agreement ensure that all parties adhere to designated roles
and responsibilities?
Standardize Performance
The owner of the asset such as governments and organizations have an obligation to ensure that any
agreement to transform an asset supports overall public objectives. Governments and public sectors need
to ask what are the partnership standards that will support our mission.
Articulate the Benefits
The transatlantic fibers open the region to a wealth of benefits in the future. The Steering Committee will
benefit from communicating the value they uncover through collaboration with the private sector. Making
sure all parties understand the benefits of transforming an asset helps to set the stage for other efforts to
transform public assets and create public buy-in. Articulating the benefits also enables best practices to
spread from institution to institution and city to city.
Looking Ahead
The implementation of the regional ring as a catalyst for identifying new approaches for leveraging assets
to create multiple benefits is as critical as ever. Public assets are aging and evolving without the necessary
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funding for maintenance or forward-looking investments. Meanwhile with less funding, governments must
continue to address the core needs of communities and tackle new challenges including climate change
impacts, shifting market demands, and increasing inequality. These issues are multiplied in the Hampton
Roads region. As the demand on the public sector rises, government and public sector should evaluate their
asset portfolios to identify opportunities to unlock value.
Public sector leaders at all levels of government can begin by having a common understanding of the asset.
This master plan provides a comprehensive inventory that the public sector can use to determine how they
optimally intend to support the core mission and which assets can be reimagined to generate more value.
The region must also share their asset with the private sector via designs competition, pilots, and other
collaborative vehicles. The public sector can invite the private sector to develop new and creative thinking
for existing public assets. At the same time, the public sector should support internal champions who are
able to mediate big ideas with the institutional knowledge of the political and regulatory context.
Having identified an opportunity to create new value from the Trans-Atlantic fibers and Regional Ring, the
process of developing an agreement requires each party to clearly articulate its definition of value and
measure the success and expectations for the partners. The private sector can be a strong collaborator when
it recognizes that the public sector seeks a range of monetary and non-monetary benefits that support core
public objectives. The public sector can collaborate more efficiently when it provides the private sector with
access to new markets, opportunities for product testing, ideas, and profit potential. When structured
successfully, transformative partnerships benefit everyone by generating new revenue streams, improving
service quality, and increasing competitiveness for cities and states.
This plan details project steps throughout the whole process, but currently the focus is on determining a
governance structure to carry out the first year of operations so that this project may proceed to fruition.
Identified below are key outcomes that are to be accomplished by the end of the first operating year.
Key Outcomes for Year One
•

Develop policies and procedures for building and operating the Regional Ring

•

Develop a regional dig once process that requires the localities to notify broadband companies and
provide opportunities to lay fiber whenever a street is open

•

Develop Master Lease Agreements to simplify access to city facilities

•

Develop compliance program to ensure compliance with key strategic partners

•

Execute MOU with key strategic partners

•

Execute LOI’s with funding organizations

•

Develop a regional 5G deployment plan

•

Create a regional operational management plan with reporting structure that ties the operating
entity to SCORE

•

Develop Smart City strategies that are forward thinking and competitive for the region

•

Develop an operating plan to service HUD and underserved/unserved areas within the geographical
area of the Regional Ring

•

Execute LOI with higher education organizations to utilize the RCR

•

Execute LOI with Hampton Road localities to utilize the RCR
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Create strategic regional goals with the Hampton Roads Economic Development Alliance to market
a unified government network

•

Develop a regional cybersecurity and data analytics platform

•

Develop marketing outreach and branding plan

•

Use the RCR as a catalyst for increasing the region’s GDP over the next ten years

Once these are accomplished, the region will be well positioned to pursue the rest of the deployment. With
this foundational shift to operations, success of this initiative will be tracked from year-to-year according to
the following metrics:
•

Number of high paying jobs created adjacent to the broadband infrastructure

•

Number of company startups adjacent to the broadband infrastructure

•

Number of underserved areas/populations served

•

Measure of enhanced research investment and capabilities for higher education organizations

•

Number of data centers and technology firms attracted to the region

•

Cost savings for higher education institutions

•

Cost savings for local governments

The success of this initiative depends on continuing to foster the spirit of collaboration that has already
been developed. When this initiative is mature and processes are developed and solidified, expansion to
the rest of the Hampton Roads localities will create an unprecedented regional alliance that will serve as a
benchmark for similar regional initiatives in their infancy. This unified approach will enable Hampton Roads
to truly become a Smart Region, more equipped to face challenges and grow with the evolving
technological landscape.
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Background
Hampton Roads Region History and Imperatives
Hampton Roads, Virginia, is a vibrant, mid-Atlantic region with an engaging lifestyle that appeals to people
and businesses from around the globe. We are the 37th largest metropolitan area in the United States with
1.7 million residents living across 17 diverse localities. Hampton Roads itself is a massive natural harbor, has
a bustling tourism industry, and is home to the world’s largest Naval base in Norfolk.
Located within 750 miles of two-thirds of the population of America, Hampton Roads’ location at the mouth
of the Chesapeake Bay has long defined the economy and the culture. The U.S. military defense began here
and now nearly one-fourth of the nation’s active-duty military personnel are stationed in Hampton Roads.
We have over 75 defense installations and federal facilities, proving that this area is ripe for technological
transformation and a cutting-edge foundation in smart infrastructure.
But our position also creates unique challenges. Due to our coastal positioning and elevation, we are
susceptible to the short-term effects of climate change. While Norfolk houses the world’s largest naval base,
it is also one of the most vulnerable areas in the region to flood damage. Also, much of the region lies
below sea level, so even heavy storms could cause major issues in capital damage and logistics.
Hampton Roads highways include an intricate system of nearly a dozen bridges, tunnels and ferries
including the Chesapeake Bay Bridge-Tunnel, a four-lane 20-mile-long vehicular toll crossing, and the only
direct link between Virginia’s Eastern Shore and South Hampton Roads. Many of these bridge and tunnel
connections are major choke points, since no new construction to address congestion has occurred since
1992. In the event of major disasters, evacuation routes are limited when travelling certain directions, so
there is a great need for an updated approach to traffic management.
Today, cities around the world look much different than they did in past decades. Thanks to the Internet
and its associated infrastructure, so many key functions from daily operations to first responder dispatch
rely on this capacity to transmit data as fluidly as possible. Because of this necessity, cities around the globe
have begun implementing their own fiber optic networks, which promise to spur their economic growth
and improve the quality of life for their citizens. Further, this critical infrastructure is meant to increase
opportunities for companies, enhance public safety operations, and equalize the educational groundwork
for all communities. These efforts will help spur local innovation, as well as global collaboration. Just as the
Internet made huge, tangible impacts on the landscape of city operations and initiative, this fiber asset will
similarly boost the capabilities and promise of future operations and initiatives in the region. Ultimately, the
goal of this master plan is to provide the necessary information to develop a fiber ring as a regional asset,
known as the Regional Connectivity Ring (RCR). This effort will be instrumental in keeping Hampton Roads
a safe and resilient community, attractive to tourists and new businesses alike, and well-positioned in the
global economy.
The Hampton Roads Regional Connectivity Ring is a project that is being facilitated through the Hampton
Roads Planning District Commission (HRPDC), in order to connect five Virginia cities located in the Southside
region. The ring will consist of open access, dark fiber, which will be available to each city, as well as to lease
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as a regional asset. Further this will provide a backbone for eight proposed projects of regional and local
significance. These projects are designed to be replicable and scalable for adaptation and deployment of
similar initiatives throughout the region.
Hampton Roads’ population nucleus is not confined to one central city, instead spread among several
cities and counties, including Virginia Beach, the largest in population, and Suffolk, the largest in land area
in Virginia. There is much diversity between the cities in the region, and a disparity in the areas that could
achieve suitable Internet speeds to be considered a part of this evolving digital economy. However, our
positioning in the middle of the East Coast presents a unique opportunity to leverage the unprecedented
bandwidth of two of the incoming transatlantic fibers, MAREA and BRUSA, and provide connectivity
throughout the whole region. With these upgraded capabilities, we are well poised to create region-wide,
smart solutions.
There are more than 500 communities across the country running fiber networks as public utilities with
success stories in lowering operational Internet costs, encouraging economic development, and addressing
the gap of digital disparity. This Regional Connectivity Ring Master Plan provides a vision and
implementation roadmap for the Hampton Roads region’s Southside fiber optic network, which will
eventually be expanded to the other 12 Hampton Roads localities. This plan aims to detail the three core
focuses of the RCR: 1) to provide low-cost, effective, secure, and resilient information and communication
technologies, 2) to support existing local business and encourage new competition, and 3) to support
deployment of future smart technologies throughout the region. Each of these focuses are pillars
supporting the main goal of providing a robust region-wide communication network which will be used to
transform the region. The new system will provide many benefits to the cities, its staff, businesses, schools,
and residents, as well as other stakeholders. Many cities in the region have developed or are currently
developing their NGN to enhance city operations While some contract with third party vendors like Cox or
Charter for Internet service for city use. A review of existing network capabilities of each city, as well as the
desire to integrate these initiatives on a regional level, demonstrated the necessity of building a singular
platform to unify regional initiatives and level the playing field so that the region may be able to leverage
the incredible opportunities that are incoming. Most businesses are very aware of the value of increased
speeds and acknowledged the opportunities that this type of service would create (i.e. job creation, business
retention, etc.). As an extension, higher education facilities in the region are in a similar position, with the
added intent of retaining newer graduates to enrich the value of human capital in the region.

Existing Conditions
This section will detail the current broadband landscape in each of the five Southside cities. Brief
descriptions of each city and higher education institutions can be found in Appendix A and B, respectively.

Socioeconomic Profile
The socioeconomic characteristics of the Hampton Roads South five cities region provide some insight into
the potential utilization rate and uses of broadband services. Each city’s data (derived from US Census 2010)
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shows that an average of 80% of households have broadband services and 89% of households own
computers.
A recent study published by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Exploring the Digital Nation: Computer and
Internet Use at Home, found that households in rural areas of the United States and household with lower
incomes and less education are less likely to have computers and utilize broadband services than
households in urban areas and those with higher incomes and higher education levels. It also found that
households with young children are more likely to have computers and utilize broadband services.

Population
The Virginia Beach Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), also known as Hampton Roads, is the 37th largest
metropolitan area in the United States. It encompasses six counties and nine cities in Virginia and one
county in North Carolina with a combined population of 1.7 million people.
In terms of population figures for the five localities that are the focus of this phase, Norfolk reported a 2010
population count of 244,703 residents, Chesapeake had 240,397, Portsmouth had 94,572, and Virginia
Beach demonstrated the largest population of any city in the region at 461,663 residents, as well as the 43rd
largest city in the United States. The county with the lowest population of the five Southside cities is Suffolk
with 90,237 residents. The continued potential for growth in the Hampton Roads Region should be
attractive to broadband providers, and the increased demand that it creates for broadband services can
help to increase competitive broadband options and carriers.

Military Installations in the Virginia Beach MSA
The Virginia Beach MSA has the largest concentration of military personnel outside of the Pentagon, with
more than 86,000 active-duty military personnel here representing every branch in the Armed Forces. More
than 75 federal facilities and defense installations are in the Virginia Beach Metropolitan Statistical Area.
Nearly 12,000 personnel with diverse and disciplined skill sets exit the military each year in the Virginia
Beach MSA. These exiting military personnel are a unique asset to our region with the needs of superior
fiber optic connections.
The Virginia Beach/Hampton Roads area is home to nine major military installations representing all
branches of the U.S. Armed Forces, including the world's largest naval base and the home of the Atlantic
Fleet.

Naval Air Station Oceana (East Coast Master Jet Base)
First commissioned in 1943, Naval Air Station Oceana in Virginia Beach is the Navy’s East Coast Master Jet
Base, home to 19 F/A-18 Hornet and Super Hornet squadrons. The base, including its Dam Neck Annex,
employs 11,891 active-duty personnel, as well as 7,427 civilians, making NAS Oceana the second largest
employer in Virginia Beach after JEB Little Creek-Fort Story. Oceana and Dam Neck are vital for training
naval members in both the Atlantic and Pacific fleets.
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Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story is the country’s premier installation for housing and training
the nation’s Expeditionary Forces. Comprising the former Naval Amphibious Base Little Creek and the
Army’s Fort Story, the combined base is the major East Coast operation for Overseas Contingency
Operations and provides support and services to 18 home-ported ships and 155 shore-based resident
commands. The base encompasses nearly 4,000 acres of land, with more than 7.5 miles of beachfront
training area and 61 piers. JEB Little Creek-Fort Story employs 24,602 (18,976 active-duty personnel and
5,626 civilians) making it one of the largest military bases on the East Coast as well as one of Virginia’s
largest employers.

Demographics of the 5 Southside Regions
Category
Virginia Beach Portsmouth
Suffolk
Chesapeake
90,237
240,397
94,572
Population
461,663
Civilian Labor Force
232,521
44,371
31,852
101,828
Income Median
70,500
48,727
68,089
72,214
Unemployment Rate
3.60%
3.70%
5%
2.00%
Poverty %
8.30%
17.70%
11.00%
9.60%
High School Graduates
93.40%
86%
88.60%
92%
Minimun Bachelor
34.80%
21%
27.20%
27.20%
Degree
Households with
93.60%
84.50%
88.80%
92%
Computers
Households with
Broadband
86.60%
73.60%
76.90%
86.20%
Connections

Norfolk
244,703
142,828
47,137
4.60%
21%
87%
31.50%
88.20%

78.90%

Figure 3: Southside Demographics

Source: http://www.cnic.navy.mil/Oceana/
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/chesapeakecityvirginia,suffolkcityvirginia,norfolkcit
yvirginia,portsmouthcityvirginia,virginiabeachcityvirginiacounty/LFE305217

Needs Assessment
Minimum broadband speed requirements have been increasing at an unprecedented rate as more people,
devices, and operations become dependent on connectivity. In 2010, the FCC stated a minimum speed of
4/1 Mbps was considered acceptable. In 2015, they upped that minimum to 25/3 Mbps. According to this
trend, speeds of 100/10 would be at least required when we enter 2020. Thus, having the infrastructure in
place to futureproof these growing demands is a necessity for any region that wants to thrive in the
Information Age. Here are some specific cases where increased broadband capacity is seen as a solution:
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As business travel is becoming more expensive, more companies are relying on video conferencing to
conduct meetings and reduce travel costs. HD quality business videoconferencing systems require dramatic
increases in bandwidth that are often not affordable or in most cases even available in certain areas.
There is an increase in the number of teleworkers. More and more workers and businesspeople are
working from home, either on a part time or full-time basis. Home businesses and work from home job
opportunities are growing rapidly, but most of those jobs require a wired Internet and a wired phone
connection to qualify. Some major businesses in other parts of the U.S. are already actively planning to
have 20% of their workforce work full time from home to reduce employee travel costs and office energy
costs. Additionally, many states have been actively promoting telework initiatives to reduce traffic
congestion and auto emissions.
Americans are watching more than 10 billion videos per month over the Internet.
Globally, video represented 73% of all Internet traffic (both business and consumer) by 2017, up from 60%
in 2012. The sum of all forms of video (TV, video on demand, Internet, and P2P) was in the range of 80-90%
of global consumer traffic in 2017.
A 2011 report from the McKinsey Global Institute studied the Internet’s growing impact on the economy.
The report found that the Internet accounted for 21% of GDP growth in the last five years for mature
countries, and this number is only expected to climb higher. Eight trillion dollars is exchanged through ecommerce annually.
Traffic from wireless devices will exceed traffic from wired devices by 2015. In 2015, wired devices will
account for 46% of IP traffic, while Wi-Fi and mobile devices will account for 54% of IP traffic. In 2010, wired
devices accounted for the majority of IP traffic at 63%.
Below is a summary of the needs assessment for each city:
Virginia Beach
Virginia Beach has a very robust conduit and fiber infrastructure already built. Their NGN (Next Generation
Network) currently provides service to more than 70% of the anchor institutions, which has already provided
a significant cost avoidance for the next five years. The benefit to the RCR is that the 30 miles required for
the regional ring already has conduit in place that can be utilized for the 288-ct fiber proposed for the RCR.
The downfall is that the RCR is being proposed as a dark fiber open access network, which means that 288
fibers must be available throughout the cities to follow the MP and qualify for funding as a dark fiber
network.
An immediate win for the RCR is to utilize existing fibers from the Virginia Beach network to provide service
to Norfolk NOC from the transatlantic fiber, which will allow the operating entity to provide services to key
higher educational facilities and generate revenue with minimal funding requirements. Virginia Beach will
ultimately be required to have the 288ct fiber installed but it can be the final completion steps of the RCR
dependent on funding.
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Norfolk
Norfolk has an INET in place which is like Virginia Beach’s NGN. The INET has multiple connection points to
anchor institutions and higher education facilities. By connecting to existing fibers from Virginia Beach and
utilizing Norfolk’s INET, the cities can work on regional programs and provide connections to a few higher
education facilities. The path for the RCR through Norfolk uses a combination of new and existing conduits
to accommodate the 288-ct fiber for the ring.
Portsmouth
Portsmouth had the smallest deployment cost for the RCR of all five cities due to the city building its own
NGN (fiber network). Portsmouth CIO had the foresight to plan for the regional ring and allocated an extra
conduit to be built to accommodate the Regional Ring. The only requirement for the regional ring
construction in Portsmouth is to pull the 288-ct fiber through new conduit.
Suffolk
The Suffolk path for the RCR required all new conduit and construction since they currently have no fiber
optic infrastructure. When designing the path, the Regional Ring had to accommodate the new economic
development areas and diverse path routing to Meridian Fiber connection points to accommodate co-build
design factors.
Chesapeake
Chesapeake had the highest cost of construction of all the five cities, as they required the most of new
construction due to the size of the City with proximity to Virginia Beach and Suffolk. Chesapeake’s high
cost of construction makes it an ideal candidate to utilize co-build partnerships to subsidize the Ring,
which in turn will benefit the region.

Futureproofing the Region
Other than providing the necessary, next generation infrastructure that can support growing bandwidth
needs and business, the Regional Connectivity Ring fiber optic network will enable the region to meet its
Smart City goals and will be used as the underlying connectivity technology for the Smart City solutions.
Four aspects have been defined by the Smart Cities Council as defining traits of a Smart City: livability,
workability, sustainability, and resiliency. These are core tenants of being a region-driven, citizen-centric
initiative. Some of the specific smart technologies that fall under each category are listed below:

Livability:
Smart Citizen: Solutions focused on improving interaction of citizens with the city agencies, such as
websites, apps, or kiosks for collecting and disseminating information or engaging services of the city.
Smart Healthcare: Solutions focused on improving interaction of citizens with healthcare providers and for
interaction of healthcare providers with other players in the healthcare market including health data
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collection and aggregation from activity trackers (e.g. Fitbit), healthcare data exchange, air and water quality
monitoring, etc.
Smart Mobility: Solutions focused on improving movement of people and goods within the city, such as
public transportation schedule and arrival monitoring, bike sharing, car sharing, smart parking, smart street
lighting, EV charging, transportation management systems, city fleet vehicle condition monitoring, road
condition monitoring, and mobility patterns monitoring.

Workability:
Smart Buildings: Solutions focused on improving, monitoring and managing city owned building energy
efficiency and operations, such as LED lighting, lighting controls and occupancy sensors, efficient building
equipment, HVAC optimization, and building space usage optimization.
Smart Technology: Solutions focused on improving, monitoring, and managing public Wi-Fi, public kiosks,
broadband fiber optic communications, and other communication technologies used by public, city and
businesses.

Sustainability:
Smart Energy: Solutions focused on improving, metering/monitoring and managing energy generation,
transmission and distribution (including Smart Grids, Smart Meters etc.), and energy generation alternatives
such as micro grids, solar and wind energy, and demand response.
Smart Agriculture/Environment: Solutions focused on monitoring and managing agriculture and
environmental activities to reduce use of energy/fuel, water, pesticides, fertilizers in agriculture, city air
quality monitoring, weather monitoring, and changes in sea level.
Smart Infrastructure: Solutions related to other infrastructure not include in the areas discussed above,
such as water treatment, water pipeline monitoring for quality, leaks and pressure problems, flood
control/green infrastructure, flood monitoring, sewage treatment, and waste management.

Resiliency
Security/Public Safety: Solutions focused on improving public safety, such as law enforcement, crime
tracking, fire safety, emergency management and response, video monitoring, gunshot detection/audio
monitoring, and smart street lighting.
Open Data: Solutions focused on sharing data from the city to the citizens and businesses and NGOs, and
for sharing data between these stakeholders using innovative solutions such as a data marketplace.
All these solutions align with our mission of creating a thriving, resilient region, with an increase quality of
life for all our citizens. By upgrading our infrastructure and providing a platform for these capabilities, our
region will be positioned to be one of the most attractive communities on the East Coast, as well as be able
to provide the standard of living that is expected from being a critical military hub that is so invaluable to
our nation.
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Benefits Enabled by RCR Infrastructure
Economic Development
As demand for higher bandwidth capabilities increase, it is becoming ever clearer that for the Hampton
Roads community and businesses to prosper, affordable, high speed services must be available, as minimum
broadband requirements increase every year.
The main incentive of building the RCR is its effect on economic development, as broadband is a driving
force for job creation and economic growth. With this critical infrastructure that provides a connection to
the transatlantic cables, Hampton Roads will attract new businesses, as well as boost support for existing
ones.
Being routed through identified economic development areas in each Southside city, the RCR was designed
with specific considerations that support regional economic development:

Attraction of New Businesses
Once each of the cities had identified and shared their economic development/strategic growth areas, the
initial route of the ring was modified to ensure proximity to these locations. The addition of dark fiber assets
for lease and the possibility of controlling and managing their own network will be an attractive draw in.

Expansion of Local Industries
The RCR will provide local businesses an opportunity to pursue an improved connection to support existing
operations, as well as a platform to expand throughout the region.

Retention of Existing Businesses
The RCR will support areas of greatest revenue and employment in the region and help those areas that are
falling behind. It will also encourage redevelopment in neighborhood shopping centers by providing access
to the network at more competitive rates than what is currently being offered. This will especially be a boon
to existing businesses that will be able to reduce their operating costs. Further, with the assistance of
regional economic development guidance, the RCR can provide a basis for last-mile connection to areas
with high demand.

Support of Small Businesses
Using household analytics, areas where home-based businesses are densely concentrated can be identified
for fiber-to-wireless connectivity. Once these businesses are identified, commuting patterns and
teleworking Internet trends can highlight certain areas as targets for possible expansion.

Promotion of Regional Connectivity
The RCR’s dark fiber platform aims to be attractive for broadband competitors to lease and offer its services,
increasing the amount of competition in the Southside. This alone will cut broadband costs throughout,
enabling many of the benefits mentioned above. Ultimately, reducing barriers to entry and adoption of
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these technologies is what will level the playing field when it comes to regional opportunities and creating
a foundation for digital inclusion.
Along with reduced connectivity costs, the RCR aims to connect the transatlantic fibers to Richmond, VA
and ultimately Ashburn, VA, creating a link that will enable the bandwidth capabilities of these cables to the
data centers located in these cities. Connection to Richmond is slated as one of the high-priority objectives
of the RCR. The pipeline to these data centers will also attract attention from businesses, not just locally but
around the world.
Also, part of this strategy is to create a unified economic development message for the 17 localities by
working with HREDA to promote and leverage the TAF, Digital Port, and Smart City applications for the
region. A targeted campaign to market the region to fortune 500 companies will include the following:
•

Identify and target national and international companies for recruitment to Hampton Roads

•

Aggressively market the competitive advantages of Hampton Roads to the world

•

Develop and promote a global image for Hampton Roads

•

Maintain a regional economic development information, research, and resource center

•

Help existing companies with their expansion needs when requested by the locality or
the company

•

Conduct needs assessments on regional economic development issues and support
regional efforts that lead to a broad and diversified economic base

•

Develop Policies and Procedures for Building and Operating Regional Ring

Sustainability and Transportation
The Internet and the increased connectivity between devices are radically changing the way we deal with
problems and how we handle data. The RCR will provide a secure, analytical platform that will generate
massive amounts of data from any IoT sensor connected to the network. While there are many initiatives
that will be utilizing this capability, two priority areas where analytics could make a huge impact are
environmental sustainability, in terms of sea level rise (a major threat facing at the Southside), and
transportation.
Our coastal proximity is the reason for the region’s rich history, but it is also a key vulnerability with regards
to our average elevation below sea level and the trends in sea level rise. However, there are existing
initiatives that rely on sensors to collect information on spot water elevations, such as the Virginia Institute
of Marine Science’s StormSense, which operates around bridges and coastal infrastructures, and HRPDC’s
resiliency initiative, which operates in proximity to high traffic areas that are impacted by flooding.
While these initiatives are separate, the RCR can unify incoming data so that various initiatives can learn
from each other, as well as help improve the effectiveness of unrelated initiatives that could be affected by
environmental factors. A smart regional transportation corridor has been proposed as an initiative, which
could be enhanced with better integration between the Intelligent Traffic Systems and existing flood
sensors. This heightened integration of data related to coastal flooding trends and how they translate to
inland flooding would facilitate more efficient traffic monitoring and rerouting in response to environmental
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conditions and lessen the impact on regional drivers. This kind of technology can make all the difference in
the case of a regional disaster. Further, this analytical platform can be used to tie together other seemingly
separate initiatives to find integrated solutions to challenges posed to the region.

Public Safety
First responders and public safety agencies will benefit from additional connectivity between agencies and
the added redundancy for their mission critical applications. The network could even the playing field
between those facilities that have up-to-date infrastructure and those that need overall or replacement,
which lays the foundation for regional standardization of technologies such as NG-911 and CAD2CAD.
Overall, connectivity of these facilities on a dark fiber network can provide enhanced dispatch capabilities,
improved emergency communication, and opportunities for future integration of smart technologies.
The two main priority services that the RCR will enable are enhanced traffic camera communications and
video capture (integrated with intelligent traffic systems), and highly secure, resilient communications.

Health/Medicine
The healthcare industry has been integrating connectivity in their practice to deliver quicker, more effective
solutions to patients, as well as remote consultation, reinventing how we traditionally think of healthcare.
Virtual healthcare and telehealth services are being deployed into residential homes, requiring a capable
connection at both the providing facility and the patient’s premises. Many of these facilities are state of the
art, so they need the most robust infrastructure that can keep up with their connectivity demands. High
quality, resilient access should be provided for hospitals, clinics, doctor’s offices, and other healthcare
organizations across the region. Direct connectivity or wireless access is a possibility for each of these
facilities.

Education
The benefits of higher education institutions connecting to the Regional Connectivity Ring (RCR) are many
and diverse. Connectivity will enable collaborative research between the institutions on cybersecurity,
provide computational tools/resources for research faculty, reduce costs for internet service and resources,
provide opportunities for grant funding for RCR and smart city projects, provide data analytics for predictive
analysis in resiliency, healthcare, and simulation, and facilitate partnerships with businesses to provide
training opportunities for employees, students, and citizens, thus increasing enrollment, retention, and
graduation rates.
Access to the RCR opens the opportunity for higher education institutions to build networks to uniquely
support the core activities of instruction, research, innovation, and growing and supporting entrepreneurs
for workforce and business development in Hampton Roads. High speed networks are critical to enable
collaboration with international counterparts and global businesses and organizations. In addition, the
connection between higher education expertise, government, and private sector organizations in
Hampton Roads to further partnerships for scientific research and education is enhanced.
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RCR Strategy and Design Principles
This section details the RCR’s design in terms of best practices considered, indicators for success, and a
breakdown of the network architecture of the ring which factors key technologies that are the foundation
for our overall approach.

Best Practices
The examination of municipal fiber infrastructure case studies spanning dozens of years revealed a few
trends that were key components of networks that have had success in deployment and operations. With
over 300 communities that have made investments in this type of infrastructure, there is no shortage of
information to direct operations, planning, management, and finance using best practices that have been
proven to work.

Hire/Contract Staff as Start Up Business
A qualified project manager is a critical component to the success of an initiative like this, but some
considerations need to be taken when finding personnel with the most suitable skillset. As opposed to a
professional with a long-standing career in a telecommunications company, it might be wise to consider an
individual with a proven track record of successful telecom business/administrative management and the
required technical knowledge to support decisions at all levels. Flexibility, knowledge on local government,
and technical expertise are all requirements for this role and are key attributes in the success of this project.

Financing Early Operations
Initial funding should be able to support one to two years of operations. Since many major fixed costs are
incurred from day one (staffing, OSP maintenance, operations, utilities, office payments, etc.), it will take
time for low revenues to accrue enough to offset the initial costs.

Use Grants as Supplemental Funding
Grants can be an essential component in a build-out strategy and planning operations but can be restrictive
in their ability to support general operational costs. They should be viewed as supplemental funding
towards specific goals. Severe financial problems can result from relying too heavily on grant funding.

Managing Finances
Infrastructure projects generally require attentive financial oversight. There is a trend showing that projects
that over-estimated early revenue, under-estimated expenses, or didn’t calibrate their expenses to their
revenue usually develop financial problems. Instead of a part-time volunteer position to provide oversight,
it is recommended to staff someone who will be able to manage finances on a full-time basis.

Plan for Marketing and Public Awareness Efforts
Even though selling services isn’t part of this project scope, marketing and general awareness of the RCR is
essential in making sure that regional businesses will utilize this infrastructure. Any service provider that
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lights their dark fiber will be able to sell and market their services on it, but this distinction is important to
communicate through public awareness. The Ring will not only attract attention from companies that want
to utilize it, but it will also foster some excitement for the promise of the innovative technologies that will
come as a benefit from this infrastructure.

Plan for Expansion
Even though HRPDC consists of 17 different localities, the RCR will initially only connect five. The intent is
to start at a manageable scale, then use the techniques learned from the process of designing and building
the ring to make outside expansion easier. This is an eventual imperative, because there is a trend of projects
becoming stagnant after the first couple of years. Partially, this is because in general volunteer boards
underestimate the time and management resources that go into supporting an initiative as large as a
regional fiber network and cannot develop a roadmap into the future. Generating revenues from future
expansion will ease the pain of annual fixed costs and funding routine maintenance. Lack of funding in this
regard will degrade services over time.

Requirements for Success
Successful implementation of this Regional Connectivity Ring looks like a region that is flourishing on a
robust dark fiber connection, who’s effects pervade both the public and private sector, serve as the platform
for smart regional initiatives, and provide citizens with a greater quality of life. As detailed in the benefits of
the ring, economic development should be thriving, public safety departments should benefit from
increased operational speeds and capabilities, resiliency and sustainability will be inherent in the design of
many future initiatives built off the ring, and competition will continue to foster innovation and consumer
accessibility. While these are high level indicators of a successful deployment, there are a few key indicators
that will be necessary to track success within each phase of the deployment.
Premises that will be connected, such as government facilities, large and small business, health care facilities,
and higher education campuses, should be included in the three to ten-year projection as the” take rate,”
which is a direct indicator of revenue. If these projections fall short, then revenues will too. Raw numbers
and monthly growth rates should be analyzed quarterly, at the minimum. Each city will connect its own
institutions to its NGN (as they are implemented, if not so already), which will provide a connection back to
the ring. However, certain institutions will have a direct connection to the ring. Higher education facilities,
for example, will connect to dedicated fibers on the RCR and form their own scalable internal ring,
connecting college campuses that are scattered throughout the region, as well as allowing research and
data to be shared at any intended level. This will be replicated for military and public safety facilities as well.
It will be up the city to prioritize the connectivity of their institutions from the ring, but the routing was
designed taking key clusters of critical facilities into consideration. Success in this deployment will start with
the RCR’s utilization for enhancing each city’s NGN capabilities. That is why considerations were made to
cater the RCR’s route to key initial buildout paths for Chesapeake and Suffolk’s future NGN design.
Ultimately, the RCR will serve as the high bandwidth link that connects each of these separate NGN’s and
allows for expanding city-specific solutions into regional platforms.
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Network Architecture
Transatlantic Fibers Capabilities
Due to the mid-East Coast location of our region, we can leverage the two transatlantic fiber cables
landing in Virginia Beach. These offer an unprecedented bandwidth that will be used to supercharge each
city’s own next-generation-network, as well as any entity that will be leasing dark fiber from the Ring.

Figure 4: Transatlantic Cables Landing in Virginia Beach (graphic by Virginia Beach Economic
Development)

MAREA: Speed: 200 Tbit/s, Length: 4,000 miles
BRUSA: Speed: 138 Tbit/s Length: 6,500 miles
The cables will have a route-diverse backhaul that connects to Ashburn, VA, which houses the densest
concentration of data centers in the world.
Due to the increasing number of these cables landing in Virginia Beach, the region can now be seen as a
“Digital Port”, shipping unparalleled high-speed data across the globe with the Regional Connectivity Ring
serving as the infrastructure that can handle and disperse the new influx of digital traffic.
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Regional Network Design
The Regional Connectivity Ring is a 103.11-mile, 288-ct dark fiber, open access ring, which will serve as the
foundation for smart region development and digitally-empowered communities.

Figure 5: 30% Match Set Drawings Key Map

The RCR is capable of handling terabytes of data on its dark fiber network platform. Each city will have a
12-count direct point-to-point fiber from the Regional Ring Network Operations Center (NOC) to the city’s
demarcation point. This will allow each city to tie into their existing network and provide connectivity to all
their anchor institutions. The rest of the fibers on the 12-ct will be used as connectivity for regional projects
such as regional GIS database and regional disaster recovery.
The Ring is self-healing and will also connect to Richmond’s data centers for redundancy. Any breaks in the
ring will have automatic routing capability to with 99.9% reliability and 99.9% uptime.
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High-level Network Schematic:

Figure 6: Regional Connectivity Ring Network Layout
Figure 6 details a high-level design of the ring, starting with the transatlantic fibers coming into the
colocation site and terminating at the data centers in Richmond. This is not representative of the full design,
solely the initial Southside portion of the RCR.
The transatlantic fibers, MAREA and BRUSA, will both terminate at the Telxius colocation site. This will
provide the capability for a carrier neutral hotel to be established and provide high capacity, reliable
connectivity options to carriers, data centers, and auxiliary fiber networks, such as the RCR.
The RCR must have a dedicated Network Operations Center (NOC) that will monitor the status of the ring,
power, alarms, and performance issues. This will also serve as the main hub for the cybersecurity and open
data solutions provided by the RCR, being the origination point of the regional connection. The 288-ct
fiber will then be deployed from the NOC to each city, through new or existing conduit as part of their
NGNs. Six fibers will then come off the ring to each city’s own NOC, where they will be able to use the
improved capabilities of the transatlantic cable boosted fiber to support their operations and provide
regional services, such as CAD2CAD. Critical city facilities, as well as higher education campuses, will then
be able to connect to the ring to utilize the improved connectivity.
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In preparation for future expansion, possible routes across the bridge to Hampton have been identified
using existing fiber from Metro Fiber. This strategy has been pursued in this phase because the connection
to Richmond will also enable connectivity to Jefferson Labs and William and Mary, two esteemed research
institutions that have been identified as high priority connections for the ring.

Design Considerations:
When identifying the path through each city, considerations were taken to accommodate the following:
•

Strategic Growth Areas

•

Proximity to Higher Education

•

Locations of City Anchor Institutions

•

Economic Development

•

Unserved/Underserved Areas

Each city was unique in terms of proximity, current fiber infrastructure, and size, making it very difficult to
come up with a fair and equitable plan for the region to create a unified government network. The difference
in cost ranges from $250,000 to $6 million.

Redundancy:
The Regional Ring design is based on self-healing ring technology which is a common configuration in
telecommunication transmission systems. The looped nature of the network increases reliability by
providing a redundant return path for communications. If one or more links are damaged, there will still be
functionality in the sub-rings along the network. As a dark fiber open access network, the RCR must be built
to carrier class grade, as key data functions critical to government operations need to be 99.9% reliable. As
a platform for regional disaster recovery and public safety, redundancy is a critical component of this design.
The primary connection will originate from the RCR NOC (Network Operations Center) with a scalable
connection that will increase with demand. There will be a secondary passive connection at the Richmond
data center that will automatically activate if the primary connection loses more than 10 pings. The SHR is
bi-directional and utilizes traffic flow in both directions to operate efficiently.
During construction of the RCR as each city activates their own dark fibers from the Regional NOC, it will
be recommended that they reduce the capacity of their existing circuits with the local providers and keep
it as a backup until the RCR is fully constructed and activated. There will be a phased activation and
deployment schedule for the Ring so the cities and higher education facilities can plan accordingly with
their existing contracts.
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Last Mile/Wireless Connections
The Regional Connectivity Ring serves as a middle-mile transport for all 17 districts of Hampton Roads, with
last-mile access points to the regional and city smart projects. The connectivity between the middle-mile
and last-mile will use a combination of active Ethernet and GPON technology. Network operations for
cybersecurity and data analytics will be imbedded into the middle-mile architecture. By utilizing the
Regional Connectivity Ring as the foundation for all IoT development, we can create specifications and
standards for non-profit and for-profit organizations utilizing the ring.
The concept of active Ethernet and GPON technology on the last-mile network is being used in 90% of all
FTTX builds in the Unites States. It allows for the optimal use of the fibers in the fiber network. High capacity
data requirements for large businesses and city anchor institutions use active Ethernet due to minimal
limitations on bandwidth but increased demand on fiber requirements. Smart Poles, Wi-Fi access points,
and sensors utilize GPON because you can utilize one fiber on a 32-way splitter which allow for many more
active devices connecting to the network.

Figure 7: GPON Cabinet to Last-Mile Services
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The last-mile connection will be the final communications segment constructed. It connects the region’s
critical facilities or commercial clients to the primary fiber network using either a wireless or direct fiber
connection. In each case, a branch fiber cable will be spliced into the city fiber trunk ring and allow for the
city facility or commercial clients to have full access to the communications network using either the wireless
or direct fiber connections.
Fiber routing and connection type depends on the building location, network setup, building requirements,
and other site-specific factors. For city facilities, the city will construct the last-mile connection, choosing
which connection type will be installed and coordinating the construction. Commercial clients, on the other
hand, must coordinate the construction separately. The fiber network will be put in place by the region, but
the commercial client must construct infrastructure from their facility up to and including the splice to the
city trunk fiber cable. The last-mile connection can be achieved in one of two ways. They include wireless
connection or direct fiber connection, as detailed below.
Wireless Connection - For the wireless connection option, the branch cable is connected to a fiber
distribution unit in a fiber cabinet along the trunk fiber ring. There are two potential options for a wireless
last mile connection: Wi-Fi or Point-to-Point. For the Wi-Fi option, the fiber distribution unit is connected
to a wireless Wi-Fi router which can serve multiple facilities at once. In a Point-to-Point connection, the fiber
distribution unit is connected to a wireless radio which can serve only one building directly.
Direct Fiber Connection - For the direct fiber connection option, the branch cable is brought directly to the
facility where it connects to the fiber distribution unit and switch. There are two potential installation
methods for a direct fiber last mile connection: conduit installation or aerial installation. When installing the
fiber optic branch cable using conduit, the fiber is brought to the building using underground conduit,
some if not most of which would also be newly installed as shown in Figure VI.4(a). When using aerial
installation, the branch cable is brought to the buildings by hanging the fiber from MID (or other utilityowned) poles.

Figure 8: Last Mile Services
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Cybersecurity Platform
A rapidly urbanizing and digitizing world leads to the logical progression of Smart Cities, which is exactly
what the Hampton Roads Regional Ring will serve as a foundation of. By their very nature, Smart Cities
become the epicenter of massive digital ecosystems, inclusive of all inter-connected supply-chain elements.
In our hyper-connected society, digital data and network infrastructure are the most at-risk assets, as
evidenced by daily news cycles that demonstrate how vulnerable we are to this ever-growing threat. While
these networks enable enormous human creativity, new job growth, and social and commercial value
creation, this potential is limited by our ability to protect the resulting commerce and digital intellectual
property. Industry experts estimate that cyber risk exposure has reached the trillion-dollar mark and a single
successful cyber-crime can financially & operationally devastate any entity.
Leveraging top-of-the-line cybersecurity to protect its investment, the fiber ring project provides the
Hampton Roads region with a golden opportunity to convert these inherent critical cybersecurity risks into
a huge competitive economic advantage by showcasing a world-class Cyber Secure Smart City (CSSC).
Hampton Roads is ready to make that a reality by bringing to the Regional Ring the proven strengths of
NSA/Military cyber requirements, enabling local governments, educational institutions, and the business
community to operate within highly secured, assured, and trusted digital environments.
The overall objective of the Regional Connectivity Ring fiber optic network and the RCR NOC will enable
the region to meet its Smart City goals and will be used as the underlying secure connectivity technology
for the Smart City solutions. All the solutions align with our mission of creating a thriving, resilient region,
with an increased quality of life for all connected citizens. By upgrading our infrastructure and providing a
platform for these capabilities, our region will be positioned to be one of the most attractive communities
on the East Coast, as well as be able to provide the standard of living that is expected from being a critical
military hub that is so invaluable to our nation.
Another objective is to develop, integrate, test, validate, manage, and refine a joint offering and supporting
business case that combines the best of the downstream vertical market-oriented risk assessment
capabilities, threat intelligence capabilities and upstream risk monitoring, prevention and remediation
platform. The resulting solution is designed create a trusted, highly secure Mutually Assured Resilience
Community to the Ring and provide more useful, accurate, timely, and contextually relevant and actionable
cyber risk insights to the entire Ring stakeholder body and to each participating Ring entity in a direct,
private, and individualized form.
The specific objectives are to test and validate the following:
•

Overall architectural structure and segmentation of the physical and virtualized networks

•

IT and IoT systems bi-directional integration, configuration, and operational integrity

•

Model and performance of logical data flows between the various networks and systems

•

Format, accuracy, timeliness, and relevancy of the shared cyber data sets between:
o

The Ring & the RCR NOC

o

Between companies across various vertical markets

o
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•

Security at rest and in motion for each trusted environment and each private network

•

Most effective User Interface (UI) tools such as dashboards, alerts, notifications and report
communication methodologies.

•

Universal applicability, operational impact and efficacy of the cyber governance model

Risk Operations Command Center (ROCC):
A Risk Operations Command Center (ROCC) is being developed to enable and support the Ring with a
Mutually Assured Resilience Community (MARC) that combines downstream risk assessment with dynamic
upstream risk monitoring, inside of a hyper-secure network environment. This perpetual service offering
integrates Security and Network Operation Centers (SOC/NOC) into a secure NERC-CIP operating compliant
command, control, and monitoring of citizen or company client’s infrastructure and ecosystems.
The ROCC is intended to provide the Ring with a comprehensive suite of preventative threat and cyber
protection services rolled up under a common governance program that utilizes a shared knowledge base
to continuously improve community resilience. A truly resilient community of mutually beneficial
stakeholders requires a real-time participatory network with a universal governing process that provides an
extraordinary level of trust and threat intelligence.
The ROCC of the Regional Ring will host all the cybersecurity hardware and communicate back to all the
edge devices on the last-mile network. The dark fiber network of the Ring will be individually engineered
for each service, such as city infrastructure and higher education facilities, based on their specific needs.
When activating the dark fiber, cities, higher education facilities, and big businesses will be responsible for
working with an approved cybersecurity vendor to tailor a solution specific to the requirements.
The ROCC will support the Ring with the following capabilities:
•

Frontline defender with alert analysis and continuous monitoring of the alert queue; triage security
alerts; monitoring the health of security sensors and endpoints, and collecting data and context
necessary for remediation

•

ROCC analysts/engineers keep their eyes on the network infrastructure and do proactive alarm
monitoring, alerting, and incident response 24/7/365

•

Integrated functions work closely together for a holistic infrastructure and security view of the IT
system with overlapping data on network events, system and endpoint events

•

Better analysis and situational awareness, which will allow the CORE to remain effective in
addressing monitoring and service recovery challenges amid infrastructure growth and complexity

•

Establish a deeper understanding of roles, risks, threats, and security vulnerabilities and effectively
using collaborative tools that integrate and automate key SOC and NOC functions
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Potential to lower costs, improve communications, increase visibility, increase efficiencies, and
optimize resources for both groups

•

Operate a secure and NERC-CIP compliant datacenter and ROCC in the Virginia Beach facility

•

Support associated security technologies

•

Manage and coordinate the response to cyber threats and incidents

•

Monitor the cybersecurity posture and reports deficiencies

•

Coordinate with regulatory and compliance bodies

•

Perform threat and vulnerability analysis of cybersecurity events

•

Provide regular reporting to management and cyber incident responders

Architecture and Integration Requirements:
The Regional Connectivity Ring and trusted environments and operations will remain independent and
operate in their current business model and configurations. This project will work to provide and enable
secure communication portals and secure data exchange between the cybersecurity infrastructure, the Ring,
and citizen or company clients. The introduction of the security appliances will have minimal architectural
and integration impact to environments.
Architectural Requirements
The security solution is designed to protect citizen or company clients Trusted Environments, data, and
internal devices with a highly secure layered VPN architecture. A key function of the security appliance suite
is the provisioning of an isolation gateway with dual encryption for communication between citizen or
company clients critical network assets. Furthermore, the security appliance protects the confidentiality and
integrity of the Ring citizen or company client’s data as it transits over the Ring and any untrusted, unowned,
or potentially compromised networks.
The following diagrams show how a security appliance protects the Ring citizen or company client’s network
and provides strict type enforcement so that protected components are not visible to non-critical network
assets. Effectively, a point-to-point network enables the citizen or company client’s site to act as a secure
logical extension of the proprietary Trusted Environments. The only component the citizen or company
client’s router can see is the security appliance configured router in the network. Similarly, the only device
capable of communicating with the security appliance firewall in the Ring citizen or company client’s site is
the corresponding security appliance configured firewall from within the enterprise. Extremely robust
authentication techniques help to ensure only legitimate traffic is allowed through a security appliance
protected network.
Minimization of visibility for layer-2 data exiting the Ring citizen or company client’s critical network and
the confidentiality of devices on the critical network limits an intruder’s ability to perform reconnaissance
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on network traffic, topology, and behavior. The protection of data within highly secure tunnels and isolation
of components mitigates risk to data manipulation, spoofing, or intrusions by adversarial actors and data
leakage initiated by threats that emanate from within the Ring network itself.

Figure 9: Logical Data Encrypted Layers

Figure 10: High Level Overview of Secure Network
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Figure 11: Detail Level Overview of Secure Network

Figure 12: Example View of Connections to the Ring
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Data Flow:
- Equipment communicates to central hub
- Equipment sends data, syslogs, and SMTP traffic
- Hub monitors equipment heartbeat and operations
- Hub send patches and updates as required

Figure 13: Example Monitoring Data Flow Through the Ring

Figure 14: Security Appliance Transmission of Client Sensitive Data
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As detailed in Figure 14 above, internal Trusted Environments data transverses the unowned or untrusted
network (e.g. Internet, Wide Area Network (WAN) or service provider network) within an encrypted VPN. If
a remote user or component within the Ring citizen or company client’s (Sensitive Network C) requires
access to the Internet, the only permissible path will be through Sensitive Network B, out the enterprise
firewall, back through Sensitive Network B, which then returns to Sensitive Network C within a secure VPN
tunnel.
Figure 15 below shows data traversing from the citizen or company client’s critical network to the
proprietary Trusted Environments network. This data will be encrypted twice (Layered Approach) and source
and destination information will not be externally visible.

Figure 15: Security Appliance Transmission of Client Critical Data

Integration Requirements
The integration requirements will have minimal impact to the current citizen or company client’s
environments.
As the security appliances are being deployed, additional consulting services will be deployed to help the
Ring citizen or company clients integrate needed policies and procedures, operational, and configuration
changes.
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Open Data and Analytics
Active fibers will have an edge device after the GPON splitting network on each PON to ensure open data
networks are being encrypted after the DMZ Zone. This will ensure that open data platforms are correctly
being routed through intrusion detection to protect the integrity of the network.

Open Data and Privacy Policies
The HRPDC’s open data program seeks to provide direct access to regional datasets in consumable formats.
Providing this information gives staff and the public an opportunity to review and analyze raw data and to
use it for a variety of purposes. This will serve as the regional standard.
The policy is to establish a procedure for systematically identifying, inventorying, and publishing datasets
that can be used to:
•

Increase accountability and responsiveness

•

Improve public knowledge of region’s activities and operations

•

Further the mission of the region

•

Allow for economic opportunity

•

Respond to a need or demand identified by the public

•

Foster civic engagement

The purpose of the policies is to be as transparent and accountable to the citizens of Hampton Roads as
possible. The region has a commitment to open data and will ensure that the recipients can freely use,
modify, and share the data for any purpose.

Open Data Planning
The open data program will consist of multiple roles to ensure its success. The roles are a Data Board, Work
Group, and Data Stewards. Data principles are summarized below:
•

Complete - All data not subject to privacy, security, or privilege limitations is made available

•

Timely – Data is made available in a timely manner to ensure it is valuable

•

Non-Discriminatory – Data is available to anyone with no registration required

•

License-Free – Data is not subject to any copyright, patent, trademark, or trade secret regulation

•

Primary – Data is collected at the source, with the highest possible level of granularity, not in
aggregate or modified forms

•

Accessible – Data is presented in a meaningful way

•

Machine Processable – Electronic data can be processed via multiple data formats

•

Non-Proprietary – Data is available in a format over which no entity has exclusive control

Analytics Platform
The RCR NOC will also house technology that will be able to provide cutting edge analytics.
Learning-capable artificial intelligence, mobile, social platforms, and the Internet of Things are driving data
complexity, new forms, and sources of data. Big data analytics is the use of advanced analytic techniques
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against very large, diverse data sets that include structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data from
different sources and in different sizes from terabytes to zettabytes.
Big data is a term applied to data sets whose size or type is beyond the ability of traditional relational
databases to capture, manage, and process the data with low-latency. Big data has one or more of the
following characteristics: high volume, high velocity, or high variety. Big data comes from sensors, devices,
video/audio, networks, log files, transactional applications, websites, and social media--much of which is
generated in real time and in a very large scale. Due to the influx of smart initiatives developed as a result
of next generation fiber infrastructure, data in the Hampton Roads region will be incoming in
unprecedented quantities.
Analyzing big data allows analysts, researchers, and business users to make better and faster decisions using
data that were previously inaccessible or unusable. Using advanced analytics techniques such as text
analytics, machine learning, predictive analytics, data mining, statistics, and natural language processing,
businesses can analyze previously untapped data sources independently or together with their existing
enterprise data to gain new insights resulting in better and faster decision making and deployments. Big
data analytics will also be integrated into smart technologies, collecting a diverse amount of information
that could reveal unforeseen trends and cross-platform efficiencies.
Utilizing middle and last-mile analytics platforms, strategies will be developed that cater specifically to the
Hampton Roads Region to accelerate all smart applications, including:
•

Public Safety

•

Transportation

•

Parking

•

Mobility

•

Sustainability and Resiliency

Integration across these applications is where the true power of data analytics lies.

Regional Network Operations Center
The Regional NOC (RNOC) is being designed to accommodate the Hampton Roads regional economic
development initiatives and will be the NAP (Network Access Point) for the regional ring. The NOC will be
the demarcation point for the 288-ct fiber optic cable that will be used to create off-ramps in Hampton
Roads from the Transatlantic cables.
The RCR will have 4 PTP fibers to each of the Southside cities to keep a physical and logical separation.
There will be space allocated in the NOC to accommodate the following:
•

Higher Ed. Facilities

•

Co-Build Partners

•

Regional Initiatives

•

Cybersecurity

•

Middle-mile Data Analytics
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•

Economic Development

•

Strategic Growth Areas

•

Open Access Providers
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The NOC of the Regional Ring will host all the cybersecurity and middle-mile analytics hardware and
communicate back to all the edge devices on the last-mile network. The dark fiber network of the RCR will
be individually engineered for each service, such as city infrastructure and higher education facilities, based
on their specific needs. When activating the dark fiber, cities, higher education facilities, and big businesses
will be responsible for working with an approved cybersecurity vendor to tailor a solution specific to the
requirements.
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Dependent Initiatives
Internal Rings
Higher Ed.
At the heart of smart region/cities are institutions of higher learning. These institutions prepare students to
live, work, and innovate in a smart region or city. They can also act as a testing ground for new ideas,
projects, and experiments. By seeking certain opportunities, universities and colleges can play a pivotal role
in the success of a smart region/city.
Imagine a region in which buildings alert you when they need repair, there is WI-FI on every street corner,
sensors tell the garbage trucks when, where, and how often to collect, and data is analyzed in a way that
tells us which streets are more likely to be crime hotspots based upon traffic and movement. In the Hampton
Roads region, we have many distinguished higher education facilities, including Old Dominion University,
Norfolk State University, Virginia Wesleyan University, Regent University, Eastern Virginia Medical School,
William and Mary, Hampton University, Jefferson Labs, Tidewater Community College, Joint Forces Staff
College, Naval Postgraduate School, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
Connectivity to the ring by these institutions will create an internal network within the larger RCR accessible
to only higher education institutions. This design will provide the institutions with a segmented secure
network for communication, research, and data transmission among the institutions without accessing the
Internet.
Having university campuses integrated with smart regions and smart cities will help foster industryacademic cooperation and offer employment for university and college graduates, along with promoting
the development of science, technology, and innovation. Cooperation between higher education
institutions and technological companies will help in knowledge transfer and producing the human
resources needed for an innovation-based economy.

Military
Hampton Roads is known for its rich history and military presence, housing the Air Force, Army, Coast Guard,
and Marine Corps, as well as having the world’s largest naval base. The total Department of Defense (DoD)
population makes up roughly 1/10th of the total population in Hampton Roads. Again, there are more than
75 institutions that are considered military in the region, and we are home to the only NATO Allied Forces
Command on U.S. soil. With an economy so dependent on DoD spending (45.6% of all regional economic
activity), Hampton Roads needs to continue to provide the necessary support and infrastructure to deliver
upon the expectations that come with being a major hub for the most powerful military in the world.
The Regional Connectivity Ring will become a crucial part in meeting future bandwidth needs of these
facilities and preparing the region for expansion. These facilities will have dedicated fibers to use in creating
their own internal network to pass secure data instantaneously between participating facilities. The fiber
infrastructure will also tie into their highly-specialized applications, providing unprecedented bandwidth to
mission critical technology that will be able to seamlessly interact in real-time.
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Public Safety and First Responders
The RCR intends to boost operations at all levels of government, including public safety and first responders.
Connecting these facilities to the ring is an important step in unifying the region through regional initiatives
that can maximize emergency management and the public safety environment for officials, communication
centers, citizens, and tourists. The RCR will be the foundation for IP-based public safety projects.
A fully deployed and regionally connected managed IP network based on existing dark fiber can provide
the following capabilities:

Regional Emergency Management Use of Emergency Services IP Network (ESInet)
The supporting network can provide the backbone Emergency Services IP Network (ESInet) interconnecting
to public safety communications and disaster management regionally. Trusted entities will be
interconnected to the managed ESInet by fiber to diverse and redundant network nodes. A regional ESInet
can:
a) Provide the backbone of a dedicated regional network for public safety.
b) Provide connectivity between each emergency communication center, Emergency Operations
Center (EOC) and other public safety facilities in the region.
c)

Be utilized for transport of Information being sent or received by an EOC or a mobile EOC during
an incident.

d) Increase emergency call routing options for overload or bug-out call center situations, ensuring
that every 9-1-1 call gets answered, even in a wide-scale emergency.
e) Provide options for regional backup capabilities that are efficient and cost-effective.
Note: Management of the core IP network should be done on a collaborative basis with a clearly defined
entity having overall network management control.

Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) to CAD Regional Interoperability
CAD to CAD interoperability will allow emergency communications centers with disparate CAD systems to
share incidents and request resources in real time. The supporting network can be used to interconnect all
participating public safety agencies throughout the Hampton Roads area.
A CAD to CAD system can:
a)

Enable agencies requesting assistance to share incident information with all first responders in
real time

b) Improve speed and efficiency in auto aid and mutual aid efforts
c)

Save seconds, even minutes, for the first responders resulting in increased lives and property
saved (a 60 second delay on a medical emergency can increase mortality by 1-2%; a structure
fire can double in 60 seconds)

d) Allow neighboring emergency communications centers to be aware of border situations in which
a response from a neighboring jurisdiction crosses their border
e)

Provide real time situational awareness of the entire Hampton Roads region
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Improve incident command and emergency operation center capability to determine status of all
responding units and status of all incidents, regardless of the jurisdiction

Wireless Public Safety Broadband Network Backbone
By establishing partnerships with commercial network providers, Public Safety in the Hampton Roads area
will benefit by enhancing available fiber optic connectivity. A robust high-capacity fiber optic network can:
a) Provide redundant, hardened, and expanded connectivity from the wireless antenna sites to a
commercial telecommunications backbone.
b) Facilitate wireless 5G and LTE connectivity between public safety agencies; high capacity 5G
networks will be enabled in a cost-effective manner using this backbone
c)

Improve voice and data communications among Hampton Roads’ first responders, to include realtime updates to law enforcement patrol cars

d) Receive sensor data from (IoT) devices, such as wearable medical sensors that alert the Emergency
Call Center of a potential cardiac arrest; this data could be delivered to the responding EMS unit to
speed life-saving treatment
Note: 5G and LTE is provided by commercial carriers who may be interested in increasing capacity and
resiliency in their service to first responders. FirstNet with AT&T may be interested in providing this
service. Verizon is currently the primary provider of 5G and LTE service to the Hampton Roads public
safety community and may also be motivated to expand this relationship.

Alarm Company Regional integration
First responder safety and efficiency will be increased with a regional fiber network capable of delivering
video and sensor data from alarm monitoring companies. Video uses a large amount of network
bandwidth and the speed and quality of the video is directly related to its usefulness in an emergency.
The regional high availability fiber optic network can:
a) Provide capability to deliver video and sensor data from end users to the monitoring station, and
to law enforcement for response.
b) Enable Emergency Communications Center Dispatch staff, as well as responding law enforcement
officials, to easily share the same video as seen by the alarm monitoring operator, adding to officer
knowledge and safety as they approach a scene.
c) Reduce the time to communicate or dispatch at the time of an alarm, resulting in a faster, more
targeted response to an incident.
d) Note: The City of Virginia Beach Emergency Communications Center will be implementing a new
service (ASAP to PSAP) that will provide better information for analysis and collaboration at the
time of an alarm, to keep citizen and the community safer. Newport News, James City County, York
County, Henrico County, and Richmond Virginia have already implemented this technology.
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Emergency Operations Center (EOC) communications
The Hampton Roads region is regularly affected by major weather incidents, such as hurricanes and
tropical storms, which often cover several jurisdictions and require large-scale coordinated mitigation,
preparedness, response, and recovery efforts. In addition, the Hampton Roads region is a popular
destination for numerous large-scale events, such as College Beach Weekend in late April. A regional fiber
network can:
a) Enhance regional coordination and collaboration to respond to these incidents.
b) Facilitate the receipt and management of vast sources of data related to an incident, such as
weather, traffic, and relevant video streams from the scene.
c) Manage EOC bi-directional communication with Incident Commander to First Responders, Federal
and DoD agencies (as needed), FEMA officials, American Red Cross, and city and county elected
officials.
d) Enable connectivity among hospitals for mass casualty incidents, allowing them to better identify
availability and capability of the best hospital facility for care of the injured.
e) Provide a secure, highly-available facility for centralizing and managing communications and
information between the EOC, the Incident Commander in the field, the Emergency communication
centers, the 3-1-1 centers, and the public.
f) Ensure continued operation of the EOC with alternate backup sites and redundant communications
capability within the region, in the event the primary EOC is impacted by the manmade or natural
incident.

Smart City interoperability across Public Safety Agencies
Public safety services are a significant portion of any local government’s delivery of service. The Hampton
Roads Smart City Organization for Regional Enhancement (SCORE) has identified Public Safety as the #1
priority in its mission and vision statement. This initiative will be possible with improved network
capabilities and data access and transmission with the regional fiber network. This network can:
a) Promote interoperability across law enforcement, emergency services, and other government
agencies such as public health, transportation, and social services.
b) Streamline operations and provide ‘situational awareness’ to all stakeholders involved in the
management of a city’s security and safety.
c) Foster collaboration and sharing of intelligence information.
d) Enable public safety agencies to share data daily to include incident reports, records systems, bodyworn camera and surveillance video, 911 call and dispatch data, emergency medical data, as well
as fire protection and suppression.
e) Provide a method for using data to better manage valuable regional public safety resources. Public
safety services, next to education, is generally the largest expense of resources for local
governments. The data created by public safety, since it touches and interacts with so many other
local government functions and citizens daily, is a rich source of data to assist leaders in making
informed, data driven decisions on budget and investments.
f) Leverage the existence of the Next Generation 911 ESInet (outlined in #1, above), connected with
Smart City predictive analytics tools and big data, to enhance real-time response procedures and
emergency response systems.
g) Enable governments, emergency management agencies, fire, and police departments to better
protect their citizens from everything from terrorist attacks to natural disasters.
h) Provide new ways for Hampton Road regional governments to work across departmental lines to
link public health, fire and rescue, and social services to better serve their citizens.
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Improve communications interoperability among all public service sectors including transportation
and public safety.

Municipal Network
Aside from improved everyday operations and lower costs, the RCR will support IP based solutions to assist
city governments, much like the impact it will have on the public safety sector.

Regional, Standardized Open GIS Platform
Along with providing an increased level of transparency, an open data platform for GIS information can
have many effects that can benefit the region, from city operations to small businesses.
a) Increase access to information that can be used as a platform for regional innovation, while
promoting civic engagement.
b) Encourage collaboration region-wide, cross-jurisdictionally and cross-agency.
c) Provide layered complex data to help with decision making and reduce cost barriers.
d) Improve the quality of data and create regional standards, while enriching the quality of data
provided by the government.

Regional Disaster Recovery
Hampton Roads is the second most vulnerable region in the nation to flooding. This is not only a threat for
the region, but it extends to a national level. Disaster recovery services are crucial in reducing the impact of
a catastrophe. This will require added infrastructure and cloud integration, all of which can be enhanced by
the connectivity of the RCR.
a) The RCR will have connections to data centers outside of the region to provide backup and
redundancy.
b) Minimum bandwidth reduction when backing up and restoring data, as to not effect operational
connectivity.
c) Creation of mini virtual environments to restore core elements of systems without extended
recovery time.
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Smart City Deployment
These solutions align with our mission of creating a thriving, resilient region, with an increased quality of
life for all citizens. By upgrading our infrastructure and providing a platform for these capabilities, our
region will be positioned to be one of the most attractive communities on the East Coast, as well as
providing the standard of living that is expected from being a critical military hub that is so invaluable to
our nation.
The first and most obvious of the benefits to be derived from the Regional Ring is that it will enable the five
cities to connect to the Internet directly through the transatlantic high-speed subsea cables that have
recently landed in Virginia Beach. The ability to connect to these cables and provide an open-access network
through the Regional Ring will save the five cities an estimated $10,856,824 dollars over the first five years.
The Regional Connectivity Ring will provide a foundation for the initial eight projects described in this
summary, all of which can be scaled and replicated to provide strategic solutions to solve specific problems
facing the region. Again, the impact is not limited to these projects, as the Ring (in conjunction with other
transport fibers) provides a connection to 18 higher education facilities in the region, as well as key strategic
growth areas in the region to greatly promote enterprise economic development.

Project Portfolio and Plan
While the Regional Connectivity Ring is the foundation for the region’s Smart transformation, it will also
revitalize and enhance existing infrastructure initiatives throughout the five cities to enable smart
capabilities. We have created a portfolio of projects, one from each city, that capitalizes on their location’s
unique strengths. These projects are aimed to be SMART: scalable, measurable, accessible, replicable, and
transferable. This is important so that every project has an integration approach that is uniform and easy to
recreate in similar areas across the region. In addition, new projects will be more efficient in their designed
based on middle and last-mile analytics of initial projects.
2 Regional Projects
1.

Connected Corridor

2.

StormSense and Resiliency

5 City Projects
3.

Smart Entertainment Corridor - Virginia Beach

4.

Public Housing Connectivity - Portsmouth

5.

Smart Trail - Norfolk

6.

Smart Industry and Manufacturing - Suffolk

7.

Smart Utilities Network – Chesapeake

Submitted descriptions and ROI statements can be found in Appendix C.
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Smart City Governance: SCORE “Innovation Taskforce”
The Smart City Organization for Regional Enhancement (SCORE) was introduced and presented as a
replicable framework to evaluate, manage, prepare and track smart city/region initiatives, and report to the
Steering Committee.
This framework offers a unified approach to:
•

Evaluating best practices

•

Managing smart city initiatives

•

Tracking longitudinal progress

•

Preparing for smart region initiatives starting with the five cities

Each city will establish their own SCORE team in line with their existing and future initiatives, then select a
designated representative to report to the regional SCORE, which provides an avenue for regional
collaboration and alignment. City SCORE teams normally meet once a week, while the regional SCORE team
will meet monthly or bimonthly.

SCORE Priorities
SCORE will at minimum cover smart initiatives pertaining to these areas:
•

Public Safety

•

Citizens/Communities/Culture

•

Economic Development

•

Mobility/Transportation

•

Smart Infrastructure

•

Sustainability

•

Education
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SCORE Framework

Figure 17: SCORE Framework

City Administration:
•

City SCORE teams will include directors of the following departments or their designees:

•

The City Manager’s Office will act as the originating department for requests from City Council

Information Technology, City Attorney, Public Works, and Regional Broadband Project Manager.
members wanting to initiate Smart City projects.

Core SCORE:
•

Smart City workgroup appointed by the CIO and representing a cross-section of City stakeholders

•

Qualified to evaluate Smart City Projects based on training, knowledge, and background.

Departmental Liaison:
•

When specialized expertise is needed, one or more departmental experts may be consulted at the
discretion of the SCORE Project Manager and the CIO.
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Construction Phase Overview
The RCR deployment method is broken into five steps in order to coordinate between different city and
CIP projects, as well as to prioritize quickest time to delivery of some of the proposed services enabled
by the Ring (see GANTT chart in Appendix D). The full 30% design of the RCR route is available upon
request.
For additional information on the legal precedence please refer to:
Appendix F: ROW Arrangements
Appendix G: Conduit Use Alternative
Appendix H: Co-Build Summary
References made to the 30% design drawings are labeled as Match Set, page number (MSXX).
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Pilot
Completion: 2019
Mission: Create immediate benefits of the Regional Connectivity Ring by connecting Higher Education
facilities and shared resource pilot programs such as: CAD to CAD and NG911. Utilize Norfolk as the
connection point for Higher Education connectivity and technology corridor for small business zones.
•

Link Telxius connection to existing fiber located at the vault on Corporate Landing Parkway and
General Booth Boulevard (MS 3 to 147).

•

Complete connection at Virginia Wesleyan tie-in point between Virginia Beach and Norfolk

•

Identify and test fiber from Norfolk NOC to Telxius.

•

Funding allocated in 2019 budget for operating entity.

Figure 18: Regional Connectivity Ring Deployment Pilot
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1) Virginia Beach to Suffolk (MS 3 to 94)
•

Work with co-build partners on path from VB to Suffolk to build a diverse route from transatlantic
demarcation points to Richmond and Ashburn .

•

This path will connect to Meridian Fiber networks for long haul transport outside of the region.

Figure 19: Regional Connectivity Ring Deployment Step 1
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2) Suffolk Path to Portsmouth (MS 95 to 118)
•

Work with co-build partners to complete the Suffolk build.

Figure 20: Regional Connectivity Ring Deployment Step 2
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3) Coordinate with Portsmouth on NGN deployment Schedule (MS 119-142)
•

City is accommodating build to prioritize deployment of RCR.

•

Could happen concurrently with previous phases.

Figure 21: Regional Connectivity Ring Deployment Step 3
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4) Norfolk to Virginia Beach (MS 147 to 3)
•

Work with co-build partners for Norfolk – Portsmouth tie-in contingent on Portsmouth’s NGN
progress.

Figure 22: Regional Connectivity Ring Deployment Step 4
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This roadmap is roughly outlined, but the process will be finalized in the implementation planning phase.
This section will detail the general approach moving forward in the deployment of the RCR. There is a heavy
emphasis on delivering specific outcomes by the end of the first year, as these actions lay the foundation
for the overall success of the RCR by adhering to regional policies and engaging with different partners that
will have prominent roles in each phase moving forward

Phased Approach
The success of the deployment of the Regional Connectivity Ring depends on the effectiveness of the
interplay between the technical selection, engineering, construction, business, and financial planning
strategies of the project. There is heavy emphasis on the business and financial aspects, because that is the
primary factor in long-term success.
The next phase begins with determining the governance structure. Once this is accomplished, the new entity
will have the ability to move forward with the regional initiative without each individual city needing to
develop and implement their own individual dark fiber management system, which also facilitates future
expansion. This organization will coordinate regional collaboration under steering committee oversight.
Their other major responsibility is planning the implementation of the network. This includes finalizing the
business and financial planning, route and network engineering, materials and cost estimates, and finally
developing relationships with possible service providers on the ring.
Once those aspects are finalized, a construction contract will be out to bid, and network equipment will be
procured. Most of the physical assets will be installed and managed, as well as a planning day-to-day
operation of the network. The RCR will be in a promotional phase to facilitate initial contracts and
agreements.
Once the Ring is operational, the role of the governance structure will shift to operating and maintaining
the fiber assets, management of financials, and marketing and awareness. The overall success of the ring is
based on competency in these factors.

Co-Build Design Considerations
Utilize the 30% design to work partners to finalize a full design that incorporates a path from NxVen Cable
landing station to Richmond and Ashburn utilizing the path of the Regional Ring that passes through
Virginia Beach, Chesapeake and Suffolk (match sheet MS 3 to 94).
With the plans for multiple TAF landing into Virginia Beach digital port soon, the five main companies will
be requiring diverse route paths for redundancy. Google Fiber is slated to land in 2021 and will be requiring
a primary path of low latency long-haul fiber transport to traverse out of the Hampton Roads area and tie
into their primary network, which ultimately will reduce the traffic flow from the subsea cable in New York
to the new ones in Hampton Roads.
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The co-build model for a fiber network assumes that during construction, each co-build partner will pay its
pro-rata share of the total network construction costs (based on number of strands or fiber miles to be
delivered to each partner), including reimbursements of approved pre-construction design and
development expense incurred by the project sponsor. Such pro-rata payments would be each co-build
partners fee for a long-term dark fiber IRU for the number of fibers each co-build partner requires (expected
to be no more than 24 fibers per co-build partner). In exchange for co-funding the design and construction
costs of the entire network, no O&M or co-location fees would be payable by a co-build partner during the
initial term of the IRU.
The co-build path for the RCR will incorporate a separate 3” conduit with three innerducts that will have the
capacity of accommodating three 288-ct fibers or multiple smaller counts depending on the co-build
requirements. The path design through Chesapeake and Suffolk is ideal to accommodate this build due to
the new construction requirements of the RCR.
Work with funding sources to create the best scenario for the region. There are many funding opportunities
for the Regional Ring that can be catered to the common core regional objectives. It is imperative that the
operating entity identify the goals and objectives of the Steering Committee and present to funding sources
that best fit objective of the Regional Ring such as the following:
•

Regional 5G

•

Smart City

•

Public Safety

•

Cybersecurity

•

Data Analytics

•

Co-Build Revenue

•

HUD

•

Unserved/Underserved

Pre-Construction Phase 1 Development Work
Using the co-build model for a fiber network project requires the project sponsor to prepare the following
documentation for the network before receiving binding commitments from the prospective co-build
partners:
1.

Reasonably sufficient design, engineering and construction plans to (a) validate the viability of
the route and the all-in construction costs for the fiber network along the entire route and (b)
support contractor bids with firm pricing on a not to exceed basis

2.

Municipal and any other third-party approvals (e.g., VDOT) and a pricing formula for use of the
public rights-of-way and any existing municipal conduit on the proposed route, with definitive
pricing and other material terms of the r-o-w and conduit license to be finalized in the second
phase of the project’s pre-construction work
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A definitive GANTT chart presenting the overall network construction and dark fiber delivery
schedule for the entire route and a proposed schedule of advances in aid of construction to be
made by the co-build partners during construction of the network

Upon receiving acceptable documentation for a particular route (or on a segment- by-segment basis,
when a lengthy route may be appropriately separated into discrete segments), the prospective co-build
partners will issue binding letters of intent and commence negotiating definitive IRU agreements for that
route or segment.

RCR Deployment Step 1 Priorities:
Complete Connection to Norfolk NOC from Telxius
By utilizing one fiber of the Virginia Beach NGN (Next Generation Network) the operating entity will
complete the connection to Norfolk NOC from the tie in point located at Corporate Landing and General
Booth to the Demarcation point in Telxius which requires 1171’ of construction. To complete the connection
of Virginia Beach’s NGN to Norfolk INET another 286’ of construction will be required. Using a 20 Channel
DWDM Node at Telxius, VB NOC and Norfolk NOC the operating entity will be able to leverage the TAF, to
connect to the higher education facilities.

Telxius-Norfolk NOC Connection to INET
Our first-year scope of work includes connection to ten higher education facilities. This will provide ten
dark fiber drops to utilize as revenue within the first year.
•

North of the HRBT
o

The College of William and Mary

o

Hampton University

o

•

Jefferson Labs

Norfolk
o

Joint Forces Staff College

o

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

o

Virginia Wesleyan University

o

Old Dominion University

o

Norfolk State University

o

Naval Postgraduate School

o

Eastern Virginia Medical School

Note: By June 2019, ODU will be connected to the Regional Connectivity Ring through the Norfolk NOC
and the remaining 9 schools tied in by end of 2019. Our business model is based on MOU’s with the higher
education facilities to provide the drop. Part of the business model is that the higher education facilities will
prove the equipment and the last-mile connection to the demarcation point.
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Planning Phase
Business and Finance Planning
•

Develop a governance model that will encompass the needs assessment of the region and develop
a detailed business and financial model
o

Determine operational models for front and back office, and identify any outsourced
functions

•

Ensure steering committee remains involved in oversight

•

Identify key funding opportunities in each step of the RCR deployment method based on
constraints and considerations
o

Could be in the form of grants, co-build, revenue, etc.

Survey and Engineer the Routes
•

Work with private sector partners for each deployment step and utilize ground surveys, along with
engineering design and permitting to determine if route can be constructed as needed

•

o

Develop RFP documents that meet DOT and other local requirements

Create master drawing with construction methodology and select design/build or build RFP for
construction of the individual sectors of the ring

Cost Estimates from Engineering Design
•

100% design will give us the necessary specifications for the engineered cost estimate of each RCR
path segment to identify bill of materials, design constraints, and construction cost

•

Permitting process will begin with submittal of permit forms and plans

Network Architecture Design
•

Finalize the network design parameters with co-build partners

•

Identify fiber allocation charts for design of point to point fiber, GPON technology, and fiber to
wireless vendors

•

Analysis performed to determine the best suited equipment for each deployment step

•

The network design will include a completed network architecture that will ultimately provide the
Bill of Materials used to create purchase orders, as well as configuration specifications for network
devices

Detail Specification for Equipment and Materials
•

Create a detailed Bill of Materials from engineering of approved path and network designs. Work
with vendors on equipment specifications
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Engage with Service Providers
•

Create rules policies and procedures for service providers to utilize the open access network

•

Work with qualified providers to market the network and make sure that the providers understand
how to prepare to interface with the network to provide services

•

Understanding of all basic components of the contractual agreements between the network and
the providers

Construction Phase
Procurement Process
•

The operating entity must devise a procurement package to create an operator agreement that sets
rules, guidelines, and considerations

•

Engage multiple fiber optic construction companies for a solution
o

Vendor requirements are also issued to multiple fiber optic construction companies

•

Determine best fit based on criteria

•

Pursue operating contracts, network equipment, and network construction

Manage Construction
•

The operating entity will determine most qualified firms to create public-private-partnerships,
which usually range in terms of up to five years

•

Firms will have to prove compliance with all requirements per scope of work

Network Installation and Testing
•

Network equipment is ordered from vendors that meets the required specifications

•

Equipment must be tested, installed in cabinets or shelters, powered up, and connected to the fiber
cable

•

The process first requires staging the equipment, installing, configuring, and finally testing

Develop Business Processes
•

The operating entity will create business processes that dictate day-to-day operations
o

Must cover all aspects of operation

•

Determine what roles can be outsourced, even creating private sector jobs

•

Legal contracts must be developed as part of this process

Continue with Service Provider Negotiations
•

Master and Service Level Agreements close to being finalized

•

Contracts, agreements, and leases are initiated in this phase

•

Providers will work with the operating entity to develop their services on the network
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Plan Marketing and Public Outreach Approach
•

Public awareness about this initiative is spread, and the benefits of the RCR are clearly
communicated to attract business customers, schools, local government agencies, and other
potential users

Ongoing Outside Plant Maintenance
•

The operating entity will own the dark fiber as an asset, and thus be responsible for maintaining
the physical qualities of the network

•

Some responsibilities, such as utility locating, fiber repairs, and maintenance of generators, HVAC
systems, and other assets will begin before the network is under full operations

Operating Phase
Service Provider Management
•

Automated mechanisms will be developed for managing service provider orders to provide a
physical and/or logical connection to the customer

•

Service providers will be billed by the operational entity to a level of detail that will be consistent
with their own billing systems for cross-referencing in case of audits or inconsistencies

•

The RCR NOC will be staffed for 24/7/365 monitoring of the network to support the providers

•

Marketing incentives must be attractive to service providers, but also mindful in approach when
encouraging aggressive pursuit of customers or market share
o

Must also make it attractive for new providers to want to join the network

Network Operations
•

The Network Operations Center (NOC) will be staffed 24/7/365 with many tools to manage, operate,
debug and assist in identifying the root cause of issues reported, monitor network electronics, and
keep the network running smoothly
o
o

Sophisticated monitoring systems provided by the equipment and network vendors will be

o

A ticketing system will be devised to track incoming problems in an efficient manner

o

•

Will also include help desk for service provider support
housed in the NOC to track real-time status of the network
An outage reporting system will also have to be developed for notifying Service Providers
of internal issues

Provisioning and order management processes will be developed to provide expanded services for
new and existing customers

•

Many of these electronic systems can provide statistics and metrics to keep track of the
performance of the network. This can extend all the way to the customer level as a health check,
even though they will be under the jurisdiction of the service provider

•

Determine change management methods to track changes of the network
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Network Maintenance
•

Ensure the software of equipment is up-to-date, as well as the hardware is performing at expected
functionality

•

Determine in-house security methods to protect confidential information of service providers and
customers and keep the network from becoming compromised

•

Outside plant maintenance must locate a qualified firm to make a repair in two to four hours from

•

Backups, both located in the NOC and offsite, will be stored to quickly restore the state of the

the time of failure as part of the ‘break-fix’ policy (make bullet point format consistent)
network if any problems arise
•

Management of all inventory and their condition, location, and provisioning

Business Administration
•

Great necessity for part-time bookkeeper in early stage of operations to keep track of all service
provider and government agency customers

•

Operating budget needs to be maintained either in house, or outsourced

•

Service providers must be billed regularly, and a position is required for the likelihood of having to
settle financial disputes

Financial Management and Oversight
•

The steering committee will retain oversight in the operations of the operating entity, either with
periodic reporting or a manager installed to oversee operations
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Business Models and Ownership
Current Structure
Southside Region of Hampton Roads, Virginia
The five neighboring cities of Virginia Beach, Norfolk, Chesapeake, Suffolk and Portsmouth are colloquially
known as the “Southside Region” of the larger metropolitan area known as Hampton Roads. The geographic
area of Hampton Roads is comprised of 17 individual and diverse municipalities. It is the 37th largest
metropolitan area in the United States and is home to 1.7 million residents.
The Hampton Roads Planning District Commission (HRPDC) is the Metropolitan Planning Organization
(MPO) for the region. HRPDC is acting as facilitator for the Regional Connectivity Ring Steering Committee
and the project.

Hampton Roads Planning District Commission (HRPDC)
Virginia has 21 planning district commissions (PDC’s), which are voluntary associations of local governments
intended to foster intergovernmental cooperation by bringing together local elected and appointed officials
and involved citizens to discuss common needs and determine solutions to regional issues. The Virginia
Department of Housing and Community Development oversees and distributes state appropriation funding
for each PDC, and each PDC must comply with the statutory requirements of the Regional Cooperation Act
(Chapter 42, Title 15.2 of the Code of Virginia).
HRPDC is a voluntary regional organization representing the 17 local governments of the Hampton Roads
metro area.
•

One of 21 planning district commissions in Virginia

•

Created pursuant to Virginia’s Regional Cooperation Act to encourage and facilitate local

•

Governed by a 47-member board made up of elected and appointed leaders from the region’s 17

government and state-local cooperation
local governments

Regional Connectivity Ring Steering Committee
The Regional Connectivity Ring Steering Committee (the “Steering Committee”) is comprised of the Chief
Information Officer, City Manager, and one City Council Member from each of the participating cities. City
Attorneys from each jurisdiction are involved in analyzing and advising the Committee regarding
compliance with applicable laws and stand ready to address legislative changes that may be necessary to
address outdated provisions to accommodate new technologies. Additional staff members from each City
are included as necessary. The Steering Committee, together with Mr. Beekhoo as the subject matter expert,
and with the guidance of HRPDC, meet regularly to assess benchmarks and progress of the project.
The first task of the Steering Committee was to understand each city’s financial obligations to, and expected
benefits from, the Regional Ring. To accomplish this task and garner the information needed for evaluation
of the Project, the Steering Committee elicited the assistance of HRPDC and the City of Virginia Beach to
engage a consultant to provide a 30% design for the Ring and serve as the Project Manager for an estimated
cost of $500,000. Based on size, portion of the project that will be in each city, and financial capability, each
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city contributed a percentage of the total amount needed to hire a consultant. Once the study is complete,
each city will be tasked with further design and funding of the Regional Ring to be located within their
jurisdiction.

Project Manager
Under supervision the Steering Committee described above, the project manager is responsible for the
planning and design of the Regional Connectivity Ring. Regional stakeholders have realized the promise of
economic and population growth in the area, and the opportunities presented by recent developments
such as the cable landing in Virginia Beach. They also recognize the tremendous potential and necessity of
broadband initiatives to both support and spur economic growth.

Public-Private Partnerships
Because virtually any modern broadband network (and most older telecom networks) use public right of
way for a large portion of network distribution, ALL business models are “public/private partnerships.”
The notion of the public/private partnership is not a distinct business model, but rather exists along a
continuum, with minimal public involvement on one end (i.e. only use of public right of way) to full public
ownership on the other end.
In addition to the noted external partnerships, HRPDC will be able to utilize the expertise of companies
with a proven track record of deploying Smart City infrastructure. Vendors will provide a blue print for
technology that the five Southside cities can use as a foundation. By using a successful Smart Region as
reference, HRPDC can tailor deployment to meet the strategic goals and initiative set forth in this project.
The Region is uniquely positioned to get started as the underlying technology of a Regional Connectivity
Ring has already been developed and is in the process of being implemented.
By leveraging the five Southside cities’ infrastructure investments on an open-access, dark fiber Regional
Connectivity Ring, HRPDC is ahead of the curve in developing a regional network that supports greater
education and economic development opportunities, as well as addressing the issues of residents and
business located in unserved areas.
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Funding Opportunities
1.

EQT - This global investment firm is committed to supporting market leading technology businesses
and to taking a long-term approach towards value creation for stakeholders. With the addition of the
Transatlantic Fibers, EQT is committed to investing over $700 million in capital over the next several
years to grow the regional network.

2.

Segra - currently has over $65 million of fiber optic infrastructure invested in the region. As the Regional
Ring design intersects at multiple points with Lumos fiber by utilizing the co-build model for the RCR,
they can significantly increase their coverage area business model.

3.

Venture Smarter - The region presented and won up to $50 Million in project financing for the Regional
Ring and other Smart City related projects. This funding is based on private equity capital and based
on the funders owning and managing a P3.

4.

Landmark Capital - Landmark is a publicly-traded company that would completely fund and manage
the RCR, with no burden on tax payers’ dollars.

5.

Fabulous Five - Google, Microsoft, Facebook, Amazon and Oracle have already invested billions in
bringing trans-Atlantic fibers to the region. With another Goggle fiber scheduled to land in 2021, they
are looking for Diverse Path Routing. With a co-build partnership with the region, the path from Virginia
Beach, Chesapeake and Suffolk can be subsidized This path is optimal for adding additional conduits
for long-haul diverse routes out of the region. By utilizing the 30% design to create a full design for the
Fab-5, funding will be subsidized to build out the Southern lateral of the Ring could be offset with
matching funds from the region.

6.

NxVen - NxVen has committed to building a digital port in Virginia Beach in preparation for the multiple
transatlantic fibers demarcating over the next 10 years into the area. The facility will be equivalent to
the NAP of the Americas in Miami. As Miami and New York fibers are reaching end of life, the New
Digital port in Virginia Beach will become a nexus for the world’s Internet traffic. NxVen also needs
transport out of the region and would like to enter conversations with HREDA to develop a mutually
beneficial solution for both entities. Working jointly with HREDA and NxVen to develop a full design
will be an integral part of the operating entity responsibilities.

7.

AT&T First Net/Smart City – AT&T is interested in exploring the co-build model to utilize the RCR to
create a region-wide Smart City infrastructure. With the race to 5G, service providers require increased
fiber connectivity to deploy their networks.

8.

DHS - The Department of Homeland Security is developing programs throughout the U.S. for Sea Level
Rise and Resiliency related projects. The Regional Ring will serve as a basis for grants to develop regionwide programs with DHS to address the current issues in the region.
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Federal and State Grants - The operating entity will be focusing on key partnerships and support to
identify and apply for grants to build the RCR.
•

HUD

•

Governor Northam 2019 Unserved Telecom grants

•

Tele-medicine

•

Tele-Health

•

Bloomberg Economic Redevelopment Grants

Governance
Creating an Operating Entity
Create an operating entity with a governance model that ensures all dark fiber initiatives are equitable,
scalable, and adaptable. The model must create funding for the region, with the Steering Committee
maintaining oversight and establishing guidelines based on equitable financial distribution and allocation
for the region. The entity must create competition, allow for public/private partnerships, and collaborate
with both sectors on an overarching approach. The entity must be regionally driven with a citizen-centric
approach to new technologies and vendor engagement to promote innovation and collaboration.
Other Components of the Entity
•

Consistent and comprehensive approach to regional communication

•

Ability to expand to all 17 localities

•

Mutually reinforced initiatives with oversite by the Committee

•

Promote the mission and vision

•

Align Smart systems and data collaboration

•

Eliminate the need for each city to develop and implement its own dark fiber and Smart City
Governance

•

Evaluate best practices

•

Manage/Prepare Steering Committee Initiatives

•

Track longitudinal progress

•

Foster unified government networks

•

Allow innovation and progress

•

Ensure Broadband Steering committee has individual governance

•

Unify leadership approach to all Smart City broadband initiatives

See Appendix I for more information on the organizational structure.
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Possible Loans, Grants, and Government Funding
Virginia Tobacco Region Opportunity Fund (TROF)
The purpose of the TROF program is to provide performance-based monetary grants and loans to localities
in Virginia’s tobacco producing region (as defined by the Commission) to assist in the creation of new jobs
and investments, whether through new business attraction or existing business expansion. It is available to
eligible applicants, including local governments, economic development organizations, and IRS- designated
operating entities. Funds that will ultimately benefit a private entity must have a public purpose and flow
through a public or operating entity grantee, based upon terms of a performance-based agreement.
Agriculture and Forestry Industries Development (AFID)
AFID is a discretionary incentive to grow Virginia’s agriculture and forestry industries.
AFID grants are made to localities at the discretion of the Governor with the expectation that the grant will
be critical to the success of a project, which will result in creation of new jobs and investment from
companies that add value to Virginia-grown agriculture and forestry products.
Grants may be used for a variety of purposes, including public and private utility extension or capacity
development on- and off-site; high-speed or broadband internet access extension or capacity development;
road, rail, or other transportation access costs beyond the funding capability of existing programs; site
acquisition; grading, drainage, paving, and any other activity required to prepare a site for construction;
construction or build-out of buildings; or training.
USDA Community Connect Grant
The Community Connect program helps rural communities extend access where broadband service is least
likely to be commercially available, but where it can make a tremendous difference in the quality of life for
people and businesses. The projects funded by these grants help rural residents tap into the enormous
potential of the Internet for jobs, education, healthcare, public safety and community development.
USDA Farm Bill Grant
The Rural Broadband Access Loan and Loan Guarantee Program (Broadband Program) furnishes loans and
loan guarantees to provide funds for the costs of construction, improvement, or acquisition of facilities and
equipment needed to provide service at the broadband lending speed in eligible rural areas.
Connect America Fund Phase II
The Connect America Fund – also known as the Universal Service High-Cost program – is the FCC's program
to expand access to voice and broadband services for areas where they are unavailable. Through CAF Phase
II, the FCC provides funding to local telephone companies to subsidize the cost of building new network
infrastructure or performing network upgrades to provide voice and broadband service in areas where it is
lacking.
CAF is a multi-year program, comparable to extending electricity and phone service to rural America early
in the twentieth century and building the interstate highway system in the 1950s and '60s. To ensure CAF
support is used efficiently, the FCC has focused on areas that are clearly unserved or underserved by
unsubsidized service providers.
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EQT Foundation Funding
The EQT Foundation helps communities prosper by supporting programs and organizations that reflect the
values of EQT Corporation.
The EQT Foundation’s granting strategy endorses programs that directly touch the community and its
residents, rather than fundraising initiatives designed to support general operating expenses. The
Foundation supports projects that demonstrate positive, significant, measurable, and sustainable impacts.
The preference is for proposals grounded in solid research and analysis that demonstrate creative
approaches to addressing critical issues.
Venture Smarter
As part of the master plan, we submitted and entered the 2018 Smart Infrastructure Challenge with Venture
Smarter to identify other funding sources. As a region, we competed with 80 other cities around the nation
and walked away with the first prize of funding up to $50 million dollars. As a winner of this challenge, there
are funds available to utilize, but there are limitations until the operating entity is formed (see Appendix J).
Until other funding sources are identified that do not require commitments that the Regional Steering
Committee are unable to make part of the operating entities due diligence, it is imperative to identify
funding partners which will give us the best scenario on how to fund the Regional Connectivity
Ring.

Some benefits of the Smart Infrastructure Challenge were that many of the region’s key projects,

such as storm sense and the transportation corridor, drew significant attention from the federal government
as well as private equity investors. All interested investors are currently on hold until we move into phase
two.
Smart City Capital
The two most significant barriers to Smart City/IOT adoption is “know how” and matched / monetized
funding that can enable both short term and long-term outcome-based models, reducing the risk and
funding requirement up to 100%. Smart City Capital has developed a disruptive Outcome Based Model /
Solutions, which is manufacture agnostic, availing the respective cities or service provider of ALL AVAILABLE
OPTIONS, without the typical limitations when linked to one specific OEM. The Smart City Capital Ecosystem is also delivering industry leading “know-how” via its highly experienced, partner eco-system.
Arrow Electronics
Arrow Electronics is a global provider of products, services and solutions to industrial and commercial users
of electronic components and enterprise computing solutions. Arrow serves as a supply channel partner for
more than 150,000 original equipment manufacturers, value-added resellers, contract manufacturers, and
commercial customers through a global network. The company maintains over 300 sales facilities and 45
distribution and value-added centers, serving over 80 countries.
Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Science and Technology Directorate (S&T) monitors those
threats and capitalizes on technological advancements at a rapid pace, developing solutions and bridging
capability gaps at a pace that mirrors the speed of life. S&T’s mission is to deliver effective and innovative
insight, methods and solutions for the critical needs of the Homeland Security Enterprise. Created by
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Congress in 2003, S&T conducts basic and applied research, development, demonstration, testing and
evaluation activities relevant to DHS.
Sentara Foundation
Sentara is willing to work with the operating entity to provide new technology such as telehealth and
telemedicine. Their offerings include investment in the development of the Regional Connectivity Ring with
the right financial model. ROI for Sentara (which they are very interested) is becoming a client of the
Regional Connectivity Ring. The next step is to interact with the operating entity to engage letters of intent.
Long-term goals are to create revenues back to the region through the new technology mentioned above.
Regent University
Regent is fully committed to funding the entire expense of building the Regional Connectivity Ring with a
fair return on investment, as well as an option of creating an operating entity to manage the Regional
Connectivity Ring. As a business/university, Regent is interested in utilizing the Regional Connectivity Ring
for connections the transatlantic fibers. The next step is to coordinate the operating entity to engage
letters of intent. Long-term goals are to create revenues back to the region through the new technology
mentioned above.
AT&T
AT&T engaged in conversation to utilize the Regional Connectivity Ring and lease the fibers to deploy
their FirstNet and 5G Networks within the Hampton Road region. The next step is to coordinate with the
operating entity to engage letters of intent. Long-term goals are to create revenues back to the region
through the new technology mentioned above.
Landmark Dividend
Landmark is willing to build and fund the infrastructure for 5G deployment and Smart Cities. A benefit of
this partnership is that it would generate revenues that come back to the region. The next step is to
coordinate with the operating entity to engage letters of intent. Long-term goals are to create revenues
back to the region through the new technology mentioned above.
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Bill of Materials Per 30% Design
City
Virginia Beach
Portsmouth (New Fiber)
Norfolk (New Duct)
Norfolk (Existing Duct)
Chesapeake (New Duct)
Chesapeake (New Fiber)
Suffolk (New Duct)
Suffolk (New Fiber)

City
Virginia Beach

City
Portsmouth (New Fiber)

City
Norfolk (New Duct)
Norfolk (Existing Duct)

City
Chesapeake (New Duct)
Chesapeake (New Fiber)

City
Suffolk (New Duct)
Suffolk (New Fiber)

Hampton Roads Virginia Regional Connectivity Ring Cost
Cost
Conduit/Fiber Installation
GPON Cabinet
Junction Boxes
Total
Footage Cost Per Ft Overall Cost Quantity Cost per Box Overall Cost GPON Qty Cost Per Cabinet Cost per Install Overall Cost
$360,000 $4,452,751
$6,000
$12,000
20
$236,250
315
$750
$3,856,501
226853
$17.00
$197,133
$36,000
2
$12,000
$6,000
$0
$750
$161,133
0
46038
$3.50
$198,000 $1,045,574
11
$12,000
$6,000
$750
$45,750
$801,824
61
$32.00
25057
$975,460
$0
$12,000
$6,000
0
$0
$750
$975,460
0
57380
$17.00
$170,250
18
$12,000
$6,000
$324,000 $6,204,874
227
$750
$5,710,624
178457
$32.00
$681,380
$12,000
$6,000
$0
0
$0
$750
0
$3.50
$681,380
194680
$180,000 $2,842,658
$6,000
$12,000
10
$65,250
87
$750
81169
$32.00
$2,597,408
$0
0
$12,000
$484,820
$750
$6,000
$0
$484,820
0
138520
$3.50
$16,884,650
Total
$2,532,698
CEI 15%
Grand Total $19,417,348

Conduit/Fiber Installation
GPON Cabinet
Junction Boxes
Footage Cost Per Ft Overall Cost Quantity Cost per Box Overall Cost GPON Qty Cost Per Cabinet Cost per Install Overall Cost
$12,000
$6,000
$360,000
$236,250
20
$3,856,501
315
$750
$17.00
226853
CEI 15%
Grand Total

Cost
Total
$4,452,751
$667,913
$5,120,664

Conduit/Fiber Installation
Junction Boxes
GPON Cabinet
Footage Cost Per Ft Overall Cost Quantity Cost per Box Overall Cost GPON Qty Cost Per Cabinet Cost per Install Overall Cost
$36,000
2
$12,000
$6,000
$750
$0
$161,133
0
$3.50
46038
CEI 15%
Grand Total

Cost
Total
$197,133
$29,570
$226,703

Conduit/Fiber Installation
Junction Boxes
GPON Cabinet
Footage Cost Per Ft Overall Cost Quantity Cost per Box Overall Cost GPON Qty Cost Per Cabinet Cost per Install Overall Cost
$198,000
$12,000
$6,000
$21,000
11
$750
$801,824
28
25057
$32.00
$6,000
$0
$750
$0
0
$12,000
$975,460
0
57380
$17.00
Total
CEI 15%
Grand Total

Cost
Total
$1,020,824
$975,460
$1,996,284
$299,443
$2,295,727

Conduit/Fiber Installation
Junction Boxes
GPON Cabinet
Footage Cost Per Ft Overall Cost Quantity Cost per Box Overall Cost GPON Qty Cost Per Cabinet Cost per Install Overall Cost
$6,000
$324,000
$32.00
$5,710,624
$750
$170,250
18
$12,000
178457
227
$6,000
$0
$0
0
$12,000
0
$750
$3.50
$681,380
194680
Total
CEI 15%
Grand Total

Cost
Total
$6,204,874
$681,380
$6,886,254
$1,032,938
$7,919,192

Conduit/Fiber Installation
Junction Boxes
GPON Cabinet
Footage Cost Per Ft Overall Cost Quantity Cost per Box Overall Cost GPON Qty Cost Per Cabinet Cost per Install Overall Cost
$750
$65,250
10
$12,000
$6,000
$180,000
81169
$32.00
$2,597,408
87
$12,000
$6,000
$0
$3.50
$484,820
0
$750
$0
0
138520
Total
CEI 15%
Grand Total

Cost
Total
$2,842,658
$484,820
$3,327,478
$499,122
$3,826,600
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30% Design Bill of Materials Considerations and Exclusions
The cost of $19,417,348 for the bill of materials include the following:
•

Material*
o

Conduit

o

288 count fiber optic cable

o

Splice enclosures

o

Junction boxes

o

GPON cabinets

*new conduit is on an as needed basis for new build in each city – where there is existing conduit present, the cost of proofing and
repair is included.

•

Labor
o

o

Installation of:


New conduit



Junction boxes



GPON cabinets

Pulling fiber

The following lists the exclusions of costs are not included in the 30% Pre-Engineering Design bill of
materials.
•

Regional Network Operation Center

•

Electronics

•

Last-mile Build

•

Operating and Management Company

The Regional Network Operation Center has many possibly options for the build:
•

Building a public/private partnership to share the costs

•

Utilizing a higher educational facility’s data center

•

Co-locating with another city’s data center

The other items that are not included are the electronics, to provide lit services to the cites and customers
of the RCR. Customers of the RCR will be required to specify their own equipment based on their own
network requirements.
The bill of materials does not include the last-mile build from the RCR to the customer’s premises.
This will be based on and developed from the governance model and operating entity forming
relationships with strategic partners in the area.
Operation and management are not included in the overall cost. Again, the governance and operating
entity will be required to hire a management company to operate the network.
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Conduit Options for the 30% Design
The Southbound path from VB through Chesapeake to Suffolk was stated as a co-build path in the 30%
Pre-Engineering Design. The methodology behind the co-build in the 30% Pre-Engineering Design was to
alleviate the cost of the new construction required in Chesapeake and Suffolk, by working with
public/private partners. This would allocate a conduit in the same trench specifically for the use of the
partners which will reduce the cost of the build by 25%. The CIO’s have requested the following options in
the 30% Pre-Engineering Design for the Steering Committee to decide the direction to proceed with in the
100% design. It is imperative that the committee understand that all these options have different costs
associated with them.
*Note Construction cost of the ring will be increased by increasing the conduit size.
Option 1:
Co-Build is not considered at this time and the committee moves forward with one 3” conduit in the 100%
design
Option 2:
Committee moves forward with the 100% design and including two 3” conduits in the same underground
bore. One conduit will be used for the RCR and the other will be a spare for the co-build partner of choice
in the future.
Option 3:
Market the co-build path at the same time the 100% design is being done to utilize the co-build partners
funding when construction starts. This will require the CIO’s or regional representative to work closely with
the co-build partner after LOI is signed to accommodate the specifications and requirements set forth by
the c-build partner.

Fiber Allocation Considerations
The fiber allocation design took into consideration the needs of the region for the next 30 years, as well as
two key, dark fiber, technologies to accomplish this task. GPON (Gigabit Passive Optical Networking) was
used for the last mile connections which would allow a 1-by-32 split. This means one strand can service 32
different services. For middle mile connectivity and high capacity bandwidth requirements, point to point
ethernet will be used.
For the 100% design, the five Southside city’s CIO’s will have to decide how many fiber strands they deem
necessary for the allocation for specific services. Each fiber is an asset and the RCR is an economic
development catalyst for the region, the governance model of the RCR will dictate the specific use cases for
the fiber. The Broadband Steering Committee, in conjunction with the governing entity of the RCR, will
decide how the assets and public private partners will utilize the RCR for regional growth.
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The services listed below are available on the Regional Connectivity Ring and will be finalized after the
Governance has been developed.

Technology
PTP
PTP
PTP
PTP
PTP
PTP
GPON
GPON
GPON
GPON
GPON
GPON
GPON
GPON
GPON
GPON
GPON
GPON
GPON
PTP
PTP
PTP
PTP
PTP
PTP
PTP
PTP
PTP
PTP
PTP
PTP
PTP
PTP
PTP
PTP
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Purpose
City Operations
City Operations
City Operations
City Operations
City Operations
Regional Platforms
Storm Sense
Sea Level Rise
Mobility
Public Safety
Regional IoT
Transportation
HUD
Unserved
Wireless Internet Service Provider
Wireless Internet Service Provider
Technology Corridor
Technology Corridor
Reserved Private HRPDC
17 Localities
Military Schools
Global R&D
HREDA
Long Hault Transport
Energy /Broadband
Strategic Growth Areas
Spare
Higher Ed
Higher Ed Regional R&D
SGA Regional
Telecom Carrier 5G
Co-Build Partner
Power Last Mile
NAP of the Americas
Future
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Key Steps and Conclusion
The Regional Connectivity Ring will do more than unite the five Southside cities into one smart region—it
will serve as the foundation for intelligent solutions that will fundamentally improve our quality of life and
strengthen our multi-billion-dollar tourism industry. This unique initiative has garnered a broad coalition of
support from leaders across our state. Below are some key steps to help ensure the success of this initiative:

Key Steps
Implement the Project
At this phase, it is important to outline key partnership structures that position the Hampton Roads region
for success. Agreements must incentivize performance ad align expectations between the public and private
sectors and include mechanisms for engaging the public.

Align Expectations
The Regional Broadband Steering Committee must come together to ensure the desired outcomes are
achieved and, in most cases, surpassed. The public and private sectors need to understand their
responsibilities within the agreement and recognize how they are aligned with the overall project objectives.
Public entities must ask, What elements of the project should the public sector continue to own and or

manage? How can the project agreement ensure that all parties adhere to designated roles and
responsibilities?

Standardize Performance
The owner of the asset, such as governments and organizations, have an obligation to ensure that any
agreement to transform an asset supports overall public objectives. Governments and public sectors need
to ask What are the partnership standards that will support our mission?

Articulate the Benefits
The transatlantic fibers open the region to a wealth of benefits in the future. The Steering Committee will
benefit from communicating the value they uncover through collaboration with the private sector. Making
sure all parties understand the benefits of transforming an asset helps to set the stage for other efforts to
transform public assets and create public buy-in. Articulating the benefits also enables best practices to
spread from institution to institution and city to city.

Looking Ahead
Successful implementation of the RCR is a critical factor that will serve as a catalyst for identifying new
approaches for leveraging assets to create multiple benefits. Public assets are aging and evolving without
the necessary funding for maintenance or forward-looking investments. Despite less government funding,
assets must continue to address the core needs of communities and tackle new challenges, such as impacts
of climate change, shifting market demands, and increasing inequality. These issues are multiplied in the
Hampton Roads region. As the demand on the public sector rises, government and public sector should
evaluate their asset portfolios to identify opportunities to unlock value.
Public sector leaders at all levels of government can begin by having a common understanding of the asset.
This master plan provides a comprehensive inventory that the public sector can use to determine how they
optimally intend to support the core mission, and which can be reimagined to generate more value. The
region must also share their asset with the private sector via design competitions, pilots, and other
collaborative vehicles. The public sector can invite the private sector to develop new and creative thinking
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for existing public assets. At the same time, the public sector should support internal champions who are
able to med big ideas with the institutional knowledge of the political and regulatory context.
Having identified an opportunity to create new value from the Trans-Atlantic fibers and Regional Ring, the
process of developing an agreement requires each party to clearly articulate its definition of value and
measure the success and expectations for the partners. The private sector can be a strong collaborator when
it recognizes that the public sector seeks a range of monetary and non-monetary benefits that support core
public objectives. The public sector can collaborate more efficiently when it provides the private sector with
access to new markets, opportunities for product testing, ideas, and potential profit. When structured
successfully, partnerships benefit everyone--transformative partnerships generate new revenue streams,
improve service quality, and increase competitiveness for cities and states.
This plan details project steps throughout the whole process, but currently the focus is on determining a
governance structure to carry out the first year of operations so that this project may proceed to fruition.
Identified below are key outcomes that are to be accomplished by the end of the first operating year.
Key Outcomes for Year One
•

Develop policies and procedures for building and operating the RCR

•

Articulate a regional dig once process that requires the localities to notify broadband companies
and provide opportunities to lay fiber whenever a street is open

•

Develop Master Lease Agreements to simplify access to city facilities

•

Develop compliance programs to ensure compliance with key strategic partners

•

Execute MOU with key strategic partners

•

Execute LOI’s with funding organizations Fix bullet point format

•

Develop a regional 5G deployment plan

•

Create a regional operational management plan with reporting structure that ties the operating
entity to SCORE

•

Develop Smart City strategies that are forward thinking and competitive for the region

•

Develop an operating plan to service HUD, underserved, and unserved areas within the

•

Execute LOI with higher education organizations to utilize the RCR

•

Execute LOI with Hampton Road localities to utilize the RCR

•

Create strategic regional goals with the Hampton Roads Economic Development Alliance to market

geographical area of the RCR

a unified government network
•

Develop a regional cybersecurity and data analytics platform

•

Develop marketing outreach and branding plan

•

Use the RCR as a catalyst for increasing the region’s GDP over the next ten years

Once these key outcomes are accomplished, the region will be well positioned to pursue the rest of the
deployment. With this foundational shift to operations, success of this initiative will be tracked from yearto-year (or use ‘yearly’) according to the following metrics:
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•

Number of high paying jobs created adjacent to the broadband infrastructure

•

Number of company startups adjacent to the broadband infrastructure

•

Number of underserved areas/populations served

•

Measure of enhanced research investment and capabilities for higher education organizations

•

Number of data centers and technology firms attracted to the region

•

Cost savings for higher education institutions

•

Cost savings for local governments

The success of this initiative depends on continuing to foster the spirit of collaboration that has already
been developed (see Appendix L for supporting documentation). When this initiative is mature and
processes are developed and solidified, expansion to the rest of the Hampton Roads localities will create an
unprecedented regional alliance that will serve as a benchmark for similar regional initiatives in their infancy.
This unified approach will enable Hampton Roads to truly become a Smart Region, more equipped to face
challenges and grow with the evolving technological landscape.
Over 1.7 million residents depend on us for their safety and security. Our portfolio of projects is as diverse
as the citizens we serve and the industries we sustain.
Hampton Roads is second to New Orleans in terms of flood risk, but with risk comes opportunity. The issues
we face require a sizable investment today to secure our future tomorrow.
We are home to the world’s largest naval base (national security).
We have the world’s fifth largest port (economic security).
Our transoceanic cables collect and transmit massive amounts of data across the globe (cyber security,
economic opportunity, biomed, research, incubators, accelerators, etc.).
Our communities confront sinking lands, rising seas and more intense storms (environmental security,
flooding, emergency preparedness, disaster recovery, public safety, etc.).
We are truly honored to share our vision for a smart and connected region and welcome your support as
we transform Hampton Roads into the coastal community of the future.
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Appendix A: City Backgrounds
Southside Cities’ Backgrounds
City of Virginia Beach
Virginia Beach is the most populous city in Virginia and the 39th largest city in the United States,
with approximately 450,000 residents as of the 2010 census. The city encompasses 307 miles: 248 miles of
land, 59 square miles of water, and 38 miles of beaches. Because of Virginia Beach’s unique environment,
residents and visitors are within minutes of the popular oceanfront resort area, bountiful wildlife preserves
and parks, a vibrant financial district, urban amenities, pastoral rural areas, distinctive cultural centers and
museums, a variety of military facilities (Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story, Naval Air Station
Oceana, Camp Pendleton National Guard, Naval Surface Warfare Center Dam Neck), and neighborhoods as
diverse as the people who call the city home. Its strategic mid-Atlantic location along the ocean and
Chesapeake Bay is strengthened by a superior multimodal transportation network through which both U.S
and international markets are easily accessed. Additionally, Virginia Beach has two subsea, transatlantic
cables, MAREA and BRUSA, capable of speeds of 200 TB/s and 138 TB/s respectively, enabling global
communication worldwide. Old Dominion University and Norfolk State University have satellite operations
in Virginia Beach, and Tidewater Community College has a campus located in Virginia Beach.
City of Norfolk
Norfolk, Virginia is a city of some 247,000 residents and encompasses 66 square miles. It has seven
miles of Chesapeake Bay beachfront and a total of 144 miles of shoreline along our lakes, rivers, and the
bay. Much of this land is in residential neighborhoods. Norfolk is home to the world’s largest naval base
and the North American Headquarters for NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization). Norfolk International
Terminal has completed a 300-acre expansion, making it the largest inter-model center in the U.S. Old
Dominion University, Norfolk State University, and a new downtown campus of Tidewater Community
College are in Norfolk, with Wesleyan College located on the border between Norfolk and Virginia Beach.
Eastern Virginia Medical School and its four internationally recognized research institutes are in Norfolk, as
is Sentara Health System, DePaul Medical Center-Bon Secours, and Virginia’s only free-standing, full-service
pediatric hospital, Children’s Hospital of the King’s Daughters.
City of Chesapeake
Chesapeake is a city with an estimated population of 232,977, making it the third-most populous
city in Virginia. Chesapeake is included in the Virginia Beach–Norfolk–Newport News, VA–NC Master Service
Agreement. Chesapeake is a diverse city in which a few urban areas are located; it also has many square
miles of protected farmland, forests, and wetlands, including a substantial portion of the Great Dismal
Swamp National Wildlife Refuge. Extending from the rural border with North Carolina to the harbor area of
Hampton Roads adjacent to the cities of Norfolk, Portsmouth, Suffolk, and Virginia Beach, Chesapeake is
located on the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway. It has miles of waterfront, industrial, commercial, and
residential property. Chesapeake is home to the international headquarters for Dollar Tree. Tidewater
Community College has a campus located in Chesapeake.
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City of Portsmouth
Portsmouth is a city with an estimated population of 95,535. It is part of the Hampton Roads
metropolitan area. Portsmouth is located on the western side of the Elizabeth River directly across from
the City of Norfolk. The Norfolk Naval Shipyard, often called the Norfolk Navy Yard, is a historic and active
U.S. Navy facility that is in Portsmouth rather than Norfolk. The original name, "Gosport," was changed to
"Norfolk" to reflect its location in what is now the former Norfolk County, Virginia. The shipyard upgrades,
remodels, and repairs ships of the U.S. Navy and is one of the few facilities in the world with the capability
to dry dock an aircraft carrier. Directly opposite Norfolk, the city of Portsmouth also has miles of
waterfront land on the Elizabeth River as part of the harbor of Hampton Roads. There is a ferry boat that
takes riders back and forth across the water between Downtown Norfolk and Olde Towne Portsmouth.
Tidewater Community College has a campus located in Portsmouth.
City of Suffolk
As Virginia's largest City, Suffolk is 430 square miles of rich land with woods, lakes, rivers, and
rolling terrain- not to mention wise development and the use of it - that make this area bountiful for
residents and businesses alike. Our schools and parks, neighborhoods, health care facilities, and utilities
help create a successful community. In fact, some of the region's most prosperous companies already call
Suffolk home. The great potential for growth is attracting many new businesses and employees. In 1912,
an Italian immigrant named Amedeo Obici moved from Pennsylvania to Suffolk and opened Planters Nut
and Chocolate Company. Today, Suffolk remains a major peanut processing center and transportation
hub.
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Appendix B: Higher Education Backgrounds
Higher Education Institutions in Hampton Roads
Old Dominion University
Located in the City of Norfolk in the metropolitan Hampton Roads region of Coastal Virginia, ODU
is a dynamic public research institution that serves its students and enriches the Commonwealth, the nation,
and the world through rigorous academic programs, strategic partnerships, and active civic engagements.
The University has a diverse array of research centers, including the Center for Accelerator Physics, Center
for Molecular Biology, Virginia Modeling, Analysis and Simulation Center (VMASC), and the Center for
Cybersecurity Education and Research. ODU also has the second largest percentage of degrees awarded in
Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics, and Health (STEM-H) fields among Virginia’s doctoral
universities. The university offers 150 programs on campus and 100 programs online and has a total national
and international enrollment of 24,375.
Norfolk State University
NSU is a comprehensive urban public institution committed to transforming student’s lives through
exemplary teaching, research, and service. NSU offers a supportive academic and culturally diverse
environment for all. The University empowers its students to turn their aspirations into reality and achieve
their full potential as well-rounded and resourceful citizens and leaders for the 21st century. NSU has
created a collaborative effort with VMASC-ODU to establish and operate a Center of Excellence in
Cybersecurity (COE-CS) with an emphasis in Cyber Modeling and Simulation, Analysis, and Experimentation.
The University offers 49 programs both on campus and online and has a national and international
enrollment of 5,247.
Virginia Wesleyan University
VWU is an inclusive community dedicated to scholarship and service grounded in the liberal arts
and sciences. VWU inspires students to build meaningful lives through engagement in coastal Virginia’s
dynamic metropolitan region, the nation, and the world. Routed in the liberal arts tradition as well as its
Methodist heritage, VWU produces a broad academic foundation while cultivating productive and engaged
citizens. The enhanced curricular model at VWU, implemented in 2011, prepares students by providing them
with expanded opportunities to learn by doing to convert theory to practice, and link the classroom to the
world. The university offers 34 majors, 30 minors, 6 pre-professional programs and has a total enrollment
of 1500 students.
Eastern Virginia Medical School
EVMS is an academic health center dedicated to achieving excellence in medical and health
profession education, research and patient care. EVMS values creating and fostering a diverse and cohesive
faculty, professional staff and student body as the surest way to achieve its mission. Adhering to the highest
ethical standards, EVMS strives to improve the health of its community and be recognized as a national
center of intellectual and clinical strength in medicine and health professions. EVMS has diversified research
opportunities and ongoing clinical trials that explore medical strategies, treatments or devices and
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determine if they are safe and effective for human use. The studies performed may also show which medical
approaches work best for certain illnesses or groups of people. Clinical trials produce information that helps
patients and their healthcare providers make better health-related decisions.
William and Mary
W&M is the second oldest institution of higher education in the nation and a cutting-edge research
university. The research culture places emphasis on quality, selectivity, and innovation. W&M’s size fosters
both collaboration and efficiency. W&M contributes effectively to many of the solutions of problems at
national and global levels. The college has 40 graduate and undergraduate programs available to its
students, both nationally and internationally.
Jefferson Labs
Jefferson labs is a US Department of Energy Office of Science national laboratory. Scientists worldwide
utilize the lab’s unique particle accelerator, known as the Continuous Election Beam Accelerator Facility
(CEBAF), to probe the most basic building blocks of matter-helping to better understand these particles and
the forces that bind them and ultimately our world. In addition, the lab capitalizes on its unique technologies
and expertise to perform advanced computing and applied research with industry and university partners,
and provides programs designed to help educate the next generation in science and technology.
Jefferson Labs, a forefront U.S. Department of Energy nuclear physics research facility, provides worldclass, unique research capabilities and innovative technologies to serve an international scientific user
community. Specifically, the laboratory’s mission is to:

•

Deliver discovery-caliber research by exploring the atomic nucleus and its fundamental
constituents, including precise tests of their interactions

•

Apply advanced particle accelerator, detector and other technologies to develop new basic research
capabilities and to address the challenges of modern society

•
•

Advance knowledge of science and technology through education and public outreach
Provide responsible and effective stewardship of resources

Regent University
Regent University is a leading global Christian University. Regent University’s focus has been on
transforming the world. The motto of the school, Christian Leadership to Change the World, points to the
university’s desire to impact lives across the globe. Regent is accomplishing this vision by consistently
delivering excellent graduate and undergraduate programs both online and on campus in order to prepare
Christian leaders for lives of significant purpose and service. With the university’s stature as an institution
of excellence ever increasing, we humbly but expectantly move to an even higher level of academic quality
and global influence. Regent also has the Institute for Cybersecurity which is disrupting and transforming
the cyber defense industry with world-class training featuring a state-of-the-art cyber simulation platform.
The cybersecurity training center is strategically located in Virginia Beach, VA, part of the East Coast’s
epicenter of military presence. The university has 132 graduate and undergraduate programs on campus
and online and has a total national and international enrollment of 10,400 students.
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Tidewater Community College
TCC is the second largest of 23 colleges within the Virginia Community College System (VCCS),
which is governed by the State Board for Community Colleges. TCC serves South Hampton Roads with
campuses in Chesapeake, Virginia Beach, Norfolk, Portsmouth, Suffolk - and seven regional centers. The
college is the largest provider of higher education and workforce services in Hampton Roads, enrolling
more than 32,900 students in 2017-2018, It is the 14th largest public two-year community college in the
nation. TCC provides customized training to businesses and citizens located in its area of responsibility.
Hampton University
Rich in history, steeped in tradition, Hampton University is a dynamic, progressive institution of
higher education, providing a broad range of technical, liberal arts, and graduate degree programs. In
addition to being one of the top historically black universities in the world, Hampton University is a tightlyknit community of learners and educators, representing 49 states and 35 territories and nations. Hampton
University is nestled along the banks of the Virginia Peninsula, near the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay. The
surrounding city of Hampton features a wide array of business and industrial enterprises, retail and
residential areas, historical sites, and miles of waterfront and beaches. Attractions such as Fort Monroe,
NASA Langley Research Center, and the Virginia Air and Space Center add to the splendor – and just plain
fun – of the HU campus. HU is also home to the Proton Therapy Institute. It is the world’s largest freestanding proton center. Proton therapy is regarded as the most precise form of cancer treatment available,
as it targets and kills tumors with millimeter accuracy, while sparing surrounding healthy tissue, leaving the
patient with little to no side effects, unlike conventional radiation therapy, which is especially important for
growing pediatric patients. Services are available to the residents in the mid-Atlantic region and beyond.
HU has 98 graduate and undergraduate programs on campus and online and has a total enrollment of
4,321 students.
Joint Forces Staff College
The Joint Forces Staff College is a learning organization committed to the pursuit of a culture on
innovation and adaptation. The college provides joint community with warriors and future national security
leaders who understand joint doctrine and view the battlefield through a joint, multinational, and
interagency lens. The small purple and multinational seminars, led by purple cadre teams, focus on joint
doctrine at the operational level employing historical case studies and computer-driven war games to create
the intellectual rigor to stretch student minds. The results yield the critical thinking required to conceive
and apply joint solutions on the 21st century battlefield. Joint Forces Staff College is transforming to keep
pace with the information age we live in while delivering a first-class educational experience.
Naval Postgraduate School
The Naval Postgraduate School is a graduate university offering master’s and doctoral degrees in
more than 70 fields of study to the US Armed Forces, DOD civilians and international partners. The goal of
the school is to: transform NPS students through excellent education programs consisting of relevant and
innovative instruction and research experiences; build and maintain excellence in instruction and research
in their faculty; leverage the opportunities created by sponsored activities to benefit the education of naval
students; and relentlessly pursue organizational effectiveness and efficiency.
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National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NOAA is an agency that enriches life through science. Their reach goes from the surface of the sun to
the depths of the ocean floor as they work to keep the public informed of the changing environment around
them. From daily weather forecasts, severe storm warnings, climate monitoring to fisheries management,
and coastal restoration and supporting marine commerce, NOAA’s products and services support economic
vitality and affect more than one-third of America’s gross domestic product. NOAA’s dedicated scientists
use cutting-edge research and high-tech instrumentation to provide citizens, planners, emergency
managers, and other decision makers with reliable information they need when they need it. Science is the
foundation for all NOAA does. NOAA’s weather forecasts and warnings, nautical charts, climate information,
fishing regulations, coastal management recommendations, and space satellites all depend on science. The
quality of NOAA science is exemplary, and many of NOAA’s scientists are recognized as national and
international experts in their fields.

Higher Education Centers in Southside Region
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Appendix C: Smart Infrastructure Challenge
Project Portfolio
Connected Corridor – Regional
TRANSPORTATION REDEFINED
Priority Areas: Public Safety, Mobility, Environment and Infrastructure
Goal: Create a regional roadway network to support connected vehicle technology.
Benefits:
•

Introduce electric cars, mobility apps, link to information grid

•

Expand mobility options for people and freight

•

Alleviate traffic congestion, lack of parking, long commutes

•

Efficient use of existing infrastructure

•

Deliver real-time information to drivers (road closures, work zone lane alerts, incident management, etc.)

•

Interface with Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) Operations Hampton Roads/Eastern Region
Transportation Operations Center (TOC) and city Traffic Management Centers (TMCs) – provide data to
support traffic management throughout the region

•

Assist state with goals and objectives outlined in VDOT Connected and Automated Vehicle Program Plan

ROI Statement
•

Positions Hampton Roads as an attractive area for industry to deploy, test, operate and evolve connected
and automated vehicle applications, products and services

•

Improves mobility and reliability of regional transportation system

•

Reduces crashes and related injuries and fatalities

•

Reduces future infrastructure investments by more efficiently using the existing infrastructure

•

Enhances real-time information for travelers, including work zone lane closure alerts and incident
management

•

Improves transit operations, moving more people through corridors
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StormSense and Storm Resiliency – Regional
STORM WATER SURVEILLANCE
Project: StormSense and Land-Based Flood Sensors
Priority Areas: Public Safety, Resilient and Connected Communities
Goal: Develop a monitoring network of Internet of Things (IoT) sensors to detect flooding on area roadways in real
time
Benefits: The award-winning StormSense project has been touted as a promising avenue for addressing flooding.
This regional collaboration between several municipalities, universities and researchers aims to:
•

Mitigate the impact of flooding by predicting flood events due to storm surge, rain and tides

•

Build more resilient communities

•

Enhance emergency preparedness

•

Strengthen disaster recovery efforts

Smart IoT sensors are strategically installed in specific locations to collect and aggregate water level data in the cloud.
Through the application of hydrodynamic modeling and data science, the StormSense team can create historic,
current, and future analysis; decision support platforms to enhance real-time predictions; and raise citizen awareness
in enterprising new ways.
ROI Statement:
The ROI for the Roadway Flooding Sensors is to provide commuters, tourist, and businesses the locations of flooded
roads in real time using mapping apps that are commonly used. The information will enable people to adapt to these
circumstances by choosing alternate routes or allowing enough time to deal with the congestion caused by flooded
roads. This effort will reach many people during storm events but also inform drivers of sunny day flooding caused by
tides when many people wouldn’t expect to encounter flooded roads. Assessable, real-time locations of flooded roads
will have thousands of small impacts like the cost of missing or making a doctor’s appointment or commercial
delivery being on time or delayed. During major flooding events, these sensors would be particularly valuable to
emergency manager and public works departments because the data would improve decisions about available
evacuation routes and where to stage resources. The data would also improve estimates of the response time to
provide emergency services across the region.
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Smart Entertainment Corridor – Virginia Beach
HIGH-TECH DEVELOPMENT
Priority Areas: Public Safety, Mobility, Environment, Infrastructure
Goal: Amplify the burgeoning ViBe Creative District with smart innovation projects
Benefits:
•

Transportation: Establish an Automated Vehicle Shuttle (19th Street Corridor East-West) to connect to
existing North-South public transportation routes

•
•
•
•

Smart Parking: Real time, dynamic parking
Public Safety: Expansion of facial recognition cameras, remote/recessed security bollards
Public Service: Street light utility for LED, 5G, surveillance
Public Information: Holographic kiosks

ROI Statement:
Leverages recent public and pending private investment in the Entertainment District to support the Commonwealth
of Virginia’s largest city and over 19 million visitors/year by:
•

Expanding mobility choices and lowering congestion in dense mixed-use areas

•

Reducing motorist frustration by simplifying parking choices

•

Creating a safer resident/visitor experience in a discrete, camouflaged manner
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Public Housing Connectivity – Portsmouth
DIGITAL INCLUSION
Priority Areas: Communities, Education, Public Safety, Infrastructure, Economic Development
Goal: Expand broadband access through public infrastructure to residents in low-income communities
Benefits:
•

Provide Wi-Fi services to citizens unable to afford the recurring costs

•

Enhance social mobility through better education and employment opportunities

•

Close the digital divide and boost participation in the digital economy

•

Create connected and digitally-empowered communities to increase quality of life and spur economic
growth

•

Support telehealth initiatives

ROI Statement
•

Accessibility of connectivity for citizens within underserved or unserved areas

•

Enables citizens an avenue of digital inclusion to compete within a digital economy
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Smart Trail – Norfolk
A PATH TO HEALTHIER COMMUNITIES
Priority Areas: Public Safety, Mobility/Transportation, Environment, Infrastructure, Economic Development
Goal: Build Virginia’s first Smart Bike and Pedestrian Trail
Benefits:
•

Allow region to test smart technologies and scale best options as part of the Regional Connectivity Ring

•

Offer alternate transportation option for residents including underserved communities

•

Introduce innovative technologies such as IoT, solar-powered charging stations, smart lighting, smart trash
cans, smart electronic signage, smart kiosks and bike share racks

•

Increased citizen engagement during planning, execution and post-implementation phases

•

Contribute to development of healthier citizens and communities

•

Reduce congestion, air pollution and roadway costs

•

Support local businesses through increased visibility

ROI Statement
•

This project will become an economic development engine in Norfolk

•

Improve neighborhood connectivity

•

Norfolk’s iconic waterfront will be more accessible

•

Workforce attraction and retention will be improved

•

The development of a healthy living culture in Norfolk
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Smart Industry and Manufacturing – Suffolk
BIG DATA IN MANUFACTURING
Priority Areas: Economic Development, Infrastructure
Goal: Expand manufacturing opportunities and enhance performance with big data and analytics
Benefits:
•

Attract national and global businesses seeking a location with advanced data infrastructure

•

Support major manufacturing operations, realize additional investment and create jobs

•

Introduce big data capabilities to improve efficiency, yield and business forecasting

ROI Statement
•

Optimize operational and cost efficiency, as well as usher in new methods of innovation

•

Processes can be intelligently reconfigured for transforming business outcomes

•

Machine learning and continuous improvement in eliminating failure and increasing output on the same
production line

•

Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) and the optimization of processes produces a growing margin when it
comes to ROI
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Smart Utilities Network – Chesapeake
A FOUNDATION FOR SMARTER UTILITIES
Priority Areas: Infrastructure, Public Safety, Communities
Goal: Design and deploy a wireless overlay on top of the municipal fiber network to improve water and sewer
operations
Benefits:
•

Empower citizens with ability to track water consumption in real-time

•

Decrease number of manual meter reads and associated management and administrative support

•

Reduce equipment, related maintenance costs and support expenses while enhancing operational efficiency

•

Deliver better customer service and transition from 60-day billing cycle to monthly billing

•

Utilize open IoT communications technology and interface with SCADA

•

Leverage latest long-range, low power (LoRa) equipment to communicate

ROI Statement
•

Greatly improves the monitoring and repair processes and cut rates for all involved

•

IoT enabled solutions so that everything is consolidated in one real-time management system

•

Mitigates water loss, using energy more efficiently, and preventing property damage

•

Extends the life of assets and reduces operating risks
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Appendix D: GANTT Chart
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Appendix E: 2019 Budget Infrastructure Initiative
FACT SHEET
Importance of Infrastructure
The President has consistently emphasized that the Nation’s infrastructure needs to be rebuilt and
modernized to create jobs, maintain America’s economic competitiveness, and connect communities and
people to more opportunities. The United States no longer has the best infrastructure in the world. For
example, according to the World Economic Forum, the United States’ overall infrastructure places 12th,
with countries like Japan, Germany, the Netherlands, and France ranking above us. This underperformance
is evident in many areas, from our congested highways, which costs the country $160 billion annually in
lost productivity, to our deteriorating water systems, which experience 240,000 water main breaks
annually.

The Current System is Not Working
The Federal Government inefficiently invests in non-Federal infrastructure. In part, our lack of sustained
progress has been due to confusion about the Federal Government’s role in infrastructure. During the
construction of the Interstate System, the Federal Government played a key role – collecting and
distributing Federal tax revenue to fund a project with a Federal purpose. As we neared the completion of
the Interstate System, those tax receipts were redirected to projects with substantially weaker nexus to
Federal interests.
The flexibility to use Federal dollars to pay for essentially local infrastructure projects has created an
unhealthy dynamic in which State and local governments delay projects in the hope of receiving Federal
funds. Overreliance on Federal grants and other Federal funding can create a strong disincentive for nonFederal revenue generation.
At the same time, we continue to apply Federal rules, regulations, and mandates on virtually all
infrastructure investments. This is despite the Federal Government contributing a very small percentage
of total infrastructure spending. Approximately one-fifth of infrastructure spending is Federal, while the
other four-fifths are roughly equally divided between State and local governments on one hand and the
private sector on the other.
We will reevaluate the role for the Federal Government in infrastructure investment. For example, in the
Interstate System, the Federal Government now acts as a complicated, costly middleman between the
collection of revenue and the expenditure of those funds by States and localities. Put simply, the
Administration will be exploring whether this arrangement still makes sense, or whether transferring
additional responsibilities to the States is appropriate.

The Administration’s Goal: Seek and Secure Long-Term Changes
Given these challenges, the Administration’s goal is to seek long-term reforms on how infrastructure
projects are regulated, funded, delivered, and maintained. Providing more Federal funding, on its own, is
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not the solution to our infrastructure challenges. Rather, we will work to fix underlying incentives,
procedures, and policies to spur better infrastructure decisions and outcomes, across a range of sectors.
Key Principles
As the Administration develops policy and regulatory changes, and seeks statutory proposals
working with Congress, we will focus on proposals that fall under the following key principles:

1. Make Targeted Federal Investments- Focusing Federal dollars on the most transformative
projects and processes stretches the use and benefit of taxpayer funds. When Federal funds are
provided, they should be awarded to projects that address problems that are a high priority from
the perspective of a region or the Nation, or projects that lead to long-term changes in how
infrastructure is designed, built, and maintained.
2. Encourage Self-Help- Many States, tribes, and localities have stopped waiting for Washington to
come to the rescue and have raised their own dedicated revenues for infrastructure. Localities are
better equipped to understand the right level – and type – of infrastructure investments needed
for their communities, and the Federal Government should support more communities moving
toward a model of independence.
3. Align Infrastructure Investment with Entities- Best Suited to Provide Sustained and Efficient
Investment. The Federal Government provides services that non-Federal entities, including the
private sector, could deliver more efficiently. The Administration will look for opportunities to
appropriately divest from certain functions, which will provide better services for citizens, and
potentially generate budgetary savings. The Federal Government can also be more efficient about
disposing underused capital assets, ensuring those assets are put to their highest and best use.
4. Leverage the Private Sector- The private sector can provide valuable benefits for the delivery of
infrastructure, through better procurement methods, market discipline, and a long-term focus on
maintaining assets. While public-private partnerships will not be the solution to all infrastructure
needs, they can help advance the Nation’s most important, regionally significant projects.

Budget
The President’s target of $1 trillion in infrastructure investment will be funded through a combination of
new Federal funding, incentivized non-Federal funding, and newly prioritized and expedited projects.
While this Administration proposes additional funding for infrastructure, we will structure that funding to
incentivize additional non-Federal funding, reduce the cost associated with accepting Federal dollars, and
ensure Federal funds are leveraged such that the result is at least $1 trillion in total infrastructure
spending.
While we will continue to work with the Congress, States, tribes, localities, and other infrastructure
stakeholders to finalize the suite of Federal programs that will support this effort, the 2018 Budget
includes $200 billion in outlays related to the infrastructure initiative.
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In addition to the $200 billion, these proposals are also in the 2018 Budget:

•

Air Traffic Control Corporatization- The Budget proposes to create a nongovernmental entity
to manage the nation’s air traffic control system. Many countries have corporatized their air
traffic control function, separating it from the governmental aviation safety regulation function.
This will be a multi-year effort resulting in a more efficient airspace while maintaining our premier
aviation safety record. The proposal would reduce aviation passenger taxes and the new entity
would be responsible for setting and collecting fees directly from users based on their use of the
Nation’s airspace.

•

Increase Infrastructure Flexibility at VA- The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) has a
nationwide physical footprint that includes aging facilities, which are not always located where
veterans most need care. The Administration will pursue numerous reforms to help VA acquire
and maintain the facilities necessary to provide veterans high quality medical care where they live.
The Budget includes proposals to expand VA’s authority to lease out its vacant assets for
commercial or mixed-use purposes and to speed its ability to pursue facility renovations and
improvements. Future reforms will encourage public-private partnerships and reduce barriers to
acquisition, contracting, and disposals.

•

Divestiture of the Power Marketing Administration’s (PMA’s)- Transmission Assets. The
Budget proposes to sell the PMA’s transmission assets. Investor-owned utilities provide for most
the Nation’s electricity needs. The PMA’s transmission infrastructure assets (lines, towers,
substations, and rights of way) could be leased out so the private sector could fulfill transmission
functions. Leasing these assets will more efficiently allocate economic resources and help relieve
long-term pressures on the Federal deficit related to future Federal capital investment.

•

Reform the laws governing the Inland Waterways Trust Fund- The Budget proposes to reform
the laws governing the Inland Waterways Trust Fund, including by establishing a fee to increase
the amount paid by commercial navigation users of inland waterways. In 1986, the Congress
mandated that commercial traffic on the inland waterways be responsible for 50 percent of the
capital costs of the locks, dams, and other features that make barge transportation possible on
the inland waterways. The additional revenue proposed in the Budget will finance future capital
investments in these waterways to support economic growth.

Illustrative Examples of Funding Proposals
The following proposals will be pursued by the Administration as part of the Infrastructure Initiative.
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• Expand the Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) Program-TIFIA
helps finance surface transportation projects through direct loans, loan guarantees, and lines of
credit. One dollar of TIFIA subsidy leverages roughly $40 in project value. If the amount of TIFIA
subsidy was increased to $1 billion annually for 10 years, that could leverage up to $140 billion in
credit assistance, and approximately $424 billion in total investment. In addition, the
Administration supports the expansion of TIFIA eligibility.

•

Lift the Cap on Private Activity Bonds and Expand Eligibility to Other Non-Federal Public
Infrastructure- The Private Activity Bonds (PABs) program allows the
Department of Transportation to allocate authority to issue tax-exempt bonds on behalf of
private entities constructing highway and freight transfer facilities. PABs have been used to
finance many Public Private Partnerships (P3s) projects, along with TIFIA. As of August 15, 2016,
nearly $11.2 billion in PABs have been issued for 23 projects. The Administration recommends
removing the $15 billion cap under current law to ensure that future P3 projects can take
advantage of this cost-saving tool and encourage more project sponsors to take advantage of
this tool. The Administration also supports the expansion of PAB eligibility.

•

Incentivize Innovative Approaches to Congestion Mitigation- The Urban Partnership
Agreement Program – and its successor, the Congestion Reduction Demonstration Program –
provided competitive grants to urbanized areas that were willing to institute a suite of solutions to
congestion, including congestion pricing, enhanced transit services, increased telecommuting and
flex scheduling, and deployment of advanced technology. Similar programs could provide
valuable incentives for localities to think outside of the box in solving long-standing congestion
challenges.

•

Liberalize Tolling Policy and Allow Private Investment in Rest Areas- Tolling is generally
restricted on interstate highways. This restriction prevents public and private investment in such
facilities. We should reduce this restriction and allow the States to assess their transportation
needs and weigh the relative merits of tolling assets. The Administration also supports allowing
the private sector to construct, operate, and maintain interstate rest areas, which are often
overburden and inadequately maintained.

•

Fund the Water Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act program (WIFIA) Program- The
Environmental Protection Agency’s new WIFIA loan program is designed to leverage private
investments in large drinking water and wastewater infrastructure projects, particularly those
large, high-cost projects that have private ownership or co-investment. Because WIFIA loans can
only support up to 49 percent of a project’s eligible cost, the Federal investment must be
leveraged with non-Federal sources.
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Encourage the Use of Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) Contributed/Advanced Funding
Authorities- Most construction work by the Corps is funded on a cost-shared basis between the
Corps and a non-Federal sponsor. However, many projects authorized for construction, though a
priority for non-Federal sponsors, do not present a high return
for the Nation and therefore do not receive Federal funding. Some non-Federal sponsors have
therefore chosen to fund construction activities on their own. The Administration will leverage
the Corps’ authorities to enter into such agreements to take advantage of this innovative
approach to delivering projects.

New Federal Tools:

The Federal Budget is recorded on a cash basis, which provides a transparent mechanism to record and
control spending. Given the size of the Federal Government, cash budgets make sense because they are
less complicated to produce and less subject to changes in economic assumptions. However, cash
budgeting may not give appropriate weight to the long-term benefits of investing in infrastructure and
cause the Government to make project choices that have lower short-term but higher-long term costs.
We should discuss different tools to support better decision-making while maintaining transparency and
fiscal restraint, such as:

•

Federal Capital Revolving Fund. The Administration is developing a proposal to establish a
mandatory revolving fund for the financing of Federally-owned civilian capital assets. The Fund
would be repaid with annual appropriations and would help address the underinvestment in
capital assets driven in part due to the large upfront costs of such procurements. Creation of such
a fund parallel to the appropriations process to fund investment in Federally-owned civilian
capital assets would avoid capital investments having to compete with operating expenses in the
annual appropriations process. Instead, agencies would pay for capital assets as they are utilized.
The repayments would be made from future appropriations, which would provide an incentive to
select projects with the highest return on investment, including future cost avoidance.

•

Partnership Grants for Federal Assets. In several sectors, the Federal Government has utilized
loans to non-Federal partners to improve infrastructure. However, credit assistance cannot be
utilized to improve Federal assets. The Government neither can loan itself funding, nor can it
make loans to private entities to improve assets that will remain Federal. In some circumstances,
however, a private partner might want to build or improve a Federal facility and donate it to the
Government in exchange for the right to retain revenue from the associated activities. The
Administration is developing a proposal to offer those partners grants in lieu of loans to buy
down the cost of a Federal asset improvements, which would benefit both the Government,
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through new facilities for Government use, and the non-Federal partner, through continued
access to revenue sources.

Environmental Review and Permitting Process Enhancements.
The environmental review and permitting process in the United States is fragmented, inefficient, and
unpredictable. Existing statutes have important and laudable objectives, but the lack of cohesiveness in
their execution make the delivery of infrastructure projects costlier, unpredictable, and time-consuming,
all while adding little environmental protection. The Administration will seek several proposals that will
enhance the environmental review and permitting process, such as:
Improving Environmental Performance. The inefficiencies of the current process result in too much
time and too many resources dedicated to time-intensive analyses that do not necessarily improve the
environment. The Administration will propose pilot programs to experiment with different ways projects
will perform to better protect and enhance the environment.

•

Accountability. The review and permitting of projects should be included in each agency’s
mission, and their performance should be tracked and measured. For agencies that significantly
underperform, the public should know how much that costs both the taxpayers and the project.
The Administration will seek proposals for tools to start holding agencies accountable for their
performance.

•

One Federal Decision. Project proponents must navigate the Federal environmental review and
permitting process on their own. Under the current system, project sponsors work with one
agency, only to be told to stand in line with several other agencies for numerous other approvals.
We can do better. The Federal Government can navigate its own bureaucracy and designating a
single entity with responsibility for shepherding each project through the review and permitting
process.

•

Unnecessary Approvals. The funding of infrastructure is predominately State, local and private,
yet the Federal Government exerts an inordinate amount of control over all infrastructure with
unnecessary bureaucratic processes. The Administration supports putting infrastructure
permitting into the hands of responsible State and local officials where appropriate.

•

Judicial Reform. The current standards of judicial review force Federal agencies to spend
unnecessary time and resources attempting to make a permit or other environmental document
litigation-proof. The Administration believes our resources would be better spent on enhancing
the environment rather than feeding needless litigation. As such, the Administration will submit
proposals that curtail needless litigation.
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Appendix F: ROW Arrangements
HAMPTON ROADS REGIONAL CONNECTIVITY RING
PROPOSED R-O-W, CONDUIT and DARK FIBER USE ARRANGEMENTS
Introduction
The planned Hampton Roads Regional Connectivity Ring (RCR) will traverse at least five cities. The
proposed route of the RCR will require use of public rights-of-way managed by those cities as well as
existing and to-be-built municipal conduit along the route to house the RCR fiber. Upon completion of
the RCR, each of the five cities will be granted the right to its exclusive use of a certain number of
allocated dark fibers within the RCR. This paper presents the recommended approach for the RCR’s use of
the public rights-of-way and municipally-owned conduit and for the cities’ use of the RCR’s dark fiber.

I.

RCR’s Use of Public Rights-of-Way
Governmental authorities that are responsible for managing the public rights-of-way under their

jurisdiction grant rights to use such rights-of-way through franchise agreements and/or licenses and
permits. The City of Virginia Beach previously has granted fiber franchise agreements to companies (e.g.,
Lumos Networks, Inc. on May 19, 2015, and MBCC Development, LLC, on December 19, 2016) for the nonexclusive right to use the public rights-of-way for fiber facilities and the provision of telecommunications
services using such fiber facilities.
The RCR project entity will apply for fiber franchise agreements with the five cities for the right to
use their rights-of-way for the RCR. The form and terms of such franchise agreements likely will be
substantially identical to fiber franchises previously granted by the cities. It therefore is likely that no
franchise fees will be imposed under those franchise agreements and that the initial terms of those
franchise agreements will be five years with one-year auto-renewal periods.
Query, however, if the term of the RCR franchise agreements may be lengthened to better
coincide with the life of the RCR fiber cable and to enable the RCR project entity to grant dark fiber IRUs
with initial terms greater than five years. There are numerous examples of fiber franchise agreements with
other cities in the United States having long initial terms that coincide with the useful life of the fiber
plant. Perhaps a longer term could be justified because the RCR will be a dark fiber network and because
the users of the dark fibers will be the cities themselves, other public sector entities or private sector
companies that likely will have their own fiber franchise agreements from the cities.
The RCR project entity also will apply for routine construction-specific licenses and permits from
each city (and form VDOT if state highways will be crossed or traversed). Such licenses and permits
generally are perpetual and apply for so long as plants are located in the public right-of-way. They
sometimes require payment of a small, one-time application fee.
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RCR’s Use of Municipal Conduit
Virginia Beach owns existing fiber conduit and other infrastructure relating to such fiber conduit

(such as handholes, manholes, vaults, hubs and other junction boxes, and other ancillary fiber
infrastructure) (a “fiber conduit system”) that houses its fiber cable and that is in portions of the rights-ofway to be used by the RCR. In the other cities and in Virginia Beach where there is no existing conduit in
such rights-of-way, the city will install an acceptable fiber conduit system along the route for the nonexclusive use of the RCR.
Each city will grant to the RCR project entity a long-term license to use designated portions of its
fiber conduit system. The right to use such fiber conduit system should be documented by non-exclusive
conduit license agreements. Because of the integrated nature of a fiber conduit system, especially one in
which fibers owned by multiple parties are accessed at numerous common access points using the same
conduit infrastructure, a conduit license is the appropriate conduit use agreement to document the RCR
project entity’s use rights. Also, because a conduit license does not grant any separate ownership or
exclusive possessory interests in the entire fiber conduit system, any underlying arrangement between the
city and a third party that also is using the fiber conduit system should not need to be modified or
specifically addressed in a conduit license; generic references in the conduit license to third-party assets
and use rights should suffice. Virginia Beach may have a precedent for the proposed conduit license
agreements. Key points concerning the RCR’s use of the municipal fiber conduit system include:
1.

The fee that a city will charge the RCR for such use (if any) should be applied as a credit against
or used to offset that city’s IRU fees relating to the RCR fibers to be allocated to that city (see
below for more discussion of IRUs). Because the value of the portions of the municipal fiber
conduit system to be used by the RCR can be determined (through agreement, by reference to
the cost of installation or to RCR cost savings, or by third party appraisal), such value could be
used to calculate the credit to the city. Such value then could be part of the consideration to
be paid by the city for its RCR fibers, which also would reduce if not eliminate the consideration
payable by the RCR project entity to the city in the conduit license agreement.

2.

The term of the conduit license agreements should be coterminous with the terms of the fiber
franchises.

3.

Responsibility for maintaining the fiber conduit system should be assigned to an acceptable
third-party contractor, and the maintenance costs and any future conduit relocation costs (due
to roadway improvements, etc.) should be allocated pro rata among the users of the affected
portion of the fiber conduit system.

4.

Because use of certain elements of the fiber conduit system necessarily will be nonexclusive,
mutual non-interference covenants will be required in the conduit license agreements. Fibers
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used by third parties located within a city’s fiber cable also may need to be addressed in such
conduit license agreement.

5.

The access points and splicing requirements for the different fiber cables in the fiber conduit
system also should be specified.

6.

Although a general license to use unspecified elements in a fiber conduit system is possible,
the more specifically the conduit license identifies the various components of the fiber conduit
system, the better it will be going-forward, operationally and legally, for both the city and the
RCR project entity. While exclusive use of a spare conduit or an empty innerduct may be
provided in a conduit license, non-exclusive use rights with respect to the common conduit
infrastructure, such as hub sites and other common access points, also may be granted.

III.

Dark Fiber Use Arrangements
The RCR will be comprised of 288 fiber strands housed in a single fiber cable. A certain number

of fibers will be allocated to each of the five cities funding the RCR and to other public and quasi-public
entities such as VDOT. Remaining fibers will be available for other public and private uses.
The RCR project entity will own all the fibers, will hold the fiber franchises and other underlying
rights authorizing the location and use of the fibers in public rights-of-way, and will hold the conduit
licenses. The RCR project entity will grant each city a pre-construction Dark Fiber Indefeasible Right of
Use (IRU) over the dark fibers to be allocated to that city. IRUs more easily solve the myriad problems
associated with ownership, use and maintenance of discrete fiber strands housed within a larger fiber
cable in which fiber strands owned and used by others also are housed.
Pre-construction Dark Fiber IRU Agreements often are used as financing tools by the project developer.
Key points in pre-construction IRUs include:

1.

IRU pricing terms and installment payment schedules will need to be set. Pricing often is
segment-by-segment.

Pricing will be based on detailed design and engineering plans,

contractors committing to capped construction costs, and a firm delivery schedule.

The

installment payment schedules will coincide with the construction schedule so that adequate
funds are available to make interim payments to the contractors as their performance and
payment milestones are met. This “pay-as-you-go” approach minimizes the need for upfront
city funding of the RCR project entity. Required IRU payments also can be offset by the value
attributable to in-kind exchanges of property such as conduit use rights.

2.

The installment payments will be each city’s fee for a long-term dark fiber IRU for the number
of fibers allocated to each city (expected to be no more than 12 to 24 fibers per city). In
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exchange for funding construction, no O&M or colo fees will be payable by a city during the
term of the IRU.

3.

If desired, the first installment payment also could reimburse the RCR project entity for an
appropriate portion of the design and engineering costs directly related to the fiber network.

4.

Dark Fiber IRUs often have 20-year or 25-year initial terms, to coincide with the assumed useful
life of the fiber, with renewal rights for another fixed term (often a further ten years) upon
payment of another IRU fee. A 99-year IRU is possible albeit unusual. The term of a preconstruction IRU often commences upon acceptance of the first completed segment (to permit
use of that segment) and then continues for the stated term following acceptance of the final
completed segment (so that the user can use the entire route for the full term).

IV.

Summary
The RCR project entity will hold the following rights and assets:

1. Fiber franchises for placing and operating telecommunication facilities (conduit and fiber cable)
in the public rights-of-way;

2. Conduit license agreements for use of designated portions of municipally-owned fiber conduit
systems, the term of which would coincide with the term of the fiber franchise;

3. Title to the fiber cable and the 288 fiber strands, subject to pre-construction Dark Fiber IRU
Agreements with the five cities and other public and private entities that desire to help fund
the construction of the RCR as co-build partners. The pricing and payment schedule for such
IRUs will need to be determined. For example, each city could be responsible for a 20% share
of all the design and construction costs of the RCR or a proportionate share based on the miles
of RCR fiber in each city’s rights-of-way. This approach would not eliminate the need for preconstruction contributions by the cities to fund the start-up and initial design costs of the RCR
project entity, but it would reduce the amount of the required up-front funding.
The RCR project entity also will enter into post-construction Dark Fiber IRU Agreements or Dark
Fiber Leases with other public and private sector entities that desire to use RCR dark fibers. The fiber
franchises and conduit license agreements therefore should have initial terms that permit the RCR project
entity to grant standard dark fiber IRU agreements with 20-year or 25-year terms. The IRU fees or lease
payments that the RCR project entity receives from private companies, which would be market-based,
together with any O&M and colo fees paid to the RCR project entity by the private companies, would
subsidize the costs allocable to the dark fibers used by other public sector entities that were co-build
partners and provide revenue to cover the O&M and future capital costs of the RCR project entity.
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Appendix G: Conduit Use Alternatives
HAMPTON ROADS REGIONAL CONNECTIVITY RING
FIBER CONDUIT USE ALTERNATIVES
Introduction and Recommended Alternative
The planned Hampton Roads Regional Connectivity Ring (RCR) will traverse at least five municipalities. Its
proposed route will require use of the public rights-of-way managed by those municipalities. At least one
of those municipalities owns existing fiber conduit and other infrastructure relating to such fiber conduit
(such as handholes, manholes, vaults, hubs and other junction boxes, and other ancillary fiber
infrastructure) (a “fiber conduit system”) that houses such municipality’s fiber cable and that is in portions
of such rights-of-way. The municipalities desire the RCR to use such fiber conduit system when and where
suitable for such use. This paper discusses the various alternatives for the RCR’s use of such fiber conduit
system (Conduit Sale/License; Conduit IRU; Conduit Lease; and Conduit License).

The conduit use arrangement that seems most suitable for the RCR is for each appropriate municipality to
grant to the RCR project entity a long-term license to use designated infrastructure in its fiber conduit
system. Such recommendation assumes that (1) the municipality is unwilling or unable to sell its entire
fiber conduit system to the RCR project entity and (2) although the fiber conduit system presumably
contains a spare conduit or an empty innerduct of sufficient size to house the RCR’s fiber cable, the other
infrastructure comprising the fiber conduit system is not designed for separate ownership of discrete
elements or subdivisions of such infrastructure. If the sale of a spare conduit and related assets in such
fiber conduit system is attractive to the municipality, then the Conduit Sale/License alternative discussed
in Part III below will need to be analyzed in more depth. Assuming the fiber conduit contains a spare
conduit or an empty innerduct, the grant of a long-term Conduit IRU also could be considered further,
although the nature of the other fiber conduit infrastructure may complicate separate ownership of such
infrastructure elements.

Conduit Use Alternatives
One or more of the five municipalities have an existing fiber conduit system along portions of the route
selected for the RCR that may be acceptable to house the RCR fiber cable. Such conduit presently houses
municipally-owned fiber cable and, in certain segments, fibers owned by VDOT and perhaps other public
or private sector entities. Such municipalities desire that the RCR use such fiber conduit system assets
when and where suitable. The alternative methods for such conduit use include a Conduit Sale/License, a
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Conduit IRU, a Conduit Lease and a Conduit License. Key issues and questions regarding each such
alternative are discussed further below.
One alternative method is for each municipality that owns an existing fiber conduit system to sell a spare
conduit and related assets to the RCR project entity and to grant to the RCR project entity rights to use
related infrastructure in the fiber conduit system. That Conduit Sale/License option is discussed in Part III
below.

If the municipality that owns a fiber conduit system is unwilling or unable to sell a spare conduit to the
RCR project entity, then one of the following conduit use agreements will be required to permit the RCR
project entity to use the fiber conduit system.

a.

The municipality could grant to the RCR project entity an Indefeasible Right of Use, which

would transfer an ownership interest and exclusive possessory rights, with respect to a separate conduit or
innerduct and other discrete infrastructure within the fiber conduit system (a “Conduit IRU”). As explained
below, however, a Conduit IRU may be inappropriate if the conduit has no spare conduit or innerducts or if
substantial portions of the fiber conduit infrastructure (such as common vaults, hubs and other junction
boxes) do not support separate ownership and exclusive use.

b.

The municipality could lease to the RCR project entity discrete, identifiable portions of the

fiber conduit system, such as a spare conduit or innerduct, on an exclusive basis and for a limited term (a
“Conduit Lease”). A Conduit Lease can have terms very similar to those found in Conduit IRUs except that
no ownership interest in the leased assets is transferred and the accounting treatment is different.

c.

The municipality could grant to the RCR project entity a license to use the designated

elements of the fiber conduit system (a “Conduit License”). A Conduit License can have many terms like
those found in Conduit IRUs and Conduit Leases except that no ownership or other real property interest
in the subject assets is transferred and the rights of use with respect to such assets need not be exclusive.
Of course, if a municipality that owns an existing fiber conduit system sells the entire fiber conduit system
to the RCR project entity, then one of the above conduit use agreements will be required to document the
rights of such municipality with respect to its existing fiber cable located in the fiber conduit system.

The following issues arise in each of those conduit use arrangements:
1.

The consideration (i.e.., sales price, IRU fee, license fee or rent) will need to be determined.

The structure of such consideration (e.g., a one-time or recurring charge, and if recurring, fixed or based on
revenues received from use of the conduit during the period) also will need to be determined.
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If feasible, it may be attractive to a municipality that the consideration for its sale or grant

of rights to use the fiber conduit system be in the form of a credit or offset to its payment for the future
RCR fibers to be allocated to the municipality. The value of the fiber conduit system to the RCR can be
determined through agreement, by reference to the municipality’s cost of the assets or to the RCR’s cost
avoidance or savings, or by third-party appraisal. Such value then could be part of the consideration to be
paid by the municipality for its RCR fibers, which also would reduce if not eliminate the consideration
payable by the RCR project entity to the municipality in the conduit sale or use agreement.
3.

The term of the conduit use arrangement will need to be specified. If the RCR project entity

will not own the entire fiber conduit system, the term of its use rights should be at least coterminous with
the term of its fiber franchise from the municipality. Ideally, the conduit use agreement should have a
minimum initial term that would enable the RCR project entity to grant standard dark fiber IRU agreements
with 20-year or 25-year terms. The term also could be perpetual (i.e.., be in effect for so long as the RCR
fiber cable is located in the fiber conduit system).
4.

Because use of certain elements of the fiber conduit system will be non-exclusive in any

event, mutual non-interference covenants will be required regardless of the form of the conduit use
agreement. Fibers used by third parties located within the municipality’s fiber cable also may need to be
addressed in such conduit use agreement.
5.

The access points and splicing requirements for the different fiber cables in the fiber

conduit system also should be specified.
6.

Responsibility for maintaining the fiber conduit system, which could be split between the

municipality and the RCR project entity or allocated to an acceptable third-party contractor, and the
methodology for allocating the maintenance costs and any conduit relocation costs (due to roadway
improvements, etc.), will need to be specified.

Conduit Sale/License
If the municipality that owns an existing fiber conduit system is willing to sell a spare conduit and certain
related assets to the RCR project entity, then a bill of sale transferring title to such assets to the RCR
project entity would be required. The sale of an empty innerduct is problematic because an innerduct is
not truly separate from the conduit in which it is located, which makes separate title to an innerduct
somewhat fictional. If a spare conduit is sold to the RCR project entity, then a non-exclusive license to
use the handholes, manholes, vaults, hubs and other junction boxes, and other ancillary conduit
infrastructure comprising part of the fiber conduit system also would be required so that the RCR project
entity either owns or has suitable use right with respect to substantially all of the infrastructure comprising
the fiber conduit system that it desires to use.
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Key terms of the sale would include the amount and form of consideration payable by the RCR project
entity, representations and warranties by the municipality concerning the assets being transferred, and
indemnification provisions for allocating financial risk for problems with the fiber conduit system
discovered post-closing. As-built drawings and other engineering and design papers also would be
delivered to the RCR project entity at the closing of the sale.

The grant of conduit use rights to the RCR project entity by the municipality that owns the fiber conduit
system would be a requisite closing condition to the sale. Such use rights would be documented in an
agreement that would be executed and delivered as of the closing date of the conduit sale. Fibers used
by third parties located within the municipality’s fiber cable may need to be addressed in such conduit use
agreement.

Conduit IRU
Conduit Indefeasible Rights of Use (IRUs) are sometimes used to document the grantee’s exclusive rights with
respect to an empty conduit or a separate innerduct within a fiber conduit system in order to address the
myriad issues associated with ownership, use and maintenance of the separate conduits or innerducts
within an integrated fiber conduit system. A Conduit IRU would document ownership rights (and not
mere possessory rights) with respect to a spare conduit or innerduct located within a fiber conduit system
and presupposes exclusive use of the subject conduit or innerduct. A Conduit IRU, however, may be
inapplicable to or unsuitable for documenting use rights with respect to an integrated fiber conduit
system that has common conduit infrastructure that would be used by both the grantee of the Conduit
IRU and third parties that also have fibers in the conduit. As observed above with respect to the sale of a
spare conduit, the RCR project entity would need the right to use, on a non-exclusive basis, the related
infrastructure in each instance where its conduit or innerduct passes through conduit infrastructure
accessible by others. If such common access infrastructure is substantial, then the non-exclusive use
rights with respect to such infrastructure become as, if not more, important and valuable as the conduit or
innerduct itself. If a Conduit IRU remains under consideration, then further analysis of the common access
infrastructure in the fiber conduit system will be required.

Conduit Lease
Conduit Leases typically grant exclusive possessory but non-ownership real property interests in a conduit or
innerduct for a limited duration. Because Conduit Leases presuppose exclusive use of the subject assets,
they are more similar to Conduit IRUs than to Conduit Licenses. The term of a Conduit Lease often is
shorter than the term of a Conduit IRU, however, and the consideration (rent) is usually paid or accounted
for on an annual basis. Financial, accounting or tax concerns of either the lessor or (more typically) the
lessee usually dictate use of a Conduit Lease instead of a Conduit IRU.
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Many of the same issues that arise with a Conduit IRU also arise with a Conduit Lease. Because of the
exclusive nature of a Conduit Lease and its more limited duration, a Conduit Lease may be unsuitable to
document the RCR project entity’s use rights with respect to a fiber conduit system.

Conduit License
Conduit Licenses can have many terms that are similar to the terms of Conduit IRUs and Conduit Leases
(consideration, term, maintenance obligations and cost-sharing arrangement) except that a Conduit
License does not grant any ownership or other real property interest in the subject assets. Licenses
document non-ownership, personal interests and rights of use in the subject assets. Licenses often are
used when the subject assets are unable or too difficult to be segregated or separately identified at the
time of licensing. And unlike with Conduit Leases, the use rights granted by a Conduit License can be
exclusive or non-exclusive, or both, depending on the nature of the subject assets, and the term of the
Conduit License can be perpetual or of limited duration.

Because of the integrated nature of a fiber conduit system, especially one in which fibers owned by multiple
parties are accessed at numerous common access points using the same conduit infrastructure, a Conduit
License may be the most appropriate conduit use agreement to document the RCR project entity’s use
rights with respect to such fiber conduit system. Also, because a Conduit License does not grant any
separate ownership or exclusive possessory interests in the entire fiber conduit system, any underlying
arrangement between the municipality and a third party that also is using the fiber conduit system would
not need to be modified or specifically addressed in a Conduit License; generic references in the Conduit
License to third-party assets and use rights should suffice.

While exclusive use of a spare conduit or innerduct may be provided in a Conduit License, non-exclusive use
rights with respect to the common conduit infrastructure, such as hub sites and other common access
points, also may be granted. Although a general license to use unspecified assets in an entire fiber
conduit system is possible, the more specifically the Conduit License identifies the subject assets, the
better it will be going-forward, operationally and legally, for both the municipality and the RCR project
entity.

Summary
A Conduit License for the RCR project entity’s use of a municipality’s fiber conduit system seems
preferable to other conduit use alternatives. A Conduit License offers the greatest flexibility and requires
the least specificity for identification of the licensed assets. Exclusive use of a designated conduit or
innerduct would be feasible in a Conduit License while use of the other common, non-sub dividable
elements of the fiber conduit system could be non-exclusive. A Conduit License could be perpetual or
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have a term that, if not perpetual, enables the RCR project entity to grant standard dark fiber IRU
agreements with at least 20-year or 25-year terms.
As with any conduit use arrangement, the consideration payable by the RCR project entity for the
grant of the use rights will need to be determined. Because the RCR project entity will be building a new
fiber network that will be partially funded by the municipality that is the grantor of the Conduit License, it
should be possible to reduce the payments required to be made by such municipality for its fibers by the
value of the Conduit License it grants to the RCR project entity.
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Appendix H: Co-Build Summary
HAMPTON ROADS REGIONAL CONNECTIVITY RING

The Co-Build Model for the RCR

Introduction
The co-build model for a fiber network assumes that each co-build partner will pay, during construction, its
pro rata shares of the total network construction costs (based on the number of participants (usually
including the project sponsor) and not on the number of fibers or fiber miles to be delivered to each
partner), including reimbursement of approved pre-construction design and development expenses
incurred by the project sponsor. Such pro rata payments would be each co-build partner’s fee for a longterm dark fiber IRU for the number of fibers such co-build partner requires (expected to be no more than
24 fibers per co-build partner). In exchange for co-funding the all-in design and construction costs of the
entire network, no O&M or colo fees would be payable by a co-build partner during the initial term of its
IRU. The project sponsor (e.g., the RCR project entity) would own and control the remainder of the fibers
in the fiber cable and provide or engage a third party to provide network management services.

Pre-Construction Phase I Developmental Work
Using the co-build model for a fiber network project requires the project sponsor to prepare the following
documentation for the network before receiving binding commitments from the prospective co-build
partners:

1.

Reasonably enough design, engineering and construction plans (a) to validate the viability of the

route and the all-in construction costs for the fiber network along the entire route and (b) to support
contractor bids with firm pricing on a not to exceed basis;

2.

Municipal and any other third-party approvals (e.g., VDOT) and a pricing formula for use of the

public rights-of-way and any existing municipal conduit on the proposed route, with definitive pricing and
other material terms of the r-o-w and conduit license to be finalized in the second phase of the project’s
pre-construction work; and

3.

A definitive GANTT chart presenting the overall network construction and dark fiber delivery

schedule for the entire route and a proposed schedule of advances in aid of construction to be made by
the co-build partners during construction of the network.
Upon receiving acceptable documentation for a route (or on a segment by-segment basis, when a lengthy
route may be appropriately separated into discrete segments), the prospective co-build partners will issue
binding letters of intent and commence negotiating definitive IRU agreements for that route or segment.
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Pre-Construction Phase II Developmental Work
After the initial phase of the pre-construction developmental work for the route or segment is complete and
the prospective co-build partners have accepted the plans as satisfactory, the relatively low risk second
phase of the pre-construction development work commences. In that phase, the project sponsor (a)
finalizes all design and engineering; (b) executes final construction and procurement agreements, r-o-w
and conduit licenses with the municipalities, and dark fiber IRU agreements with the co-build partners;
and satisfies all other initial drawdown conditions for its project financing for its share of the construction
costs. When those activities are completed, the project should be “shovel-ready” and the project sponsor
should be able to close or draw down on its project financing.

Pre-Construction Dark Fiber IRU Agreements
The pre-construction Dark Fiber IRU Agreements with the co-build partners will include
provisions covering the following key points:

1.

IRU pricing terms and installment payment schedules will need to be set. The total IRU fee for each
co-build partner will equal that partner’s pro rata share of the all-in design and construction costs
of the fiber network. Pricing therefore will require final design and engineering plans and contractors
committed to capped construction costs and firm delivery schedules. Required IRU payments also
can be offset by the value of the conduit use rights that a city may grant to the RCR project entity.

2.

The installment payment schedules will coincide with the construction payment schedule so that
adequate funds are available to make interim payments to the contractors as their performance and
payment milestones are met. This “pay-as-you-go” approach minimizes the amount of upfront
funding of the RCR project entity to be provided by the cities.

3.

The first installment payment often reimburses the project entity for the co-build partner’s share of
the design, engineering and other pre-development costs directly related to the fiber network.

4.

In exchange for funding construction, no O&M or colo fees will be payable to the project
entity/network operator by a co-build partner during the initial term of the IRU. Over the life of an
IRU, the aggregate annual O&M and colo fees charged by the network operator often exceed the
IRU fee by a significant amount. This approach caps each co-build partner’s Total Cost of
Ownership of its dark fibers to the total IRU fee it will have paid to the project entity upon its
acceptance of the final segment of the fiber network plus its own O&M and equipment costs.

5.

The term of a pre-construction IRU often commences upon acceptance of the first completed
segment (to permit use of that segment) and then continues for the stated term following
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acceptance of the final completed segment (so that the user can use the entire route for the full
term).

Application of the Co-Build Model to the RCR
The RCR will be comprised of 288 fiber strands housed in a single fiber cable. The RCR project
entity will own all of the fibers, will hold the fiber franchises and other underlying rights authorizing the
location and use of the fibers in public rights-of-way, will hold the conduit licenses from the five
municipalities, and will grant each co-build partner a pre-construction Dark Fiber Indefeasible Right of Use
(IRU) over the dark fibers to be allocated to that co-build partner. Assuming there are five co-build
partners and that each is allocated 24 fiber strands, the remaining 168 fiber strands will be held
unencumbered by the RCR project entity and be available for other public and private uses. If there are
six co-build partners, each receiving 24 strands, then the remaining 144 strands will be held
unencumbered by the RCR project entity.
Fiber networks financed using the co-build model usually have a for-profit project sponsor that is
responsible for its prorate share of the all-in design and construction costs of the fiber network. For
example, if there are five co-build partners, each co-build partner would be responsible for one-sixth of
the costs and the project sponsor would be responsible for one-sixth of the cost. Because the RCR project
entity will be formed and managed by the five cities comprising the Hampton Roads Planning District, it
may not be necessary for the RCR project entity to be responsible for a prorate share of the construction
costs, especially if all its funding will be provided by the five cities. On the other hand, if the RCR project
entity will be able to arrange financing separate from the five cities, then having the RCR project entity
retain responsibility for a prorate share of the costs would reduce the costs allocated to each city.
Moreover, if a private sector network company participates as a co-build partner, then having the RCR
project entity retain responsibility for a prorate share of the costs would be consistent with that company’s
expectations.
In any event, including a private sector network company as a co-build partner would reduce each
city’s share of the all-in design and construction costs of the RCR. It also would add further fiber-related
expertise and design and construction oversight to the RCR project, which may be of comfort to the cities.
Private sector network companies also may have volume discounts with suppliers from which the RCR
possibly could benefit. Of course, permitting the private network company to be a co-build partner
eliminates the possibility of selling a dark fiber IRU to that entity at market prices, which would include
annual O&M and colo fees, either before or after the RCR is completed.

Summary
The co-build model for fiber networks seems to fit well with the plans of the five cities with respect to the
funding and ownership of the RCR. It allocates responsibility for funding the all-in design and
construction costs of the RCR on an equal basis among the five cities and eliminates future budgeting for
the annual O&M and colo fees that the cities otherwise would be charged by the RCR project entity. It
also readily accommodates the possibility that the RCR project entity can arrange separate financing for a
prorate portion of the RCR. In addition, it provides a contractual structure to include a private sector
network company if one desires to participate in the RCR as a co-build partner.
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Appendix I: Organization Structure
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE, FUNDING and OPERATIONAL
MANDATE of the
HAMPTON ROADS REGIONAL CONNECTIVITY RING PROJECT
ENTITY

STEP 1:

The Cities of Virginia Beach, Norfolk, Chesapeake, Suffolk and Portsmouth form a Virginia
nonstock corporation to be the project entity responsible for the design, construction and
operation of the Hampton Roads Regional Connectivity Ring (RCR) and related
infrastructure projects. The RCR project entity will be governed by a Board of Directors.
The Articles of Incorporation or the Bylaws of the nonstock corporation will stipulate the
number of directors, their respective terms and how they are elected. The Board of
Directors will appoint officers to manage the day-to-day business of the RCR project
entity.

•

Need to select a name for the RCR project entity.

•

Need to determine the number of members of the Board of Directors and the manner
of their election (e.g., each City may designate two members).

•

Need to determine which Officers will be required; consider employment agreements
with certain officers.

STEP 2:

The Board adopts the preliminary budget for the RCR project entity, and the Cities
contribute their respective portion of the initial funding amount.

•

Need to prepare a preliminary budget and funding schedule presenting (1)
organizational and initial operating costs supporting the initial funding amount, (2)
estimated design and engineering costs for the RCR, (3) estimated other
preconstruction costs (e.g., legal, consulting, accounting, etc.), and (4) estimated all-in
design and construction costs for the RCR.

•

Need to establish cost sharing arrangements among the five Cities (e.g., 20% for each
City across the board and not pro rata based on number of miles of plant to be located
in each City).
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STEP 3:

The RCR project entity prepares the following documentation for the RCR:
(i)

Reasonably sufficient design, engineering and construction plans to validate the

viability of the proposed RCR route, to better estimate the all-in design and construction
costs for the RCR, and to support vendor and contractor bids with firm pricing on a notto-exceed basis;
(ii) Applications for fiber franchises and conduit licenses with the Cities to use the public
rights-of-way and any city-owned conduit on the proposed RCR route, with definitive
fiber franchises and any conduit licenses to be finalized during the project’s preconstruction phase;

(iii) Proposed procurement and bid documents to be sent to acceptable vendors,
contractors and engineers requesting bids with firm pricing on a not-to-exceed basis; and
(iv) A definitive GANTT chart presenting the overall network construction and dark fiber
delivery schedule for the RCR, which could be segment-by-segment, and a proposed
schedule of advances in aid of construction to be made by the Cities during construction
of the RCR.
STEP 4:

The Cities approve the RCR project plans, grant fiber franchises and conduit licenses to
the RCR project entity and finalize pre-construction dark fiber IRU agreements and
installment payment schedules with the RCR project entity.

•

The pre-construction dark fiber IRU agreements will provide for installment payments
by each City as construction milestones are met. The timing and amounts of the
installments will coincide with the RCR project entity’s need for funds with which to pay
the vendors and contractors per their contracts.

•

The installment payments will be each City’s fee for a long-term dark fiber IRU for the
number of fibers allocated to each City (expected to be no more than 12 to 24 fibers
per City). In exchange for funding construction, no O&M or colo fees will be payable
by a City during the term of the IRU.

•

The first installment payment also may cover the RCR project entity’s unpaid preconstruction design and engineering costs to the extent directly related to the RCR and
not covered by upfront City funding.

•

This “pay-as-you-go” approach minimizes the need for upfront City funding of the RCR
project entity.
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STEP 5:
The RCR project entity finalizes all design, engineering, construction, procurement, fiber
franchises, conduit licenses, pre-construction dark fiber IRU agreements, and project
financing (if any) for the RCR, including executing definitive contracts with the selected
vendors, contractors and engineers for the construction of the RCR.

•

The payment schedules agreed upon in the construction contracts will support the
installment payment schedules in the dark fiber IRU agreements with the Cities.

•

When the Step 5 activities are completed, the RCR project should be “shovel ready”
and the RCR project entity should be able to close on any long-term project financing.

STEP 6:
•

The RCR is completed, the dark fibers are tested and accepted by the Cities, and the
RCR becomes operational.

•

The RCR project entity would own and control the fibers in the 232-strand fiber cable
that are not allocated to the Cities.

It also would provide designated network

management services to the Cities and other users of the RCR dark fiber.

•

The RCR project entity would enter into dark fiber IRU agreements or dark fiber leases
with other public and private sector entities that desire to use RCR dark fibers. The IRU
fees or lease payments that the RCR project entity receives from private companies,
which would be market-based, together with any O&M and colo fees paid to the RCR
project entity by the private companies, would subsidize the costs allocable to the dark
fibers used by other public sector entities and provide revenue to cover the O&M and
future capital costs of the RCR project entity.

•

The RCR project entity also could construct fiber spurs or laterals to connect facilities
of the dark fiber users to the RCR. Such connections would be the subject of additional
dark fiber IRU agreements (if the RCR project entity will own the lateral fibers) or turnkey construction agreements (if the user will own the lateral fibers), in each case with
cost-based or market-based fees.

•

The RCR project entity also could light some of the unallocated dark fibers and provide
lit-fiber bandwidth services to public and private sector entities that do not need the
entire bandwidth available through a fiber strand. Evolution of the RCR project entity
from a dark fiber to a lit fiber services provider would be the subject of further study
and Board approval.
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Appendix J: Grant and Funding Research
1. Virginia Tobacco Indemnification and Community Revitalization Commission
The Tobacco Region Revitalization Commission is committed to developing a diverse economy in
Southern and Southwest Virginia. The Commission utilizes 7 grant funds as well as a loan program to
achieve this goal.
Eligible applicants include local governments, economic development organizations, and IRS-designated
operating entities (funds that will ultimately benefit a private entity must have a public purpose and flow
through a public or operating entity grantee, based upon terms of a performance-based agreement)
Last Mile Broadband Program
Program guidelines adopted by the Commission are intended to attract entities who propose to:
•

Engage in applied research that is post proof-of-concept

•

invent and/or improve products, processes, or services that originate and remain in the Region
(highest priority), or whose value is substantially increased in the Region (lower priority)

•

Pursue commercialization within 36 months

•

Conduct research and development in the following areas:
•

Energy (of primary interest to the Commission)

•

Biomedical and Health Care

•

Information Technology

•

Chemical and Materials

•

Environmental

Tobacco Region Opportunity Fund
The purpose of the TROF program is to provide performance-based monetary grants and loans to
localities in Virginia’s tobacco producing region (as defined by the Commission) to assist in the creation of
new jobs and investments, whether through new business attraction or existing business expansion.
Grants and loans, awarded at the Commission’s discretion, are evaluated in a manner consistent with the
goals of the Commission and amounts are awarded commensurate with the project’s impact on the
community and/or region in which the project is locating. Evaluation of award amount is consistent
throughout the region and is based on the following criteria: local unemployment rates, prevailing wage
rates, number of new jobs, capital investment levels, industry type and the possibility of related economic
multiplier effect.
•

TROF is the only Tobacco Commission grant program that may be paid at the beginning of the
project to help tobacco region localities be competitive in attracting new investment and jobs
resulting in increased tax revenue and opportunity for quality employment in the tobacco region.

•

Since these are performance-based grants, the Commission monitors performance and requires
repayment of full or pro-rated grant amount if performance agreement is not met.
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Additionally, TROF recipients may elect to receive funds in the form of a loan rather than a grant. In this
case, loans may be offered to match the calculated award amount.
The TROF program is designed to support the goal of the Commission to “develop a diverse economy in
Southern and Southwest Virginia.” This goal is measured by job creation, workforce participation rate,
wealth, diversity of economy, and taxable assets. All measurements listed are increased when a new or
expanding business in the tobacco region creates new jobs that pay more than prevailing wage and adds
taxable assets to the local tax rolls.

Source: https://www.revitalizeva.org/grant-loan-program/

2. Agriculture and Forestry Industries Development (AFID)
RICHMOND—Governor Ralph Northam today announced a grant for Shenandoah County from the
Governor’s Agriculture and Forestry Industries Development (AFID) Fund to help develop a new economic
development strategic plan. The AFID planning grant program incentivizes local governments to promote
agriculture and forestry and incorporate the needs of these industries into their overall economic
development efforts. The $10,000 award leverages an additional $25,000 in local funds needed to
complete the robust new plan.
“Support for the Commonwealth’s agricultural sector is key to rooting in prosperity and a high quality of
life in all parts of Virginia,” said Governor Northam. “I commend Shenandoah County for its efforts to
identify new and innovative ways to grow the industry and leverage its resources to lay the groundwork
for future economic success.”
Recognizing the important role that agriculture plays as the leading industry in Shenandoah County,
Shenandoah County’s Office of Tourism and Economic Development is developing a strategic plan to
strengthen the county’s economy and build on its agricultural-based assets. The county is looking to
develop innovate opportunities to maintain and expand its agricultural industry, including identifying
infrastructure needs to support growth, developing a policy framework to protect and expand the
agricultural sector, and identifying strategies to maintain a healthy workforce.
“Agriculture contributes to many aspects of Virginia’s economic wellbeing, from providing food and jobs
to bolstering our economy through tourism and agribusiness,” said Secretary of Agriculture and
Forestry Bettina Ring. “This planning effort by Shenandoah County is ensuring that farmers and the
agricultural industry will remain a vibrant and growing part of the community’s economy and identity.”
Since its creation in 2012, the AFID planning grant program has awarded $785,597 to 37 projects covering
58 unique localities across the Commonwealth. The planning grants are part of the Governor’s AFID
program, an economic development tool for agriculture and forestry value-added or processing projects.
AFID planning grants are available for political subdivisions of the Commonwealth committed to growing
and developing their local agriculture and forestry industry sectors.
The Virginia Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services (VDACS) administers the AFID program,
and planning grant applications are accepted on a rolling basis. Successful funding requests must
demonstrate a clear need, a proposed solution, strong support from local government and the agriculture
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and forestry community, and the ability to provide matching funds. For more information, please visit
the VDACS website.
AFID is a discretionary incentive to grow Virginia’s agriculture and forestry industries.
AFID grants are made to localities at the discretion of the Governor with the expectation that the grant
will be critical to the success of a project, which will result in creation of new jobs and investment
from companies that add value to Virginia-grown agriculture and forestry products.
Grants may be used for a variety of purposes, including public and private utility extension or capacity
development on- and off-site; high-speed or broadband internet access extension or capacity
development; road, rail, or other transportation access costs beyond the funding capability of existing
programs; site acquisition; grading, drainage, paving, and any other activity required to prepare a site
for construction; construction or build-out of buildings; or training.
Grants are made to a local government for a project under the following conditions:
The project is creating new capital investment and jobs in Virginia.
•

The project is a facility that produces “value-added agricultural or forestall products."

•

At least 30% of the agricultural or forestry products to which the facility is adding value will be
grown within Virginia.

•

The grant may not exceed $500,000 unless the project is determined to have statewide or
regional importance.

Eligibility
In order to qualify for an AFID grant, the project should:
•

Be a facility that produces "value-added agricultural or forestall products," meaning any
agricultural or forestall product that (i) has undergone a change in physical state; (ii) was
produced in a manner that enhances the value of the agricultural commodity or product; (iii) is
physically segregated in a manner that results in the enhancement of the value of the
agricultural or forestall product; (iv) is a source of renewable energy; or (v) is aggregated and
marketed as a locally-produced agricultural or forestall product.

•

Demonstrate that a minimum of 30% of the agricultural or forestry products to which the
facility is adding value will be grown or produced within the Commonwealth on an annual
basis in normal years.

Grants are made to a local government under the following conditions:
•

The project is creating new capital investment and jobs in Virginia.

•

The local government applying for the grant provides a matching financial commitment.

•

A performance agreement is executed between the applicant and the business outlining the
agreed-upon job creation, capital investment, and purchase of Virginia-grown agricultural or
forestry products.
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Public announcement of the project is coordinated with the Governor’s Office.

Sources: https://www.governor.virginia.gov/newsroom/all-releases/2018/december/headline836914en.html, https://www.vedp.org/incentive/afid

3. President Donald J. Trump’s Infrastructure Initiative
“We have to make sure American farmers and their families, wherever they may be, wherever they
may go, have the infrastructure projects that they need to compete and grow.”

President Donald J. Trump

Farmers, ranchers, foresters, and those in rural America know that the U.S. economy is booming once
again, however, they also know their local byways, small towns and farmlands have not kept pace.
A task force created by President Trump developed recommendations for promoting prosperity in rural
America, and one of its key recommendations is to deploy high-speed internet access to this nation’s
farms, factories, forests, and small businesses in rural America.

Did you know? The President’s infrastructure plan will help states achieve this access by streamlining the
arduous permitting approval process for deploying broadband infrastructure like fiber and towers and
by incentivizing private capital investment, including the use of public-private partnerships.
The President is seeking long-term reforms for infrastructure by stimulating at least $1.5 trillion in new
investment and shortening the project approval process to two years.
This plan will protect the environment, unshackling hundreds of billions of dollars in infrastructure
projects — including rural broadband — currently stalled at various stages of the permitting process.
The Administration supports providing a lighter federal touch in funding and permitting for infrastructure.
The initiative will delegate authority to states and communities where feasible and trust them to make
decisions to meet their unique infrastructure needs.
The President’s plan dedicates $50 billion for rural infrastructure capital investments in broadband, power
generation, water facilities, transportation, and other asset classes.
Eighty percent of these funds will be provided to the Governor of each state. Governors would have the
discretion to choose investments that respond to the unique high-priority rural needs of their states.
The other 20 percent will be distributed as rural performance grants based on competitive criteria,
including increased investment in broadband. A portion of this funding will also be dedicated for
tribes and territories.
It is imperative that we increase access to capital in rural America, repair crumbling infrastructure, and
reduce regulatory burdens to foster greater economic development. The Trump Administration looks to
empower rural America by tearing down barriers that inhibit that growth.
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It’s time to make rural America great again

Source: https://www.whitehouse.gov/articles/know-presidents-infrastructure-plan-will-help-bolsterbroadband-access-rural-america/
4. USDA Community Connect Grants
What does this program do?
The grant program offers financial assistance to eligible service providers that will construct, improve, or
expand broadband networks in rural areas.
Who may apply for this program?
Eligible applicants include:
• State and local governments
• Federally recognized Tribes
• Nonprofits
• For-profit corporations
• Limited liability companies
What is an eligible area?
Rural areas that lack any existing broadband speed as defined in the most recent funding announcement
are eligible.
• The Broadband Mapping Tool provides guidance on rural areas currently eligible for Community
Connect Grants
How may the funds be used?
• The construction, acquisition, or leasing of facilities, spectrum, land or buildings used to deploy
broadband service for:
° all residential and business customers located within the Proposed Service Area
° all participating critical community facilities (such as public schools, fire stations, public libraries, and
public safety stations.)
• The cost of providing broadband service free of charge to the critical community facilities for 2 years
• Up to 10 percent of the grant may be used for the improvement, expansion, construction, or
acquisition of a community center that provides online access to the public
Are there other requirements?
Other program requirements include:
• Documentation supporting the scoring criteria
• An executive summary of the proposed project
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• Grantees must have legal authority to provide, construct, operate and maintain the proposed
facilities or services
• Partnerships with other federal, state, local, private, and nonprofit entities are encouraged
Matching funds of at least 15 percent from non-federal sources are required and can be used for
operating costs.
How do we get started?
• Application windows for this program are announced through the national office on a periodic
basis.
Why does USDA Rural Development do this? The Community Connect program helps rural
communities extend access where broadband service is least likely to be commercially available,
but where it can make a tremendous difference in the quality of life for people and businesses.
The projects funded by these grants help rural residents tap into the enormous potential of the
Internet for jobs, education, healthcare, public safety and community development

Source: https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/community-connect-grants

5. USDA Farm Bill Grant
Announcement : The Rural Utilities Service (RUS), a Rural Development Agency of the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA), is issuing a final rule to amend its regulations to address its ‘‘Buy
American’’ requirement.
Notice of Solicitation of Applications (NOSA)
Announcement : OPEN LETTER FROM THE ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR regarding reorganizations of
Awardee's companies for the Broadband Initiatives Program ("BIP") Awardees ("Awardees").
What does this program do?
The Rural Broadband Access Loan and Loan Guarantee Program (Broadband Program) furnishes loans and
loan guarantees to provide funds for the costs of construction, improvement, or acquisition of facilities
and equipment needed to provide service at the broadband lending speed in eligible rural areas.
Who may apply?
To be eligible for a broadband loan, an applicant may be either a non-profit or for-profit organization and
must take one of the following forms:
• Corporation;
• Limited liability company (LLC);
• Cooperative or mutual organization;
• A state or local unit of government
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• Indian tribe or tribal organization
Individuals and Partnerships are not Eligible.
Corporations that have been convicted of a felony (or had an officer or agent acting on behalf of the
corporation convicted of a felony) within the past 24 months are not eligible. Any Corporation that has
any unpaid federal tax liability that has been assessed, for which all judicial and administrative remedies
have been exhausted or have lapsed, and that is not being paid in a timely manner pursuant to an
agreement with the authority responsible for collecting the tax liability, is not eligible for financial
assistance provided with funds appropriated by the Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug
Administration, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2012, P.L. No. 112-55.
What is an eligible area?
• Proposed funded service areas must be completely contained within a rural area or composed of
multiple rural areas, as defined in 7 CFR 1738
• At least 15 percent of the households in the proposed funded service area are unserved,
• No part of the proposed funded service area has three or more “incumbent service providers.”
• No part of the proposed funded service area overlaps with the service area of current RUS borrowers or
the service areas of grantees that were funded by RUS.
Communities where USDA Rural Utilities Service has previously provided funding for construction of
broadband infrastructure may not be eligible.
How may the funds be used?
Broadband loans provide funding on a technology-neutral basis for financing:
The construction, improvement, and acquisition of facilities required to provide service at the broadband
lending speed including facilities required for providing other services through the same facilities
•

The cost of leasing facilities required to provide service at the broadband Lending speed if such lease
qualifies as a capital lease under Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP)

•

An acquisition, under certain circumstances and with restrictions

•

For additional detail see 7 CFR 1738

Source: https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/rural-broadband-access-loan-and-loan-guarantee

6. Connect America Fund Phase II
•

The Connect America Fund – also known as the Universal Service High-Cost program – is the FCC's
program to expand access to voice and broadband services for areas where they are unavailable. Through
CAF Phase II, the FCC provides funding to local telephone companies to subsidize the cost of building
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new network infrastructure or performing network upgrades to provide voice and broadband service in
areas where it is lacking.
•

CAF is a multi-year program, comparable to extending electricity and phone service to rural America early
in the twentieth century and building the interstate highway system in the 1950s and '60s. To ensure CAF
support is used efficiently, the FCC has focused on areas that are clearly unserved or underserved by
unsubsidized service providers.
Will broadband be offered in my area through CAF?
For a map of the areas where service
providers have accepted and will receive
CAF Phase II support over the course of the
six–year program, visit www.fcc.gov/reportsresearch/maps/caf-2-accepted-map.
Larger companies that accepted CAF Phase
II support have committed to adding service
for more than 3.6 million homes and
businesses in 45 states and the Northern Mariana Islands.
However, in some states and areas, service providers declined the offered funding. They may continue to
have an obligation to provide voice services to new locations, but they do not have the CAF Phase II
obligation to provide broadband services to new locations.
What is the timetable for broadband access through CAF?
If you live in a state where a service provider has accepted CAF Phase II support, you may have access to
broadband service within the next several years. Companies that accepted CAF Phase II support have six
years to plan and provide broadband to consumers, although not every household is guaranteed access.
The deployment schedule is determined by the service provider, not the FCC.

What are the minimum requirements for broadband services under CAF?
The companies that accepted CAF Phase II support must meet the following requirements for voice and
broadband services:


Speed: Service providers must offer broadband at speeds of at least 10 megabits per second
downstream and 1 Mbps upstream.



Latency: Service providers' network latency cannot be higher than 100 milliseconds round trip. Latency
is the time it takes for a data packet to travel back and forth through a network.



Usage Allowance: Currently, the carrier must offer at least one plan with a minimum usage allowance
of at least 150 gigabytes per month, or in certain circumstances, a plan with 100 GB of usage.
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Pricing: Service providers must offer service at rates reasonably comparable to rates in urban areas.



What are the plans for broadband deployment beyond CAF Phase II?



In areas where service providers accepted CAF Phase II support, the FCC plans to evaluate and address
the areas that remain unserved after the completion of the program in 2020. In the areas that remain
unserved, the FCC will award support through a competitive bidding process.



Certain areas are served by another group of service providers, primarily smaller local telephone
companies ("rate-of-return carriers") that were not eligible for CAF Phase II support. These service
providers receive support through other mechanisms and are usually subject to broadband
obligations.



The FCC will monitor progress and consider additional ways to ensure access to broadband service for
unserved and underserved consume.

Source: https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/connect-america-fund-phase-ii-faqs
7. EQT Foundation Funding
Funding Priorities


The EQT Foundation’s funding strategy endorses programs that directly touch the community and its
residents, rather than fundraising initiatives designed to support general operating expenses. The
Foundation supports projects that demonstrate positive, significant, measurable and sustainable
impacts, preferring proposals grounded in solid research and analysis that demonstrate creative
approaches to addressing critical issues. The Foundation also seeks evidence of:



Geographic setting that aligns with EQT Corporation’s business locations;



Ability to manage available resources effectively; and



Outreach that gains solid public recognition and support for the operating entity, its program and
sponsors.

The Foundation’s funding priorities are:
Arts & Culture
Support for local initiatives that are designed to give communities more exposure to artistic
programming, or that promote expanded awareness, understanding and appreciation of the diverse
culture and heritage of Appalachia.

Examples: Museums and cultural centers; art, music and literature programs; academic and community
programs exposing audiences to the history and culture of indigenous people
Community & Economic Development
Encourage the development of diverse, livable communities that can attract and retain residential,
commercial and industrial growth to sustain a healthy local economy.
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Examples: community sustainability programs; festivals and other local traditions; food banks; volunteer
fire departments; volunteerism and community service
Diversity
With an emphasis on racial diversity, the EQT Foundation supports programs that foster inclusion and
promote the diversity of communities.

Examples: programs that support inclusive communities; programs specifically geared toward minorities,
women, veterans, LGBTQ, etc.
Education
Provide students with access to programs that promote proficiency in core academic skills - particularly
those related to STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math). Includes programming that helps
students effectively prepare to compete in the workforce, have greater choices and make positive social
and economic contributions in their communities.

Examples: Development and implementation of STEM-based curriculum and programs; technical and
literacy training; computer and science camps; career planning and preparation
Environment
Support the preservation of natural resources and encourage residents and businesses to employ
accepted conservation techniques and activities to minimize adverse impacts on the environment.

Examples: Community gardens; wildlife and watershed conservation; environmental education;
preservation and restoration of green spaces
While grant sizes can vary greatly depending on the scope of the project, the average grant awarded by
the EQT Foundation is $20,000.

Source: https://www.eqt.com/our-communities/eqt-foundation

8. Venture Smarter
Venture Smarter is dedicated to catapulting governments, businesses, and universities into the 21st
Century. Led by government and technology experts coming from The White House, US Congress,
and leading technology companies, Venture Smarter serves an array of customers looking to invest in
and benefit from digital transformation and smart city growth.
Since 2016 Venture Smarter has helped clients win new business, develop best-practices strategies,
cultivate robust partnership ecosystems, and mitigate risks associated with digital transformation and
smart city development. We’ve launched new public-private-partnerships, catalyzed innovation
ecosystems, and removed barriers stagnating market development across North American cities and
regions. In 2019 we are eager to launch new products, programs, and partnership designed to create
better places to live, work, and visit with the support of a thriving collaboration ecosystem.
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Venture Smarter launched the 2018 Smart Infrastructure Challenge to empower communities of all sizes
to build better places to live, work, and visit. The inaugural challenge received submissions from 69
regional teams proposing 89 projects across four response tracks: Smart and Connected
Development; Smarter, Safer Streets; Critical Infrastructure; and Next Generation
Infrastructure. Competing for $50M+ in project financing and support, challenge finalists took center
stage to deliver shark tank-style pitch presentations at the second annual Smart Regions Conference.

9. Smart City Capital
The importance of becoming a smart city is now clearly appreciated by cities of all sizes around the
globe. The common reality faced by all cities, even those with multibillion-dollar annual budgets is that
Smart City Projects Require Smart City Capital, budget creating, solutions. For smaller cities, the budget
challenge is even greater.
Know-how is the second most significant challenge as traditional infrastructure project is no longer
enough when considering that Smart City Projects will require in many cases for the solutions that deliver
a blended outcome inclusive of both the technical and revenue generating / budget creating
components. The learning curve can be significant.
Achieving concept commit and identifying a wide range of potential smart city projects tends to move
rapidly, transitioning to the execution phase is usually met with a protracted process of pilots that are
faced with significant challenges due to lack of funding and risk appetite to move beyond the pilot phase,
into execution phase.
Smart City Capital allows the required 18 to 24-month development, pilot to execution timeline to be
substantially reduced as a result of the industry leading, end to end eco-system it has developed, which
includes, experienced equity, debt, technical and PMO resources with the ability of creating budget &
deliver “know-how”.
SOLUTIONS/OFFERS
•

Monetized / Self-Funding Models

•

End to End Services

•

Consumption OPEX

•

Consumption CAPEX

•

Structured Project Finance

•

Traditional Lease / Financing
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10. Arrow Electronics
ARROW ECS
Arrow ECS delivers value-added distribution, business consulting and channel enablement services to the
world’s leading technology manufacturers and their channel partners that serve commercial and
government markets.
ARROW INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS
From design engineering services, global marketing and integration, global logistics, and business
solutions, Arrow's dedicated team of experts is bringing it all together to help you deliver the latest
technologies to market - quickly and efficiently. AIS takes pride in adapting their services to fit your needs,
processes and expectations. Arrow's people take your challenges and your business success personally.
This is why Arrow remains in constant contact throughout the lifecycle of your project and why they
provide application engineers, field sales personnel and a wealth of other resources in the field.
ARROW SUSTAINABLE TECHNOLOGY
Arrow’s sustainable technology solutions business, together with the entire Arrow solutions portfolio,
provides complete technology lifecycle services for one globally consistent process and a seamless, endto-end experience for your business.
11. Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
DHS S&T SOLUTIONS
As the research and development (R&D) arm of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the Science
and Technology Directorate (S&T) focuses on providing the tools, technologies, and knowledge products
the nation’s Homeland Security Enterprise needs today and tomorrow. That means S&T constantly works
to bridge industry and end-user communities around the nation. S&T’s R&D focus areas cover DHS’s core
mission areas and use our network of industry, national laboratory and other partners seek solutions for
capability gaps and define topics for future research.
S&T'S FOCUS AREAS
Borders and Maritime Security and Port of Entry Screening
DHS S&T works closely with border and immigration officials to understand how technology can help
support their missions and overcome challenges.
Centers of Excellence and Academia
DHS S&T partners with a host of academic, national laboratory and research organizations across the
nation to address specific homeland security topics and threats.
Chemical and Biological Defense
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DHS S&T partners with authorities across the nation to address chemical and biological threat prevention
needs through technological innovation and future-focused research.
Cybersecurity
DHS S&T supports the full spectrum of cybersecurity research and development.
The Software Assurance Marketplace (SWAMP) provides a national marketplace of continuous software
assurance capabilities for software assurance (SWA) researchers and developers. By providing researchers,
tool developers, tool users and educators who train our workforce a suite of secure and dependable
analysis services, SWAMP aims to reduce the number of vulnerabilities deployed in new software systems.
Unmanned Aerial Systems
DHS S&T is tackling unmanned aerial systems challenges by researching ways to protect against threats
and ways to make them more usable for the Homeland Security Enterprise
Tests, Evaluations, Standards and Systems Engineering
DHS S&T assists operators by helping them define and understand their requirements and the
technology's performance capabilities.

12. Sentara Foundation
Sponsorships
Sentara Healthcare has a mission of improving health every day. This is accomplished, in part, through our
partnerships with dozens of nonprofit groups. Sentara teams up with these organizations to fund
numerous programs throughout our region. In an effort to improve community health, Sentara assists in
fundraising efforts and supports education and prevention activities as well as other important initiatives.
Guidelines for Sponsorship:
•

Sponsorships should help to improve the health status of the community.

•

The Sentara Foundation – Hampton Roads typically does not support the following: league sports, golf
tournaments, galas, alcohol, tobacco and/or gambling-themed events and fundraisers, fees for individuals
to attend conferences, individuals, including patient assistance funds, individual scholarships, individual
school events and school fundraisers, arts programs and performances without specific connection to
health improvement initiatives, non-volunteer public service organizations (police, fire, rescue), political
programs or events, activities that exclusively benefit the members of sectarian or religious organizations,
local fundraisers to benefit third-party campaigns and charities (does not apply to national organizations
with branches/offices that work directly with the local communities), organizations that discriminate by
race, color, creed, gender or national origin, biomedical or clinical research, direct support to
endowments, funding that supplants existing sources of support, capital fund drives, Sentara programs,
services outside the greater Hampton Roads, Virginia area (funding requests will be considered only for
nonprofits providing service and education to the Hampton Roads community.)
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Following each Sentara Sponsorship Review Committee meeting, organization contacts are notified via
email as to whether or not their request was approved for funding and at what level. Sponsorship
payments will be processed immediately following the meeting, and checks will be mailed out directly
from the Sentara Accounts Payable department.

•

Requests that are not in compliance with sponsorship guidelines will not be reviewed by the
committee and the organization contact will be notified via email of this decision upon receipt of the
application. Organizations with requests that fall within the guidelines of the Sentara Recognition Grants
program will be encouraged to apply for a grant through the Sentara Foundation – Hampton Roads.

•

Please note that funding for your organization may not be granted every year due to the Foundation’s
limited sponsorship resources and the extensive number of requests received.
13. Regent University
See Funding/Grant Section. Supporting documentation not available currently.
14. AT&T
Please reference the Executive Summary for supportive documentation.
15. Landmark Dividend
Please reference the Executive Summary for supportive documentation.
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Appendix K: Letters of Support

COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
Office of the Governor
Ralph S. Northam
Governor

October 17, 2018
Zack Huhn
Chairman, Smart Regions Conference
Venture Smarter Inc.
131 1 Vine Street,
Cincinnati, Ohio
45202
Dear Zack,
I am writing to express my strong support for the Hampton Roads Regional Conductivity
Ring project for the 2018 Smart Infrastructure Challenge. In collaboration with the
Hampton
Roads Planning District Commission (HRPDC), the cities of Virginia Beach, Norfolk,
Chesapeake, Suffolk and Portsmouth have joined forces to construct a 127 linear mile open
access, dark fiber regional connectivity ring (the "Ring"). The Ring will provide the integral
backbone for Smart Cities initiatives throughout the region and the Commonwealth of
Virginia. I am proud to lend my support to their efforts and implore you to do the same.
Virginia has already demonstrated its commitment to becoming the nation's leader
in Smart Cities and in promoting the economic opportunities that accompany Smart Cities
initiatives and applications. The Commonwealth of Virginia has created various groups to
develop best practices, technologies, and policies to equip Virginia's communities with
the tools, support and resources they need to become smart communities. The Hampton
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Roads region is taking the lead in building this Ring, the outcome of which will have
statewide implications.
The HRPDC along with the five inaugural cities noted above have received
statewide stakeholder engagement, including representatives from a variety of Virginia
and Federal localities and other entities. This further demonstrates the high degree of
interest in Smart Cities opportunities in Virginia.

Patrick Henry Building • I I l l East Broad Street • Richmond,
Virginia 23219
(804) 786-2211 • TTY (800) 828-1 120 www.governor.virginimgov

The support and expertise that would be provided by the Infrastructure Challenge
partners will help to build upon the Commonwealth's extensive regional and statewide work
in assisting its communities to prepare for and initiate Smart Cities strategies. Therefore, I
hope that you will select Hampton Roads' proposal as a winner of the 2018 Smart
Infrastructure Challenge.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
ortham
Ralph S.
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Hampton Roads Regional Connectivity Ring
Addendum 1
Questions and Answers: Post Regional Steering Committee
Nonprofit Proposal – Friday, January 4th, 2019
Q 1) How does the dark fiber open access model generate revenue?
A 1) Dark fiber open access models generate revenue by providing fiber connections to:
municipal government facilities, large businesses, schools, higher education campuses,
and other facilities that require dedicated high capacity transport to operate. The open
access model leases the fiber to service providers to expand their last mile connections to
small businesses and residential customers to encourage competition and economic
development without significant capital outlay.
Q 2) How does this model work for enhancing city operations?
A 2) Dark fiber connections have unlimited capacity. Their speeds and data caps are limited
to the tier one provider they are buying DIA (Dedicated Internet Access) connections from.
They are also limited by the network equipment they have on the internal network. Having
a dedicated dark fiber drop to a city demarcation point allows the cities to plan and budget
for their own fiber network, which will alleviate the need for individual T-1 circuits and
ultimately have significant cost avoidance benefits in the future.
Q 3) Will there be enough fiber to future proof for increased demands?
A 3) The RCR is designed as a passive network with a 288-count fiber backbone. Each fiber
has the capabilities of providing 88 network services, which ultimately is 25,344 services.
While the design doesn’t allow for full use of the 25,344 services, due to point to point
fiber leases, the network will have significantly more connections available and can be
scalable as the network demands increase. There are GPON cabinets placed to connect to
last mile services which have the capacity of 192 network connections from the 6-count
fiber connections of the RCR.
Q 4) How will the limited availability of fiber be handled for leasing?
A 4) There will be no limited capacity of fiber; each customer on the RCR will have to go
through an application process with the managing entity. It is imperative that the
processes be followed, and favoritism is not shown to customers on the RCR. Keeping with
the core values of the mission statement is imperative for economic growth of the region.
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Q 5) Will this infrastructure interfere with incumbent contracts?
A 5) It is up to the cities to plan around the RCR with their existing ISP contracts. Keeping
a redundant circuit in place and planning a deployment schedule with a 5-year plan, will
allow the cities to design and budget for their own internal network while working with
the operating entity.
Q 6) Is there a process in place for expansion of the remaining Southside municipalities?
A 6) The network is built to be scalable. The operating entity will have to develop a 30%
design to ascertain cost for the remaining localities. The 30% design will also identify how
the Southside RCR will connect to the other localities.
Q 7) How would revenues be managed and dispersed?
A 7) Ultimately, the Broadband Steering Committee will have to vote on how the revenues
are dispersed. The purpose if the operating entity is to become self-sufficient and manage
key regional projects like Sea Level Rise Resiliency and Smart Transportation. As these
projects are very capable of receiving federal and state funding, there usually is a 20%
match that is required. Revenues from the operating entity should be used for regional
projects a smart city deployment within the footprint of the RCR.
Q 8) Do partners in the co-build option result in loss of authority over portions of the
ring?
A 8) Please refer to Appendix G, page 131, and Appendix H, page 134, of the master
plan.
Q 9) Is the previous work and mileage of construction in Portsmouth considered for
credits back to the city?
A 9) All cities have significantly different cost requirements for construction and mileage.
To keep it consistent, the mileage and construction cost are not considered for credit back
to the city. Each city can utilize a dark fiber drop and receive credit for the rate of the drop.
If multiple drops are required, they will receive credit for those as well until the initial funds
are paid back in full.
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Hampton Roads Regional Connectivity Ring
Addendum 2
Questions and Answers: Post MP Submittal – Tuesday,
January 29th, 2019
Part I. We need significant clarification about the physical topology of the
Regional Connectivity Ring and the internal allocation of the 288 strands
comprising this RCR.
 On page 35, the RCR Master Plan document states: Each city will have a 12-count direct
point to point fiber {connection} from the Regional Ring Network Operations Center
(NOC) to the city’s demarcation point. This will allow each city to tie into their existing
network and provide connectivity to all their anchor institutions. The rest of the fibers on
the 12-ct will be used as connectivity for regional projects such as regional GIS database
and regional disaster recovery.
 Page 36 (the next page) includes a schematic diagram of the RCR. This diagram
indicates a 6-count connection between the ring and each city with those six strands
described more specifically as consisting of one strand for the city, one for regional
public safety, one for regional NG911, one open strand for disaster recovery, one open
strand for redundancy, and one spare strand. This diagram also suggests a separate 288
strand point-to-point connection between the five cities, in parallel to the 288 strand
RCR. Yet, this aspect of the diagram does not appear to be consistent with the written
descriptions in the Master Plan.
 The Chart on page 38 illustrates a sample allocation of the 288 RCR strands. It allocates
4 strands exclusively to each city (strands 1 through 20). It also appears to allocate 7
strands for regional use (specifically mentioning uses for CAD2CAD, NG911, and
Regional Disaster recovery). However, this includes 3 strands that were also allocated to
Suffolk (strands 18 through 20). Consequently, it would appear that only 4 of the seven
named strands are truly available for regional use (strands 21 through 24). Other strands
may inure to the benefit of all or many cities, including those reserved for private use by
the HRPDC, dedicated to smart city applications, or to economic development. However,
it is unclear whether any other strands are considered to be included as part of any city’s
dark fiber lease.
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A) The fiber chart and diagram has been redone to clarify the questions raised by the
City of Chesapeake.
•

It is Important to understand that the 288Ct specked out in the design has 2
paths from the Regional NOC. One going Northbound and the other going
Southbound. The new diagram will reflect both paths and routing for the 288ct.

•

All Fiber Allocation in the Master Plan is based on a 30% needs assessment. As
we move towards the 100% design with the partners the allocation chart will
change and modified to accommodate the funding sources. The only constant
will be the fiber set aside for the Cities and Higher Ed.

•

Fiber allocation will have a value to it, all entities on the ring will be paying for
the fiber use which will dictate the final allocation chart.

Q) Given these three very different sounding descriptions of the fiber infrastructure made
available to participating cities, Chesapeake would like to know more specifically what
exclusive and/or shared fiber access rights and it would receive in return for leasing dark
fiber from the RCR?
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A) Lease Line Costs: Configured as a site license to each city. To increase proportionally
with the buildout progress. Once built the lease cost would be stabilized (with the
exception of advance payment credit reductions). The lease is for the ring only.
Q) Perhaps more importantly, are the fiber resources being set aside for cities adequate to
meet both current needs and the anticipated future demands of all five jurisdictions over
the expected productive lifespan of the fiber cable and conduit being installed?
A) Each fiber strand has the capacity of 88 services over DWDM multiplexing, please
refer to Addendum 1 for a detailed explanation.

Conduit Future Capacity: In Roanoke they have one 3” conduit with 3 innerducts.
Which offers the potential for 864 strands in the future?
Q) Can this model be effectively extended and accommodate additional jurisdictions on
both the Southside and the Peninsula without requiring the installation of additional fiber
to upgrade the capacity of the RCR?
A) Fibers from the RCR are allocated to Demark at a Remote Regional NOC in the
Peninsula, the operating entity will need to engage the other localities to create a 30%
design and cost model for expansion which will use the Remote Regional NOC as the
starting point. The remote Regional NOC can be located in one of the localities and
require only 2 fibers from the RCR to expand to the peninsula.
Q) What are the detailed specifications for the fiber cable and duct bank itself? Page 64
of the Master Plan document indicates the RCR duct bank will consist of a single 3-inch
conduit with 3 smaller inner ducts, each capable of holding a 288-strand fiber cable. Yet,
the cable routing plan sheets appear to specify a duct bank consisting of three, 3-inch
conduits.
A) The cost developed for the master plan was derived from the install in one 3” conduit
with 3 separate innerducts. The 3 in parenthesis detailed in the 30% reflect 3 innerducts.
Q) How do the RCR specifications match with and/or differ from those currently
employed by Virginia Beach, Norfolk and Portsmouth? Specifically, are these cities
currently using 288 strand fiber cables and one or more 3-inch conduits, with or without
inner ducts? When the Norfolk to Virginia Beach section is upgraded as set forth in step
five of the Master Plan, the documents don’t call for a replacement of the existing
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conduit. What conduit configurations will be in place in Norfolk and Virginia Beach along
the route of the RCR when step five is completed?
A) The 30% was developed to accommodate VDOT, Virginia Beach and Norfolk’s current
underground fiber specific specifications. The RCR will be built to carrier class standards.
Kimley Horn was tasked to review and finalize the 30%.
The path from Norfolk to Virginia Beach calls for utilizing existing conduits with spare
innerducts. All existing conduits will have to be proofed before installation of new fiber.
Crushed conduits will be replaced with the coordination of the city.

Part II. The RCR has been broadly characterized as a dark fiber ring comprised of
288 strands that various users (both public and private) can lease and light to
support their individual requirements. Yet, there is an extensive discussion in the
Master Plan document of the RCR also providing a middle-mile transport
mechanism for all 17 HRPDC jurisdictions; not only for private business and IoT
uses but also to connect government facilities and services to the Ring. How is this
to be accomplished and how does this function integrate with the allocation of
RCR resources granted to cities by virtue of their leases?
A) A dark fiber drop will be provided as a handoff to the city, the city will be

responsible for coordinating and activating the fiber with their own approved
equipment. Regional Public Private Partners will be responsible for activating
Dark Fibers for specific use cases such as Smart City.

Q) Does this use envision the third-party lease of a number of strands that are then
subleased to private and public users for this purpose or are we envisioning that some
strands will be lighted by the RCR governing body which will, in turn, lease capacity to
some end users, rather than leasing only fiber strands?
A) Legal compliance of the Dark Fiber Open Access network requires that the fiber is
dark middle mile fiber, entities leasing fibers from the RCR governing body will be
required to comply with the policies of the governing body to activate their own
networks. The RCR governing body will ensure network compliance. The RCR is open to
anyone to use even COX and Verizon as long as they comply with the policies.
Q) If cities and other users can only lease dark fiber strands from the RCR and many of
these users have likely already adopted their own cybersecurity protocols, why would the
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RCR designate its own cyber protection standards and require use of single vendor’s
security appliances? How was that vendor identified and selected?
A) No vendor was selected for Cyber Security, the company listed in the master plan
developed a solution for the RCR. The disclaimers in the Master plan clearly states that
vendors listed does not constitute a partnership or future collaboration. Clients of the
RCR are free to utilize any cyber platform they want to. Cyber Security and Data analytics
were listed in the master plan as a Smart City solution that can be used by outside
vendors.

Part III. The plan of finance needs substantial clarification so the constituent cities
can understand their own costs and benefits, as well as the evaluating whether the
projected revenues from other RCR users is realistic. The series of questions below
address matters included in both the Master Plan document and the proposed
South Bend non-profit model presented by Roland Davis.
Q) How were the projected “savings” for each jurisdiction calculated?
A) Calculated Savings: A detailed analysis was presented to task force in the September
27th, 2018 Steering Committee meeting.
The chart below reflects “On Network” pricing in Richmond, currently the pricing in
Hampton Roads is an “Off Network,” which is why the region pays significantly higher
DIA costs. Connection to the TAF in Virginia Beach will make the Region an “On
Network,” which will bring competitive pricing to the area. Cost savings were developed
by an “On Network” pricing, which will reflect significant cost saving to the cities once
their internal fiber networks are built.

Q) Do these reported values constitute the incremental leased-line costs that can be fully
eliminated as a direct result of the RCR implementation or do they also include the total
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current leased-line costs for each jurisdiction, some of which would require additional
local fiber or extensions from the RCR to eliminate?

 What is the assumed annual lease rate for each of the five Southside cities
upon RCR completion and how was it determined?
A) Currently the lease cost will be $3000 per month per drop, lease rates will
follow governmental regulations and increase per federal government
standards.
 How do we equitably allocate city lease charges in years 2 through 5 when
there will be material differences in the Ring’s state of completion from city
to city?
A) Lease Line Costs: Configured as a site license to each city. To increase
proportionally with the buildout progress. Once built the lease cost would
be stabilized (with the exception of advance payment credit reductions).
The lease is for the ring only.
Regional Project: Since this is a regional project with regional benefits the best
solution is to divide total lease costs by 5.
Core Concept: Dark Lease only means no data caps and no speed limits. The
cities will self-control how fast etc. Future costs will now be controllable and
predictable.
Lease Term Commitment: 10 years with 10-year option at a minimum. This is a
municipal asset. Reductions in lease costs to cities will be a board decision.
Best Rate: Cities will have the best rate and be site licensed based.
Q) How were the projected Higher Education lease revenues determined?

 Will the educational rate (per fiber or otherwise) be the same or different
from the rate for cities?
A) Higher Education: All Colleges provided current costs and data speeds. The
model was set at 55% of 2018 costs without consideration of increase speed
and data benefits. All Higher Education CIO’s have been involved in this
project. Higher Education rates would be the same as the cities.
Q) The greater ring length should [give carriers and businesses] proportionally more
potential clients for their services. Does this really make sense for other business users?
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 As the ring is expanded and includes a greater diversity of city sizes, will
there be options available for smaller cities to lease fewer strands at a lower
cost or lease some defined network capacity as opposed to physical strands?
 If the latter, will this only be available through third party contracts, instead
of directly through the RCR governing body?
A) Business: Prime beneficiaries of the ring would be corporations with multiple
locations who have data processing staff resources in place (i.e. Sentara). The
Ring is dark fiber lease only. Any lighting will be by the users or their
contracted carriers. No minimum bandwidth or mileage charges. Two prices –
carrier and end user. Each connection to ring costs. Great infrastructure
created for maximum possibilities.
Co-Build: Associated with a lease offsets for upfront payments. In contrast,
(Google and Microsoft) will never use the ring but want to run parallel conduit
during construction. Their interest is only long-haul redundancy for the
transatlantic cable connections to Ashburn.
Additional Cities: Cities or Municipalities that want to use the ring can utilize
it in any way they want. The price is per drop and in some cases the PPP
might have last mile connections to the client. In those cases, the Regional
Entity will receive a commission from the PPP for using the Ring.
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Hampton Roads Regional Connectivity Ring
Addendum 3
Questions and Answers: Post 30% Submittal – Wednesday,
February 13th, 2019
Comment: Need a one-page synopsis/fact sheet that captures a summary of this document for
City Managers’ use
Response: We will work on a one pager for CM, CAO, council members.
Comment: Page 11 High level schematic shows 12 fiber strands for each city (which is what I
remember us discussing); Page 44 mentions 24 fiber strands per city; just need to clarify
Response: RE: 30% Pre-Engineering Design
24 count fiber- specifically for co build partnerships and involves a separate 288 count fiber in a
separate conduit- which is not part of the initial 288 count fiber listed on page 11
Comment: Appendix A: ROW Arrangements and Appendix B: Conduit Use Alternatives-will need
legal help on this as we move forward.
Response: No changes were done, these were strictly legal recommendations given to us from
our attorney, were understand that each city will review their own ROW and conduit use
agreements.
Comment: JBs are added to the list. The average distance between the JBs is 720 feet. The city
standards are 250 feet and 500 feet. Need to establish standards for the region.
Material spec for the JBs and cabinets are included.
Response: We estimated the average distance between Junction Boxes are at 720 ft.
Currently the cities and VDOT use 250 to 500 ft but this is based on VDOT specifications using
144ct fiber or less. Because there is so much disparity between the cities requirements and
needs. Such as; Chesapeake and Suffolk will have fiber laid in rural areas, whereas Virginia Beach
and Norfolk will have areas that will require more Junction Boxes and drop off points for
Strategic Growth Areas and other last mile services within a shorter distance.
The project manager working on the 100% design, will need to work with the cities to identify
their specific specifications per their construction methodology. For instance, Chesapeake and
Virginia Beach, require all new underground fiber optic cable to be located to feed under any
public utilities. Whereas Norfolk and Suffolk have different standards.
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Comment: By adding the 315 Junction Boxes (the quantity was 1 in old table) our cost for VA
Beach raises over $5.1M (see below screenshot-1 from Page 91). In Sep 2018 the cost was
estimated $3.8M, in Dec 2018 it was estimated $4.8. Virginia Beach has the most fiber footprint
in the region, but we are the second highest to spend to build the ring. Chesapeake’s cost is up
to $7.9M. These are information on slide 96 of the updated master plan.
Response: Per the 30% Pre-Engineering Design and using the 720 ft average, 315 Junction
Boxes were necessary. This is a very high level over estimate for material and construction costs.
The material pricing and construction costs for underground construction projects were
developed from prior projects within the Hampton Roads area. Once the 100% design has been
completed, this cost will more accurately reflect the final construction requirements.
Comment: We asked Jeff in the last meeting about the conduit standards and he mentioned 3”
is used, but the document states 4”.
Response: Virginia Beach has 27% more footage than Chesapeake in the construction of the
RCR even though Chesapeake requires all new construction. There will still be requirements to
install new Junction Boxes and proof the existing conduits in Virginia Beach. The 3.8 M that was
refers 9/18 was based off GIS routing footages and not the actual AutoCAD route drawings that
were submitted in the 30% Pre-Engineering Design.
Comment: Data and Analytics were supposed to be removed (as that was partially the reason
for the price increase to $28M), but the references are still part of the document (see page 47)
Response: The cost for data analytics and cyber security were removed from the 30% PED and
the MP. The technological practices of data analytics and cyber security will have to stay in both
documents because it is an intricate part of the design for the RCR
Comment: Per the last CIO meeting (1/29/19)- it was requested that the conduit size be
changed to 4".
Response: We will change the sizes back to 3" conduit with 3, 1" innerducts as the 30% PreEngineering Design pricing was based on the construction methodology of a 3" HDPE conduit. If
we change the design to a 4" conduit, our over estimation cost analysis will not be correct. The
PM for the 100% design will need to create an addendum to change the 3" HDPE conduit to a 4"
HDPE conduit.
Comment: The funding opportunities page 73 refers to $10M required to build the southern
lateral of the Ring.
Response: This section has been editted and does not reflect a specfic cost.
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Comment: Inspection and audit costs were requested to be included during the meeting on
1/29/19, but are not.
Response: Inspection and audit cost of the 100% design and construction will have to be part of
the governance model, and funding will have to be allocated towards that cost. Because the
governance not set up at this time, we cannot ascertain how the cost will be divided amongst
the cities if the cities will have independent PM for the RCR, whether the governance will provide
an independent PM for the 100% design and construction of the ring. These details will have to
be determined once the governance model has been set.
Per this question from the 1-29 CIO meeting - Bob and Keith will address this matter once the
governance has been set between the CM.
Comment: It was my understanding that the reference to private companies would be removed,
so as the 30% design and Master Plan could be used as part of an RFP process?
Response: The Master Plan is an informative document for city, state and informative officials.
The 30% Pre-Engineering Design would be used for the RFP process along with the drawings.
Comment: It was my understanding that the non-profit proposal was not be including as well?
Response: This has been removed from the MP and was not included in the 30% PreEngineering Design. It will be included as an attachment for future reference.
Comment: Why was conduit and infrastructure specification sheet included in the 30% design
and Master Plan?
Response: all the content from the 30% design was included in the Master Plan, but since has
been removed per recommendation
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